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. ABSTRACT

..

TO study the teaching-learning prOcet's in classrooms, a sma 1.4ample of

carefuhlly selected teachers at the second and, fifth gradesj/ere 'dentified.

(
A unique characteristic of this sample was that it included twen y 'teachers

op

identified as relatively more effective in inf luencing achieveme t gains in
I.

their classes and twenty teachers identified as relatively less effective in

their ability to teach certain objectiVes. Procedures and data related,to

the identification of these two disparate groups of teachers are desctibed

in this 'report.
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I.- INTRODUCTION

Ohe goal of Phase III-A of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study was

to generate hypotheses. bout whiCh teacher behaviors' to study when-conducting

classroom-based--reslarch on.teachihg. Some clues about important variables

come from the e4tani literature (e.g., Rosenshine, 1971; Duncan and Biddle,.

1974). Some'additional knowledge about theimportanceof patticular variables

comes fromfrom other
1

phases of the research conducted. for the'California Commission
O

. for Teacher Preparation and Licensing (e.g.., McDonald and Elias, 1976).

However', .even with these scources, determining which variables have,the

potential to affect student achievement' is not an easy task.

The Laboratory approach to this task required the identification of a
C,

Ismail sample of teachers that were known to be more or less effective in

f
their ability to facilitate strident achieveMent. If teachersviry markedly

in their ability to affect student achievement, then any differencesbetween
,

4

teachers in,teachihd behavior and insttuctiOnat technique are potential
. k

explanations for the difference in athi vement. Intensive study of extreme

groups should provide_ plausible hypothes about which variables affect

student achieveMbnt. The intensive. study of such clastes was completed and

resulted in three reports:

'Tikunoff, W. J., Berliner,..° ist,'R. C. . Special Study A:
An ethnographic. study-of-the forty,Classrooms Of. the Beginning

,,leacher- Evaluat'i'on 'Study KnoWn Sample. San Francisco, California:-
Technical Report 75-10,5 Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study,

. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and.DevelopMent4
.

1975, (129 pages plus appendices)

This report describet variables which differentiate the class-
"rooms of mote and less effective teachers. Teacher effectiveness
was defined at the ability of second and fifth' grade teachers to-
teach specially constructed reading and mathematics curriculum

. units overc'two weeks. Twenty more, effective and-twenty'less
effective teachers were visited for five days bygpecially
trained ethnographers. Protocols Of reading and mathematics

_

1
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instruction were prepared.by the ethnographers. These protocols
were rated and variable that distinguished between teachers of

,

differential effectiveness were identified. 'Twenty-one of these
variables were found todistinguish between the snore and less

"% effective teachers in their teaching of second grade reading,
second grade mathematics, fifth grade reading and fifth grade
mathematics. An additional 40 variables also showed some ability
to differentiate between more and less effective teachers,.but
did not generalize Across grade levels or subject matter areas.
The use of,a kn9wn sample of teachers varying ih effectiveness,
and the ethnographic procedures, were both methods found to be 4
very useful in.the study of classrooM teaching.

Morine, G., and Valiance, E. Special' Study B: A study of teacher
and. pupil perceptions of clatsroom interaction. San Francisco.,
California: Technica0 Report 75-11-6, Beginning Teacher Evaluation
Study, Far West Laborz1tory for Educational Research and Development,
1975. (150'pages plus appendices)

Teachers were designated as more and lesseffective according
to their ability to teach specially constructed reading and mathe-
matics curriculum units over two weeks. They were then studied
td determine if their perceptions of classroom interaction and
°interactive decision-making were different. They were also studied
to determine whether they notice different aspects of teaching,
when viewing instruction b'Y another teact.er. In-addition, pupils
were alsb studied to determine what aspets of instruction were
salient to them. Four variables related to the teachers thinking
about instruction were found worthy of further study. These were
in, teachers' (a) logical/critical thinking, (b) comparative think-
ing,.(c) negative thinking, and (d) amount of input accepted or:

*sought during interactive decision-making. -In addition, the
examination pf teacher and pupil perceptions of instruction also
yielded,, variables worthy of further study.. In particular,
teachers with high pupil gain'scores tended to emphasize cognitive
aspects of the lesson more, while teachers with low pupil gain
scores gave slightly more attention to affective aspects of the
lesson! Furthermore, the most salient instnuctional character,-
tstics for students were cognitive events, not affective events.

'0-

Morine, G., and Valiance, E. Special Study C: A study of teacher
planning., San Francisco, California: Technical Report 76-3-1,
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study, Far West Laboratory for
'Educa,tional Research and Development, 1976. (150 pages plus
appendices)

Twenty more and twenty less effective teachers were studied to
etermine if they differed i the ways they plan for instruction.

4 he effectiveness of the teac t was determined by their ability
o affect gains in reading and ma hematics over two weeks of in- .

truction with a specially designed curriculum unit. Four var-
bles were noted as distinguishing between the planning of the



more and less"effective teachers. These were: (a) whether the
teacher used specific or general information in planning; (b)
whether the teacher bel,ieved students had tfe potentialto learn
the material; (c) whether the teacher considered'the cognitive
aspects of instruction; and (4) whether the teacher produced. much
of his/her own instructional materials.

f

This repOrt describes the "known sample" of teachers used in the studies

cited above. In addition, this report describes the curriculum materials,

known as Experimental Teaching Units (ETUs), that were; used to help select the,

known sample of teachers that was intensively studied. Described on the

followipg pages are the development of the ETUs; the recruitment of the initial-,

'sample of teachers; the data collection procedures used with this.tnitial

sample;4he data analyses that resulted in the.selectton of the known sample

from the 'initial sample; and a validity study of the proceduresaused to saecf

the knovih sample. The conclust6n of this report` evaluates these' techniques

for their.usefulness in the study of teaching.,

'14
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II. ilaE.VELOPMENT'OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TEACHING UNITS 0

In order to select teachers with known ability to foster learning, it was

considered important to be able to compare teachers' pe'rformanges in a con-,

trolled situation. Most,of the existing data on class achievement involve a.

variety of achievement measures "administered it different tinges to students

who have been requi,ned to cover different curricula. In order to provide a

common btis for assesssing'a teacher's effectiveness, four Experimental Teaching

Units ET-U-s) were- constructed .__Each_EILLwa's_, _in_-% ef f ect - two -week curriculum-

unit, one in reading and one in mathema.tics. Separate units were developed

for greades two-and five. Each ETU controlled' the domain of objectives to be

taught and the amount of time' to be spentin instruction. But teachersWere

`left free to teach the ETU in any manner they chose, thus preserving the

variabil ity- of teaching: behaviors-. -AT) effort-wit made to provide a

variety of md'erials and objedtives fromwiichz the teacher couldselect,
. . . :,' .

t .

adapt, sequence, and organize an instructional program to meet the needs of

. 'the students, fitting. he ETU within the noomal ,patterns of organization

a

and procedures in that classroom.

Each ETU is comprised of these components:
.

a. 'An introduction for,,,the teacher, discussing the rationale for

the,ETU :end its placefn the overall curriculum for that grade:

and '-subject Matter area:

b. Objectives of the uriit, stated in performance terms, so that
,

t

teachers know precisely what learning outcomes are to' be
,

.;

achieved. (Ari example ofoan objective from the second grade

reading ETU is : The . d' can, recognip a base ,word wit h=

. prefix added, with' a suffix added, and with both a prefix and

suffix added.)

13,
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teacherss re allowed to teach all of the -ETU objectives or

any subset thereof that they may select.

c. A pre -test, for the students. (Information from the pre-test
.1.;

results was provided each teac4.)

d. Instructional materials and instructional activities: A wide-

vdrietY of instructional materialsand'suggested activities

.ar pray.ided to teachers so they have some choices available

while trying to meet the objectives of the ETU. (Teachers

were also allowed "to use their own ideas and materials to

meet the instructional objectives.)

e. A pbsltest for the students. This is attest of attainment of

the unit objectives,, andis identical to the.pre-test.

The ETUs, gincluding the tests and testing procedures manuals, are 'provided-

7,0

.

in Appendices A thru ETUA de of each and its development is pro-,

-

Experimental Teaohing Unit for Second Grade Reading

e,1
.

This unit has two sections. One section is on FollOwima Directions. The,

. /

students are given pracfiCe oh following simple and complex written directionk;

Additional exercises work with the understanding of a sequence of events or ,
-.

sr
,

,

directions. A major purpose of this section is to increase the'child's' awareness

of the purpose of readingto understand,a message. The child should be able A -A
.. I, . 0- .

to read something and do what it says.

The second seciion,of,this ETU is concerned with 'Word Structures Students

work-with the concept that a word can be:made up of parts, each of which has

meaning. The meanings of the parts are combined to deriiie the meaning-of the

. word as a whole. Simple words are combyled to form compound words. Root

words can be expanded by the addition ofa prefix or suffix. The emphasis of

14
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unit is an the recognition of meaningful parts in a word; as an aid to the

reading locess.

The following curriculum materials cOntributed,to the development of this

A

. a. Reading framework for California Public Schools. Sacramento,
California: California State Department of Education, 1973.

Ward, B. A. and Skailand, D. B. Teaching.Readingos Decoding:.
Minicourse 18. San Fraricisco, California:- Far West Laboratory
for Educational_Researth and DevelOpmeni, 1973. .

Textbooks in'reading for California public schools adopted by the
California State Board of Education.

d Materials at the curriculum libraries of:

"b.

c.

- ,San Mateo Unified School District
- University of California, Berkeley
- Stanford University.

CoRsultinfs_in_Ah.e_deyelQpment of this ETU included:

a. Dr, RogerShuy, As§ociate Director of the Center for Applied
Linguistics and Professor of Linguistics, Georgetown University,
Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Che6l Smith, reading specialist and earl4childhopd education,
resotrce'teacher',San Mateo Unified School District.

. ,

. .

The materials were pilot tested in two schools of the Old Adobe Unipn

School Distrtct,' Petaluma, California. Six second grade teachers provided tilp

information for formative evaluation of,these materials.

Experimental Teaching Unit for Second Grade Mathematics

The purposeof this unit is, to develop some basic, concepts of measurement.

The major focus is to build the conce is of length, weight, volume-or capacity,

and area using arbitrary units of measurement, sUch as a child's hand. The

unit furnishes a variety of experiences which mai-make these concepts meaningful

I

to a child.

15
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This unit provides a firm foundation for introducing standard units of

measurement, which is one of the subtopics. Standard units are defiribd ,in

metric measurement.

These curriculum materials were chosen after considering the:following ,

. sources:

a. The second strands repoi-t:Q framework for Californfa'matic
Public Schools, kindergarten through grade eight. Sacramento,

..California: 9Californa State DepartMent of Education, 1972. . '
..

v.
-/

.

b. Williams, E.) and Shurad, H. Elementary mathematics today:
0

A
resource for teachers, grades 1 - 8. Reading, Oass% Adison-
Wesley, 1970.__ /:,

c. Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching Project. Minneapolis,
Minnesota: University of Minnesota, 1967. .

--,,
A
... , ti '

. Horne, S.' Lear:fling:about measurement. Chicago, Illinois: , ,

Rand Mc011y, 1970.

e. The Ndffield FOundation of England. Beginnings, K-2 and Shape
,and,Siza, 1-4. New York:. John.Wiley,:1970.

, _____ __,_______

f.. Varian textbooks adopted by theCalifornia-State Board of
'

,

Education for use in public schoOls. - .t
i

at,

,
The folloging-prefestionals.were consultants during the development of"

the second grade mathematics ETU:

`a. Mis. Joan Higgins, math Consultant, San Francisco Unified School
. District.

b. Dr. Raj Prasad, math' consultant and acting Assista(t Superintendent
for Inst'ruct'ion, San Mateo City School 'District.

c. Dr. Frank K. Lester, Jr., Professor of Mathematics Education, and
co-Director of Indiana University Professional Year Progpam,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana:

d. Dr. William D. McKillip, Department of,Mathematics Education,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia,:

Experimental Teaching Unit for Fifth Grade Reading

. This unit'is,designed to improve a student's reading comprelienston by

i.6

'



increasing his understanding of the Way language
/,,,,

works.

' . To improve reading-for meaning,'the student is introduced to t4 concept
* . .

of.parapRase. A particular idea can be stated in a number of different ways.

The external form of the message can change as sentences ame rewrittIen, butl.the
.

. \

underlying meaning stays the same. This concept'of Paraphrase is applied at
. ,

s .. .
three levels: (a)different words can be used to represent the 'Same concept

:,,

(synonyms `;Y (b) sentences can be rewritten to express the same idea; and (c)
.

paragraphs or stories can contain idea's written in different ways.

N Another section of the.finit give the student practice'in using context . 4,. .

clues As skilled readers process sentt erices, they use their knowledge Of language

to make predictions about- what words will appear. By integrating words into

the larger unit of the sentence or paragraph, a reader can decode words With a

minimum of visual cues. The readerrefies'on the redundancy of language to

-features. Exercises in this section give the -students

-

. practice in predicting from context.
. ,

.

'The curriculum materials consulted for the creation of this ETU included:

a. Reading Framework for California Public,Schools.. Sacramento,
California: California State Department of Education, 1973:

Ward, B. A. and Skailand, D. B. ?'Teaching Reading as Decoding,:
urse 18. 'San Francisco, California: Far West Laboratory .

or E ucational Research and Devlopment, 1973.

c. Textbooks'in'reading for the Ca ifornia public school's adopted
. by the California State Board of Education.

1 --: -- -2

d. Materials at the curriculum libraries of:

- San Mateo Unified-School District
.- University of California, Berkeley
- Stanford University

_.,

Consultants to the project during-45 development of this ETU included:

.

a. Dr.'Rdger Shuy, Associate Director of the Center for Applied
4.Lingui'Stl-cs and Professor of Linguistics, Georgetown University,

Washington,-D. G-.

.tJ.
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.

b. Mrs. Glieryl Smith, re ding specialist and early childhood education -

resource teacher,.San ateo City School District.

These Materials were pilot tested at two schools of the Old Adobe Union

School District, Petaluma, C lifornia. Five teachers provided the information
:44

for formatiyd,.evaluation of t e materials.

ExperimentalTeachin Unfit forfifth Grade Mathematics ,

In the future, childrenwiq be faced with an, ever increasing mass of
.r

numerical information. To make intelligent decisions, they will need to know
.

something about i- nquiring into the 'information (data) that ispresented to them

- . as fact.' They may learn these skills through the study of probability and the

interpretation of graphs.

.n this ETU, simple notions of probability are developed by providing

-children with opportunities to see what'inisiht occur!ilta,given SitUallon: Foe

example, a child might be ask-ed: What are my,chances o/F getting-a heads when.,

I flip this coin? As children collect information (da a),Itheylearn to organize

it into a form thit can be easily Communicated so'that they can reliably predict '

the_probability of a given event as being certain, unc rtain,or impossible.4

A

Children also develop skills in interpreting graphs,a d charts. This unit

',focuses on.the basic .concepts of probability and graphing.
.

The curriculum materials reviewed in Order to create this ETU included:

a. The second strands report: Mathematidi frameork for-California
Public Schools,. kindergarten through grade eipt. Sacramento,
California:California-State Department of Education, .1972.

.

-b. Heddens: J. W. Today's-mathematics,;-, A 9uide td concepts and
methods in elementary school mathematics. Chita-go, Illinois:

. Science Research AssociatesoInc.,.(undated),

i

c. .Kelley, S. J. lie mapematics'through a ttvittes: A
resource book fo elementary teachers. New York: John Wiley,
1972. ,-

1

.

;
.

d. -The Nuffield Foundation of England. Probability and Statistics.
Net York: John Wiley,' 1970 L t

*
I.....___
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1

e. Topics in Mathematics for Elementary Teachers. 'Book #16,
'Collecting, Organizing and Interpreting Data. Reston,
Virginia: NationalCouncil of Teachers of Mathematics,

1969. .

f. Instructional Objectives Exchange, Mathematics 4-6. Los
Angeles, California: IOX (undated).

g. Buckeye, D. Experiments in Probability and Statistics. Troy,
Michigan: Midwest Publications Co., Inc., 1970.

h.` Probability Experiments. Fresno, California: Creative Teaching
Associates, 1973.

i. Johnson, D., Hansen, V., Peterson,. W., Rudnick, 4., Cleveland,
,R., and Bolster, L. C. Activities in Mathematics: First Course,
Probability. Glenview, Illinois: Stott;'.:Foresman and Co., 1971.

j. Mathematics Resounee Center - Beresford Park School, San Mateo
Unified School District, San Mateo, California.

Consultants to the project during the development ethis ETU included:

a. Mrs. Jean Higgins; math consuttant, San Francisco Unified
., ..,.- /,,,..............L....,....._School.Distrlic.t._ .,

b. Dr.,Raj Prasad, math consultan't and acting Assistant Superin-
tendent for Instruction, San Mateo City Unified School District.

c. Dr: Frank.K. Lester, Jr., Professor of Mathematics Education,
and co-Directoi- of Indiana University Professional Year; Program,
Indiana University, Boomington, Indiana.

d. Dr. William D. McKillip, DepartMent of Mathematics Education;
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

-A
These materials were pilot tested-in the Old Adobe Union and San Mateo

City school districts. Three scboOls participated ,fin the pilot testing. Six

teachers provided information forformative evaluation.

Creation of the Final Versions of the Experimental Teaching Units
r ,

number of revisions in the ETUs were made after formative evaluations were

,completed. Objectives that were superfluous were deleted, as_ were their.

accompanying test items. , Materials were added, delet d, or.rvised on the basis
.

of teacher feedback. Tests were refined on the basis of item nalysis and

u 19
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reactivity to instruction: The units Nere reviewed by a committee of the

CalifOrnfa COmmission for Teacher Preparation,and Licensing, and then finalized.

The compjete set of materials that made up each of the four ETUs is provided in

Appendices A thru L.

t

O
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RECRUITMENT OF THE INITIAL SAMPLE OF TEACHERS
,s

The Laboratory staff had decided that theoinitial recruitment goal .was-one

-hdhdred teachers at each grade.le9el. These teachers would teach the- ETUs and,

on the basis of their perl6rmance, a'smaller sample of teachers would,be selected.

The latter set of classes would be used for the intensive studies. It was de-
.

cided tjat the districtsin which these teachers work should be generally ep-

resentative of the major demographie,variables'of the state of CAlifornia, This

meant thclusion of, urban, suburban, and rural population centers as well as

$ tontn with representation of the various ethnic groups. It was also intended

that teachers be recruited from districts in both northeraand-southern4alifornia,

with due consideration for logistical factors 'such as 'the general accessibility

of the district and the proximity of one participating district to another

aqic.124,tiagdisti-irt...Airarditional consideration was the prior working

_relationships established with school districts by either the:Commissionfor

..TeaCher Preparatioh and Licehsing or the Far WestLaboratorly.

-Given these criteria, thirteen school distriCts were selected for initial

contact. Grouped by county, these were:

'-Los Angeles County

Los Angeles City UnifiedSchool District

Ventura County .

Oxnard Elementary School District
Santa Paula Elemdntary School District
Ventura Unified School District.

Sacramento County
North Sacramento Elementary School Pistrict_-,
Sacrament-,6 City Unified School bistrict

San Juan Unified School District

Contra CoSta County
. Mt. Diablo Uriified School District

Santa Clara County
Oak Grove Elementary School District

21.

O
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Santo Clara County (continued)
San Jose Unified School District

.'Santa Clara Unified School District
0 k

Monterey County
. Monterey, Peninsula Unifieti School District .

..
1 Salinas City 81eMentary'School District

. ,

"', .
,

1
. / \

' 0
410

.06

4

It was anticipated that these districts would provide the desired demographic
.

representation without creating any unwieldly ;Jogistical.problems. These dis-

tricts contained an adequate number of Second and fifth grade teachers toreach

P

the recruitment goal of 200 volunteer teachers.
.

. The recruiVfig procedure required three Steps in each school digtrict...

Representatives of the Caiif4rnia Commission, for TeaChet Preparation and

Licensing and_the FAr West Laboratory met first with district level adMinistrators,

usually the superintendent or his designate. In Most casekrepresentatives of.

teacher assotiations.mereresent: An,exoTanotion o tt ie -Study was given and
.

g
.

consent for the solicitation of teacher volunteers in the disiFfh was sought.

Second, meetings were held with principals within a district, informing the of

the study and providing them with a chance to decline to,participate if they §o

desired. The third step s meeting .withiceachers, explaining the study, ..,t-----.--s

ll
,±

delineating the requirem is and advantages of paAicipation, and requestingadvantages

C :

volunteers for.the study. It was not stated that more and less effective
A ^

teachers were to be chosen from the ini ial pool Of teacherseachi6rade level.v .t..

However, it was noted that the achieve ent gain scores.made oy their students

(,
wouldbe one factor in chocising teachers and classrooms for more intensiu

analyses. The'teachers-who participated were all~ volunteers. On the basis
, .

.

previous experience, and some preliminary data obtained in other situations

'".:.-/-
.

.

where volunteer teachers were recruited, we believe,that these teacherS are

' considerably more "open and more concerned with the improvement of-their
, " . . .

e

. profession than the typical teacher in the state.

..
Ls

6 0
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In addition to the meetings with districtadministrators, princ 1 , and

teacherS, an invitation was extended to.each school district to observehe on-

going Experimental Teachirig Unif pilot studies (described above). It was
.

..
,

suggested that representatives of teachers associations might desire to Observe
. c

the teaching of the Ellis so that-they could evaluate the educational quality of

the ETU lessors. These invitations Were not acted upon.

Two districts out of the thirteen contacted, declined-to participate. One"
district noted that a possible teacher strike might occur and that this would

interfere with their participation. Another schbOl/distriCt believed that its

teachers had too lietiy a workload and did ,not think.this study could be in-

.tegrated'into their schedules. 'We will not further identify districts, schools
f

teachers, or students who participated in this study. That information will
a .

_

_

'remain confidential.

,10 2t.,
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't IV.' DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES,

During the beginning of October, 1974, each of the students in each of the

94 classrooms recruited to be part of the-.'gecond grade sample and each of the
,

IR each of the 99'classrooms recruited to be. part of the fifth grade

, sample took a lengthy bittery.cif achievement tests in reading and mathematics.
V4

-The, Y4 sts, 'given in two sessions, consisted of (a) the second grade Or fifth -

k.

grade reading and mathematics subtests of the California Achievement Test. (CAT.); ,

. ..
.. --

and (b) specially Constructed reading' and mathematics tests designed by the

Educatipnal Testing' Service ETS..for Phase II of the Beginning Teacher

Evaluation Study (see Ekstrom; 1976, for a complete description of this battery.)

'Ph the middle of October, 1974, each oftheie classes was tested with the

. °reading pre-test appropriate for the reading ETU at its grade level. The pre -

students

0',

\test results and the'ETU materia,ls were returned to the teachers at the end of-

October. One week later, generally during early,November, 1974, the tears

started instruction in the ETU. Second grade teachers were asked to teach the

ETU objectives 20 minutes per day for two weeks. Fifth grade teachers. were

-asked to teach the ETU objectives for'40 minutes per day for two weeks. Post-
mezp.

testing for the readingETU occurred at the end of. instruction, generally.

before the Thanksgiving 1?reak_iiischbol, during November, 1974.

The pre-t-Ests for the mathematic's ETUs at eachig-;de level were given in

.early Janu$ry, 1975. Teacherrreceived the results of these pre-tests, by

objective; and thecoMplete,ETU, materials well before they were to begin class-,
,.,. ,

., .

room instruction in the ETU, Instruction.and postts&ting were completed within
N

.
. i

% ,. ,

thO month Of January.

xr=""t.
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RELIABILITY OF THE ETU TESTS

A \
t

The ETU pre-tests and posttests were analyzed using Crpnbach's Alpha, a

measure of internal konsistency, and were shown to be reliable. In second grade"

reading, the pre- and posttestlmeasures of reliability for a 65-item test were

.75 and .72. In second grade mathematics, the pre, and posttest measures of

reliaiblity for a 35-item test Were .65 and .77. emq fifth grade reading, the
o

pre- and-posttest measures of reliability for a 100-item test were .77 and..78.
..

a

Finally, in fifth grade'mathematVcs; thepre- and polttest measures of reli-

abilityability for a 48-ite6 test were .69, and .76, These data were from the ETU tests
. .;

that were given in the 40 known sample classes': The internal consistency

. .

',..-

reliability is derived from individua1 student data'.' Classes, not students,

were actually chosen for this study. A,classroom level analysis would peovide.

even higher estimates of reliability than' those presented above.

The-PTe-teSt-pOstteSt-co&elatioi4 with -two- .weeks of- intervening in-

struction, were also quite high: r = .91 (reading, second grade); r = -.)81

(mathematics, second grade); r =..97 (reading, fifth grade); r.= .9i (mathe-
,

matics, fifth grade).

As not'ed previously, the ETU tests and:testing manuals are presented, along

with the ETUs, in Appendices A thru.L., k.

IV

4,

I.
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VI. 'SELECTION OF THE KNOWN SAMPLE

`4
. The pre -,test scores in reading and in mathematics were used to,divid4 the

Sample into three approximately equal size strata at each grade level and within

each Subject matter area. Within each of the low,1niddle, and high pre-test

score 'strata, the posttet scores for an ETU were regressed on'tV pre-test
1

, ,

scores and deviation scole for each class in .the strata was computed. These,

residualized scores reprelented the differences between observed and predicted
,

,

1 . .
. , ,,

class posttest means. Extreme residualized scores were of two types. Onetype

rejresented classes whose observedsttire was Weli 'above what was predicted an.:

the basis of pre-test scares for classes in that strata, in that grade and

subject matter area,_indicating,perhaps, an unusually effective-teacher%

Another type of extreme scare was for a class whose observed score was, well

below whit was prediCled an the basis of pre-test scores ft'Classesin that'

Lstrata-, in that grade andsubject matter area, indicating, perhaps-, a less

effective teacher. An extreme score was defined as a deviation from predicted

score of ± 1.5 standard deviation units, or more,in z score units -(a mean of

0, and a standard deviation of 1.0). Tables 1 -.,12 present the data in z

Score units and identify the outli;ers chosen for the known sample. Thy pre-

dicted scores p.these tables are the predicted posttest scores, given pre-

.

test information about a class: The observed scores are the observed posttest

.scores for a class.
. .

It intended that outliers--define classes Oth.residualized scores

1 6reater thanr± 1.5--were to be, chosen for the .study if theywere positive or

negative outlidrs in both reading and mathematics, However, they correlation

betlfeen residulaized scores in reading and mathematics was only about.30 in

second and fifth grade. The relftifvely,-aw intercorrelations between residuals

-for reading and mathematiCsat each grade level made it impossible to find

,
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sufficient numbers of teachers judged to be "more" or "less" effective both.

',subject matter areas. All the teachers identified on the asis of this double

criterion were chosen for the study. The sample was augmented by choosing other

teachers who were,utlders in'only reading or mathematics. The goal was to

obtain ten teachers who were positive outliers and ten teachers who were

rtegative millers in each grade level., It should be noted that in no case was

.a-teacher found to be a positive outlier in'ene subject matter and a negative,

outlier in the other.

In choosing the known sample of teachers, consideration was given to the

testing irregularity reports foi" each class. These reports were turned in by

the'field workers as, part of their test administration duties. In addition,

each field workergvisited a class during the time that an ETU.was being' taught.

4

.The Ibtes and rating scales"from that observation were also used in making
.

decisjons about teachers. All t4e testing reports, rating scales, and anecdotal

4
records were analyzed, and ny.classes with unusual problems were eliminated

from further consideration. Furthermore, when missing data on one or more

Sets'of'data brought the number of complete student records in a class down to

0,-the class was also dropped from further consideration.- Classes were also

chosen to reflect the goal of having representation from northern or southern

California, from urban and non -urban school.- districts, and from All pre-test
, .

$

strata. The decision to have all three pre-test score strata repnR4ented in
e:

-Tr
approximately equal numbers was made to insure that a wide range of student

'socioeconomic status and intelligence was represented in the known samplecclasses..
,

i
i

,-

Both socioeconomic status and intelligence are likely to be strongly qbrrelated

with the*pre-test scores in the reading and mathematics ETUs. T 4,by requiring

equal d'istribtuion of known sample classes across pre -test strat ,ia.sample with

considerable range on these other measures would probably be assured.

, . .
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The sample of classes (marked with.an asterisk in Table Pthru 12) contain

approximately equal numbers of classes from each of the three strata that had

tti

been determined on the basis of pi.e-test scores, and contain approximately

equal numbers of classes from northern and'kuthern California. As near as

4e4

could be determined,-other than on. the basis of residual scores, the ,known

sample did not qiffer in any ways thatige knew of from the larger pool of

teachers from which we started:

Teachers selected.Tor the known sample were contacted during the last week

of February, 1975, and, arrangements were made to carry out the three studies,,

cited earlier in this report, during the Spring of 1975. These teachers

received either kaAhawooKarium or college credits, for .their further participation

in the BTES study. The teachers who were not to be included in the known

sample were also informed, thanked for their participation, provided an honor-

arium for their efforts, and released from any further obligations dUring 1975.

28
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Table 1

Lowest Third of Pre-Test Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Tegt Associated with the

Second Grade ETU in Reading

'NUMBER'UMBER
.

, .

PRETEST
SCORE

.

*

dTED
SCOR

OBSERVED
SCORE

DEVIATION
SCORE

.

.

,

52 10.10 14.64 19.30 4.66*
25 12.50 = 17'.50 17.00 -0.50*
154 13.50 18.69 17.50 -1.19.
132 15.03 20.51 17.161 -3.41
195 16.93 22.77' 18.67 . -4.10
149' 17.54 23.49 23.25 -0,24
137 18.50 24.63 22.88. -T.74*

. 168 18.53' 24.67 23.20 -1.47
95 * 19.20 25.46 27.92 . ,2.46*,
42 21.70 2a,.:43 28,25 -0.1$
162 2.1.83 -ff.59 28.54 -0.05*
.96 22.04 - , , 4;28.,84 31127 2.43
88 22.43 29.31 27!'88 -1.43

-102 22.78 29.72 29.21 -0.50
. 24 23.74 30.86 30.61 -0.25
152 23.88 a1.03 ' . 27.19, -3.84
153 24.14: 31.34 33.04 1.71

7 ,24.69 1 ;98 40.81'
.

8.83*
23 25.13 , . 1Z.51 41.30 8.79
159 25.25 ,32..65. 33.60 0.95 .

131 25.35 32.77 33..73 0.96
130 25.35 32.77 32.69 -0.07
161 25.52' 32.97 35.80 2.82
129 25.68 33.16 30.28 -2.88

' 19 '25.95 , 33-.48- 33.80 , 0,32
144 /27.08 34.83 30.96 -- -3,87
12 27.10 34.85 11 34.TO -0.75

101 27.17 34.94 % 31.13, -3:81
51 27.38, 35.18, '29.13 -6.05*

177 27.58 ' '.35.42 . 37.79 , 2.37
100 27.95 - 35.87 35.91 0,.04

*Indicates class chosen forthe known sample /
//

/
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Table 2

Middle Third of Pre-Test Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Test Associated with the

Second Grade ETU in Reading

CLASS
NUMBER

.

PRETEST
SCORE

t

PREBICTED
SCORE

.

OBSERVED
SCORE

_

DEVIATIQN
SCORE

.

.r.--

,

.

166
33
85'.

56
134
30
82

-143
178
53
133
127
99

117
40
199
165
184
97

45
169
46
74.

31

54
6

120
10
55
115
47
186

,

,,.

.

,

.

i29.15

414

'

28.81
29.00

29.18
29.23
29.54
29.90
30.19
30.38
3`0.61

30.91
31.00

131.00

/

32.27
32.52

33.94
34,04
34.12
34.50
34.92
34.93

35.29
35.35
i

.19-

.50
1.60

2.68
3.31
3.64

5.00
5.04
5.07

i,

.

1

".

.

3'5.69

35.87
36.01
36.03
36.09
36.38
36.73
36.99
37.18
37.39
17.68
37.77
17.77
37.95
38.24
38.33
38.97
39.21
39.36
39.96
40.26.
40.56 .

40.65
40.71
41.09
41.49
41.50
41.56
.41.60

' 41.63,
41.83
41.89

.

.

.

.

'32.67
34.23
37.25
36.94
40.77

c-". 35.11
37.04

A 12.67
- 36.92

38.65
'37.23

''? 35.42
32.85
36.29

. 41.30
. 41.13'

47.18
38.38
42.21
42.88
34.41

9 42.28
40.65
40.20
41.81
39.69
46.60.
45.16
-41.13
36.79
'38.95

: 39%61

,

'

t'

,

.

.

-3.02
-1.64
1.24
0.91
4.68

-1.26
0.32
-4.33
-0.26
1.26

-0.45,
-2.35
-4.92*
-1.66*
3.06
2.80
8.21*

-0.8/3*
2.85
2.91
-5.86
1.72
-0.00
-0.53.
'0.73
-1.80
5.10*
3.60*

-0.48
-4.84
-2-.88
-2.28

.

.

,

,

,

*Indicates.class c oseri for the known sample

I
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Tab

Highest Third of Pre st Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Test ssociated with the

'Second Grade ETU in Reading

CLXSS
NUMBER

PRETEST
SCORE

/

PREDICTED.
SCORE .

OBSERVED
SCOREr

RiNIATION
SCORE

.

26 35.87 43.891$ 41.93 _ -1.95
103 37.00. 44.56 43.00 -1.56 t4

14 37.21 44.69 45.71 1.02
138 37.26 44.72 46.56 1.83
77 37.26 44.72 45.68 0.96 .

50 37.45 44.83 44:5 7,0.38
69 . 37.65 - 44.95 43.78 ..--1,17
r05

2

, .37.79
,38.19

..45.03
4-5.27

40.'46
50.43

-4.58*
5.16*

68 38.21 45.29 44.36 -0,
124 ' 38.24 45:30 45.5.7 0.27
81. 38:53 45,47 4,21 -2.26 ,

151 . 38.54 45.48 45.71. 0.23'
18 39.10 45.81 .44.33 : -1.48

119' 39.25
' 45.91 45.90 9

-0.01
89 39.54 \ 46.08 47.17 1.09'
86 39.73 , '46.19 44.50 -3.69

111 39.87 46.27 47.53 1%26*
196 39.87 . 46.28 45.65 -0.62
78 -- 40.75 44.80 48.25 1.45

198. ., 40.79. 46.83 47.55 0.7212 40.82 46;85 = 49.35 2.51*
36 41.42 *47.20 ,51.26 4.06*
112 42.68 47.96 50.47 2.51 .

16, 43.40 48.39 . 47,.96 -0.43
174 43.48 '48.43 . 48.30 -,70.14383 43.62 48.52 46.03- .- tl2.48*
8Z_ 44.00 '48.74 :' 46.77 -1.97
83. 45.46 : 49.61 49.13 -0:49
17-6 4..78 49.81 . 49.83" 0.02
13 - 47.29 50.71 49.75 .70.98

*Indicates.class chosen for the kno4n sample-

ti

31_
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Table 4
. ,

Lowest Third; of Pre -Test Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Test As ociatbd with the

Second Grade ETU in Mathem tic's

CLASS
NUMBER

s--

PRETEST
SCORE

PREDICTED
'SCORE`

OBSERVED
SCORE.

DEVIATION
SCARE

.
,

52- ,s, 8.7'0 . 13.10 11.70 -1.40*
149 9.50 13.93 15.38 1.45,
131 , 9.68 14.12 , -IT.80 -2.32 f
137 . 10.04 14.48 18.29 3.80*
130 10.17 14.6,3 k 14.48: -0.15
154 10.748

:

15.26 12.06 -3.20
132
174.8) 10.82

11.47
15.30
15.97

16.32
13.90

1.02
-2.07

1 11.48 15.9.9 ' 17.52 1.53
1Z9 11.54 16.0'5 zs, 13.92 -2.13
153 11.64 16.15 16.72 0.57

51 11,73 16.25 1.6.27 4.02*
'1195 11.813 16.40 1.5.81 -0.58
1,00 4; 11.89 16.41 18.30 - 1.89
144 11.90 16.42 14.35 -2.07

33 ; 11.94 .''.! 16.,47 18.00 1.53
85 ... 12.13 16.66 18.35 1.69
99 , 12.15 16.68'. 17.55 . 0.87*

7 12.20 16.73 23.33 '6.60*
82 12'.33 , 16.87 . 16.54 , t -0.33

152' 1'2.50 ° 17.05 17.77 0.72
143- 12.50 17.05. 16.23 -0.82

44 162 12.57 ' . 17.11 14.09 -1.03*
25 , 12.75 17..31 1'4.613' -2.71*

177 12.83 . 17.39- 20.79 '. 3.40
88 ,12.84 17.41 I 13.38 .-4.02
23

101 .

1 3.114
13.18 ,

.

'
17A71
17.145-

1 17.38
14.55 , ,

-0.33
-3.21

4 13.22 17.8"0 . 21.09 .3.29
;, .

*Indica' es class chosen for the known sample';

//MNIIMI....i.

)
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Table 5

Middle Third of Pre-Test Scores'as Measured
by the PreyTest Associated' with` the
Second Grade ETU, in Mathematics

,, C.LASS
NUMBER

PRETEST,
SCORE .

PREDICTED
SCORE

-
.

OBSERVED
SCORE

DEVIATION
SCORE

, .

40 ) 13.33 19.94 _ 17.2i -2.73
/1 03 ' 13.35 19.94 21.38 1.44 ---

102 13.39 19.95 17.78 =2.17..
95 13-.54 19.99 . 17:67 -2.32* _

i 42 '13.57 20.00 18.71 , -1.28
50 13.58 20.00 20.46 0.46
47 \ 13.65 20:02 . 22.30 es 2.28

/ 133 \ 13.65 20;02 .20.65 0.64 .111 13.73 20.03 23.85 3.81*
6 13.76 20.04 . 17.90 72.14

185. 1\3.78 20.05 23.04 3.00*
119 , 13\.81 20.05 . 19.19 .-0.86

46 13''.\85 20,06 . 18.05 -2:01
T15 13.95 20.09 20.90 0.81

53 14.05 20.11 22.3T 2.26
WO' 14.08 20.12 18.58' -1.53*

97 14.20 20.14 21'.16 - 1.02
112 14.25 20.16 , . 21.68 1.52
123 14.28 20.16 22.88 '2.72*

81,- 14.45 20.20 19.15 -1.05
24 . 14.52 20.22 19.57 -0.65
26 14:54. 20.2.2 20.38 0.15

.117 14.57 20.23 >.- -3.12*
186 14.64 20.25

.17.11
19.36

°
-0.89

96 14.74 20.27, 21.52 1.25
.124 14.91 20.31 20.45 0.,14 ..

45 1.5.00 20.33 22.90 2.57
12
18
18 15:05.

15.10
20.34
20.35

18.68
19.60.

, -1.66
=0.'75

-169 15.28 20.40 20.11. -0.29* -
151. 15.32 20.41 19.80 -0.61
.

.

*Indicates class chosen for the known sample.'
- /1'1.

1 .

ff
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Table 6

- "Highest Third of Pre-Te.st Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Test Associated with the

Second Grade ETU in 'Mathematics

CLASS.
NUMBER

0

PRET"E"iT

SCORE
. . ...,

.

PREDICTED
SCORE

.

.

OBSERVED
SCORE

-

4. DEVIATION
SCORE

199 - 15%41" 21.96 20.43 - -1:52;
19 15.61\ 22.1d '20.25 -1.85
2 15.65

.-1

22.12 26.96 4.83*
30 ". 15.79\ 22.24 21.17 . ,-1.07

166 15.801 s' 22.24 . 19.70 -2.54
197 15.81, 22.26 22'.26 0.00
10 15.82t 22.26 22. 0.10*
89 15.95; 22.37 21.33 -1.03

105 16.17'. 22.54 2 I.17 -1.37* .

54 16 -17 \
22.54 , 22.6 6.13

184 . 16.39,1 22.72 19.11 -3.61*
36 16.7,9 23.04 8.93 5.89*

138. " 16.as '23.07 23.96 t 0.89
. 31 . 16.85 23.08

,..,

22.42 .-0.66
69 17.38 23.51 25.19 1:68
74' 17.65 23.73 .22.30 -1.43
78 17.89 23.92 27.61 1.6'9
77 . 17'91' 23.94 25.95. 2.92
55 18.13 '4 24.11 24.22 MO
13 18.73

18.89 '''''"'

24.59
24.72 -

241f3'
2'6.89.

-0:*3719.8

2.16
16 19.19 24.97- '23.46 -1.51

196 19.26 25.02 , 23.26 ' -1.76 '

86 -. 19.33 25.08 25.37 0.29
183 19.50 25.21 22.96 -2.26*,
83 20.04 25.65 26.00 0.35
87 20.52 26.03 22.00 -3.43

1-76 20.55 26.05 27.14 1.08
174 21.55 26.86 28-45.

..
1.1g

-

*Indicates class chosen for the known saMle

34.
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7Table .
,__

Lowest Thii-d of Pre-Test Scores a,s Measured

by the Pre-Test Associated with the
.

, Fifth Grade ETU in Reading

CLASS
NUMBER

PRETEST
SCORE

_

.

PREDICTED
CORE

"-OBSERVED
.SCORE.

t _

. DEVIATION
SCORE4

.

.
.

20' 26.89 32.52 31.89 -0.63
5 , 27.60 ..°' "33.12 33.13 , O. 01

158 28.00 33.4.6 33.86 0.40*
157..;4 29.15 34...43 38.75. 4.32*,

35.68155" 29.52 34.74 0.94
156 30.00 35.3-2 -1.4833.84
190

.
'31.58 36.48 37.19 0.71

60 32.95 , 37.64 32.25 -5.39 '

170 33.75, 38.31 _ 40.50 2.19
34 34.53 38.97 37.84 -1.13
9 '34.58 39.01 37.88 -143

121 34.71 39.12 38.06 -1.06*
172 34.95, 39.33 39.05 -0.28
65 35.10 . 39.45 , 38.25 - -1020*

147 35.43 39.73 440.67 0.94
63 35.58 39.86 '43.33 3.47*
150 36.27 c' 40.44 37.50 -2.94
146 37.00 41.06 39.65 -1.40
142 k 37.68 441.63 40.48 --1.15.
193 38.07 41.96 44.46 2.50
140 38.16 42.03 37.72 74.31*
188 38.20 42.07 ___ 4 44.44 2.37,
128-- '38.52 42.34' 43-1-5- 0.81

, 171 38.53 42.35 44.24 1.89*.
, 145 38.86 ---42.62 41.64' -0.98
-29 38.96 . 42.71 - 43.04 0.33

8 .0 3.9.28 42.98 . -41.92 -1.06
22 '39.48 43.15 ;43.60 0.45
21 40.17 43.73 45.54 . 1-81
90 . 40.69 44.17 j---w 47.04 2.87

1 - 40.71 . 44.19 f: 42.52 -1.67
136 40.97 ,,44.40 43.40 . -1.00

,

201 . 41.12 44.53 45.31 0 0.78'

*Indicates cla4s Chosen for the.known,sample.

I
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Table ,s8,

'.1

Middle Jhird of Pre-Test Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Test Associated with thq

Fifth Grade ETU,in Reading.
.

17

1

CLASS
NUMBER

_

.

PRETEST
SCORE

PREDICTED.,
SCORE '

'OBSE-RVElf-
SCOE '

'

DOIATIO.N
,SCORE '

,

,,

. ,. OP ('191 A2.19 46.15 46.94 0.79
61 42.27 '46.23 47.4fi 1.24

173 - 42.33 46.29 45.00
N 71.2'9

L79
t..

42.50 46e44 . 45.14., -1.3.1*
. 110 42.63 46.56 46.05 -0.53
182 ' 42.92 46.84 c 47.50 0.66 .

64
41

.43.08.
4'4.11

46.9t3

47.95 't";'

( ,48,.24 '
47.81

1.26.i,

-6 13 ,

194 44.15 47.98 . 50.gV . < 2.g2
72 - 44.86 . 48.64 47.14 N-1.50
43 44.88 48.66 48.80 . 0.14
98. 45.19 48.96 48.1.3 -,0.83*
80 45.24 50.00 48.33 -0.67' .

189- 45.26 ' 49.02 50730
.
1.28

48 46.09
>

49.80 . 51,78 1.99*
200 46.59 50.26 50. pa 0.55 4

, 28- 46.84 50.49 45.81
' -4.'69*

27 47.18 50.81 48.50, , 44-2.31*
106 . 47.39 51.00 50.42 11F-0.59
108 48.58 , 52.12' 51.08. -1.04

3 48.84, ,52.36 53,2 0.90
67 48.86 ' 52.38' 51.48 -0.90efi

141 49.03 52.54 53.91 1.37
109 49.48 - 52.96 . * 64.74, 1:78
122 49.74 53:20 .:.-,,- - 50.65

.
-2.55*

59 49.76 53.22 53.2D -0.02
,

,

.39 49.77 , 53.23 54%15 0:92
.

57 49.88 '3.33 .53.24 -0.09
35' 50;'"24 53.67 54t4.80 1.13
79 50.38 - . , 53.80 . 55,.10 ,1.29*
116' 50,50 53.91

.
53.39 =-13.52*

187 50.52 53:93 54.93,- % l.0U
. 58, 50:62 54..022. 53.77 -0.25

>
--,,

.

*Indicates class chos'en for the known sample

36
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Table 9-

Highest Third of Pre-Test Scores as Measured
,by the Pre-Tett Associated with the

Fifth Grade ETU in Reading

CLASS
NUMBER

PRETEST
SCORE

IPREDICTED
. SCORE

OBSERVED,
SCORE

DEVIATION
SCORE

104
180
181

11.8

126
91

'4

T35

175
c 73
113
38

70
37
15

r1-39
114
1.60
49.
62

107
76

125
71'

163.
32

165
84
11

164
66

50.63
50.90
51.00
51:03
51.29
51.33
51.67
51.72
51.73
Q51.78
52.85
52.19
52.25
52.39
52.40
52.40
52.54
52.55
52.66
53.83
53.21
53.31
53:59
54.86
54.09
54.56
55.77
56,86
57.71
58.00
5875-6-.\

58.83 `-
61.85

53.54
53.78
53.87
53.90

, 54.1,1

54.15
54.44
54.49,
54.50
54'.54

4.60
5490
511.95'

55.08
55.08.
55.21
55.21
55.30
55.45
55.79
55.87
56.11
56.35
56.5
56.96
58.01
58-.95

59.70
59.95
60.38
60:67
63.29

55.26
54.90
53-.63

55.62'
50.57'
55.29
0.00
54.28
50.92
56.70
52.67
55.57
56.03
56.29
54.76
54.13
56.97
54.45
54.03
54.70
57.34
5738
53.96
55.27
55.72
57.04

56.95
60.96
60.00
59.38
60.30
'65.19

1.72
1.12

-0.23
1.73

-3.54*
1.14 .

2.56*
-0.21
-3.58
2.16*

-1.94
0.67
1.08
1.21

-0.32
-0.95 '
1.77

-0.76
-1,27
4.76
1.56
1`'.51

22.1-5
-1.08
-0.82*
0.08
-1.06
-2.00
1.27

0.#005*
-6.50
-0.36
1.91

*Indicates class chosen .for the known sample

vt
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Table 10

Lowest Third of Pre-Test Scores as Measured
by the Pre-Test Associated with the

Fifth Grade ETU in Mathematics.

I

CLASS
NUMBER

___ PRETEST .=

,

SCORE
,

.

.

PREDICTED
----6SCORE

OBSERVED

.

/ DEVIATION-----
-S-CURE \

.

.

20
21

34
S

15.5

9

191
188
32
29

`190
172
116
150.
156

1

17-6

128
8.

136
180
158
147
84
3

145
90
73'

65
146
182
43

.

'

.

i

,

12.68.
13.08
13.70
16.04
16.33
16.45

.16.69.
16.8
16.86
17.24'
17.441
17. ,52

17.58
17.80
18.00
18.00
18.04
18:32
18.32
18.41
18.41
1'8.43-

18.90
18.95
19.47
19:61
19.92
20.00
20.09
20.12
20.23
20.24

(

, '.

.

1

i

,

.

.

.

16.96 .

17.38
18.03

.20.50
20.81
20.94
21.19
21.3A
21.37
21.77
21.98
22.07
22t13
22.36
'22.57
22.57
22.61
22.91
22.91

. 23,.00'.
;23.00
23.02 .
23.52
23.57
24.12
24.26
24.60'.
24.68
24.77
24.80
24.92
24:93

.

4

.

,

,

,

.

/,,.

17,89-
18.17
17.60
18.64
19.38
19.27
20.52
20.63
21.91
23.00
22.85
20.19-
25.83
21.16
24.224
20.30
22.36
25.,77
21.0A
23.15
25.6
19.71
23.90
28.35
23.47

.25.49
26.08
21.23
20.57
24:00
27.,73

25.56

-

4._

/-

.

,

'

.

0.93
0.78

-0.43
-1.86
-1.44
..-1.67

-0'.67

-0.71
0.54
1.23
0.87

-1.88

-1.2
1.-6

-2.27
-0.25
2.87

-1-.87

0.15
2.64
-3.1*
0.38
4.78*

-0.65
1.22
1.48
-3.45
-4.21*
-0.80
2.81 .

0.63

.

.
.

.

.

:=;-------7:41Qcratestclak chosen /for the known sample

38
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Table 11
Al

Middle:Third of Pre-test ScorjS as Measured
by the Pre-Test Assciciated.`with the

Fifth Grade ETU in Mathematics

CLASS
NUMBER

PRETEST
SCORE .

PREDICTED
' SCORE

__ __ ....

_

OBSERVED,
SCORE

DEVIATION ,
SCORE\

4

171 20.32 25.57 22.21 -3.36*
27 , 20.72 26.11 2640 '0.49*
62 20.75 26.15 28.05 . 1.90

fi-89 20.79 26.19 23.Q1 -2.59
1.40 20.90 26.35: ; . 27.6 1.30*
110 20.95 26.41 '. 24.9 -1.51
48 20.95 26..41 * 27.8 1.44*

121 2106 26.56 29.9 (.3.-. 3.38* ,

60 21.23 26.78 24.5.0 - '-2.28
, 67 21.29 26.86 4 29.33 2.48
15 21.37 . 26.17 24.93 - -2.04

173 21.39 27.00 26.43* -0.56
193 21..43 27.05 27.93 0.88
108 21.57 27.23 31.,87° 4.64

. 22 21.63 -27.31 28.00 0.69
106 21.93 27.71 27.41 - -0.30& v, -

141 22.07 27.89 29.10 t 1.21
122 22..09 27.93 ' 27.55- , -0.38*
70 //- 22.13 27.97 29.96f'' 1.99

204 . 22.33 28.25'' 25:15--, -3.1.0
2B 22.34 28.26 24.31 '-3.95*
114 22.38 28.31 - 26.45' ' -1.86
58 22.86 28.95 30.05 1.10
61 23.07 29.23 26.48 , -2,75

,.- 181 23.07 29.23 31.11 1.88
142 23.24 29.45 28.24 . -1,21
63 23.56

- 29.88 33.38 _ 3.50*
80 23.58 29.90 17,42 -2.48
118 23.75 30.13 31.50 1.37
59 23.79 30.17 . 28.3'6 .-1.82'
35 23.79 30.18 32.33 ,2.15
72 ' 23:80 30.1,9 . 29.80 ., -=0.39 -

200 .,. 23.81 , 30.20 '30.77 0.57
...

..__ 113
, 23.82 30.22 41.

29.82 - -0.40

*Indicates class chosen for the known sample

."4
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Table 12

Highest Third. of Pre-Test Scores .as Measured
by the'Pre-Test Associated-With-the

Fifth Grade ETU in,Mathematics
O

*

CLASS
NUMBER

9

PRETEST .

SCORE
PREDICTED

SCORE ;

,
.

.

.

OBSERVED
SCORE

.

DEVIATIOfi.
/ SCORE -i

____
_-

194 23.93 29.30 28.59 -0.71 .

44 '24.09 29.46 26.61 -2.85
.

179-- 24.10 ' 29.47 32.52 3.04*
39 24.42 29.81 29.65 -0.17
38 ' 24.50 w , 29.90 , 29.91 0.01
76 24.95 . 30.38 32.40 2.02

125 24,95 30.38 33.27 2.89*.
1.26 25.43 10.88 r 29.71 , -1.174'
741 25.55 31.01 A 31.60 0.58
57 25.74 31.22 28.19 -3.03
41 26.33 '' 31.84 29.4.3 -2.42 .

49 , 26.43 31.95 32.70 0.74
175 26.45 - 11.97 . 3.0.64 -1.34

*
-.-'

13 26.63 32.16 33.74 1.59
1 9 26.73 32.27 32.27 0.00. -

9 26.77, . 32.30 25..93 -6.37^ ;
10 26.79 32.32 -33%79

i

1.46
4 28.04 -, 33.65 .35.15 -1.50*

91 28.17 . 33.80 33.74 ', -0.06
s1 28.20 53.82 35.17 1.34

37 28.21 33.85% . 32.90 --0.95
10,7 28.40 34.04 35.30 _ t 1.26
165 28.83 34.50 36.97 .47

. 163 2,0.87 _34.54 k'' 33.30 -1.23 ,

64 28.93 '34.60 _ 35.77 1.16
75 29.,41 .. 35.11 36.28---,- 1.16 ', ,

135 29.45 15.15
.

. 33.84 -1.31
7.11 .. 29.9.6 35.69 36.67. 0.98
160. 30.30 36.06 37.39 .1.34 ;

31.04 % 36.84 38.78 '1.94 :''4
,

.66
79 32.71- 38.61 35.39 , -3.22^ !

641.64 32.73
.

38.63 ! , 37.96
*

-0.67

.

*Indicates class chosen for the known sample,

-40,
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-.VII. VALIDLTY- STUDY OF:THE KNOWN SAMPLE

The 40 classes of the known-tample, ten positive andten negatiVe outliers

in both second and'fifth grades, all took the larger battery of tests developAil4

by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). These tests Were administered early.

in the fall of 1'974 and readministered late` in the spring of 1975. It js of.

interest to compare the selection of the more arYd less effective teachers, as;
.

chosen on the basis of the, performance of their classes on reading and mathe-

4natics tests after two weeks of teaching, With the performance of the same
-

classeS on tests that cover the academic year. By examining students who have

complete data on all tests, 'informatjon can be obtained about whether the_4

decisions made aboAteachers On the basis of two Weeks of teaching Are at ,411

similar to those whichlnight have been made on the basis ofan academic year

of instruction..

. The datdfile for the 40 known sample teachers c tains: the ETU pre-test
...P .

.
,

in reeding; the ETU posttest in reading; the California Achievement Test (CAT),-

.

-as a 0e-test in reading; the CAT as a postteft-in rea in the Educationag ° %. 4/., .
. . . .

Testing Service (ETS) items -as a pre-test in reading; nd the ETS items as

posttest in reading. The same six tests were administered in the subject area

of mathematics. There were second and fiftti,
.

grade vers ons of both the reading

s.
.

and the mathematics teSt Table 13 presents the inte correlations among the

pre- 9t ests, posttests and the gain scores for all the condtgrade data. Table 14
.

presents the same information for all fifth -grade d

Unfortunately, inaCiequAteresources Only permitted the admi stratiOTIof

the CAT and'ETS pOsttest for the 40 teachers identified through the techniques

-described above. Thus, there are some difficulties in attempting to examine,

the Validity of the selection procedures because. the criterion measures used are-

7
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Table 13
.

Intercorrelations Between Reading andMathematiCsdrItests, Posttests,.and Gain Scores
For Twenty Sectind Grade KnOwn Sample Classes

ETU

Readin.

t

Readinq

Pre

S

Readinq

Post Gain

Mathematics

Pre

t U

Post Gain

-5..

Mathematics

Pre Post- Gain

' Ma-he,atics

Pre

t S

PostPre Post Gain Pre Post Gain 'Gain
.

Pre .87 -.02

__

.90 .81 .01
v
.96 .90 -.25 .80' .75 .39 .81 .79-

p
.28 .76 .83 -.09

c
. .-

)---0
..i m

I
Post X .47 .79

-
.87 ,25 .94 .93 -.08 .70 .87 .63 .64 .66 .27 .60 .69 -.01

.

X . -.01 .31 :49 .19 .30
.

.30 -.03 .42 .59 -.15 -.08 .06 -.16 -.08 .13

.rr.
PeX .77 -.18 .8Gain .80 -.29 .79 .60 ,20 .75 .76 .31 .69 .83 .02

c
-,-..-
cc c)
Id "3V

°`

,.,

rost

.

.

1/X .48 .88 .81 -.29
.

.64 .72 .48 .63 .60 .19 .54 .64 .01

Gain '

,

X .16 .14

o

-.06 .-.11 .30 .50 -.05 -.13 .14 -.12 -.15 -.01

c

eii
0.,

Pre ' 'X_ .95 -.23, .75 %80 .48 .78 .75 .24 .71 .78 -.08

Pest X .10. .71 .79 .50 .68 .76 . .40 .68 .76 -.06
. .

Gain -

. .

X -.16 -.05 . .05 -.35 .01 .45 -.14 -.11

,

.06

4'2

...

1- =
,L1U c

Pre d X .67 .14 .81 .77 .24 .80 .82 -.16

Post

\\)
.

.

X . .83 .58

.

.54 .15 .41 .65 .22
...

m
m:

-
Gain

/

X .17 .14 ,02 -.06 .25 .41
...

..";

2-- '..:< .
1'.4 f4

Pre

*
._

X .76 .03 .71 .78 -.16'

''cist
.

X .65 , .80 .85
.

-.12
.....

Gain
.

.

X .34 .41 .01
...

..,

(..,, m

II:

I
; ti;

==.

Pre ,

.75 -.55

Post .
. .14

Gain. X

4'3
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Pre

Post

Gain

Pi^e

Post

Ua ln

04,

Prp

Post

Gain

Pre

Post
es

Gain

Pre

Post

Gain

0
Pre

4/1.,

7r:

Post

r-F Gain

4

:Lable 14

intercor+elations Between 4adipg and Mathematics Pretests, Posttests, and Gain Scores
For Twenty Fifth Grade Known Sdmplc Classes

ETU
Aleadins

''CAT

Readin
ETS

Reading
(

Mathematics
' CAT

Mathematics
ETS

,,Mathemat;cs
Pre46st

X ...91

Gain

-.43

Pre

,.84

Post

.85

Cain

.

.16

Pre

-

.84

Post

.90

Gain

-.21

Pre

.35

Post

.54

Gain

.41

Pre_

.31

Pdst

.32

Gain

.06

"Pi-e
i

1.49

Post

.39

Gain

-.28

5( -.02'

,

.24 .88 .2f* .78 .9D -.10 .38 .50 .41 .41 .44

.

.10

.

1
53 .49 -.16

X -.20 -.14 .G7 -.31 -.22 .29

.

-.02 -.09 -.10
,

:15 :18 .09 -1.03 .12 .34

'

.

X .82
.

X'

-.14

,

.45

.76

.71

.78'

.83

-.25

-.08'

:44

.28

'.52

.45

.30

.36.

.43

:31

.36

.43

-.07

.26

\.54

,

1.39

.43,-.32

.37 -.10

6" .05 .21 .25 -:20 -.03 '.16 -.13 .17 .56 J.17 -.04 .32

X .88 *-.59

-:14

.34
1

.35

.54

.57 .46

..33

..31

.37

.35

:114

.11

.42

.45

.32

.44

,.27

-.09

X -.11 -.16 - 11 -.16 -.17 -.04 -.10 .08 .42
.

.71 -.01 .83 - .70 -.14 .78 .78 -.10
4

X

.

.70 .66 ,'.75 .25' ,69 .75 .05

' ' X .10 .36 .50 .18 .27 .17

.
X

):

.85 -.15 .77 .85 .Q7

i

.

a.

.>

.

1

'I
1

l

X .39

X

.69

-.-07

.51-

.02

_
.17

.19

.
,

. .

X .91 -.34

, 1

.

.

.

X .08.

. I . %

4

t

A
44.1:

lc.,"

6
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based on a limited and already pre-Wectedsamble of teachers. In addition,

we have'cOnfinedthese analyses to an 'examination of gaiti scores, ,a measure of

. student performance that is known to have some psychometric problE s. Never-:

theless,.for a preliminary inquiry into issues of the validity of E U procedures
1P

for teacher selection, the gain score analyseswill suffice. As shown in

Table-la, at the second grade level, the ETU' gain score in reading,was related

to gain in the CAT and ETS' reading tests. If the latter tests, with gyear

long interval between administrAIion, may be considered criterion tests then

the validity coefficient of :49 between ETU reading gain and CAT reading gain.

and the validity coefficient of .30 between EfUC reading gain. and ETS readi(ig

gain mdy be considered quite adeqUate for identifying a select and extreme

group of teachers for the'study of teaching. Validity coefficients of even .20

may be very useful for selection at the extremesof a distribution. It appears

that the reading ETU at'second,gradl, with only two weeks between pre-test and

posttest, has some validity for selection.

The ETU mathematics gain scares did not correlate with the CAT mathematics

gain scores (r'= .02), but did correlate quite highly with the ETS mathema.ics

gain scores (r = .41). This lack of validity using one test as criterion and

substantial validity using another test as criterion is odd since the CAT
.

mathematics posttest and the ETS mathematics posttest correlate-.85. The ETU

procedure, as judged agairSt a year long measure of the activities measured in

the ETS battery, appears to be valid.

At the fifth grade level, the ETU reading gain score, did not correlate well

with the CAT reading' tests (r =,.07) but showed some_validity,when the ETS

reading tests were usetas the criterion (r = .29). In,the .mathematics area.,

the ETU gaiscore based on two weeks of instruction and the CU/fiathematics gain

4..
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score over an'academic yea correlated' .50. This is'a very strong indication

of validity. The ETU matherti cs 1pinscores,only correlated .17 with the ETS

mathematics gain scores in fifth grade. ,

Another factor may be noted from the intercorrelations of gain scores pre-
,

sented in Tablei 13 and 14. The association of ETU gain scores with gaifi scores

for the two tests of year-long growth compares favorably with the assocation

between gain scores for each of the-two yearIlong measures themselves.

Overall, given that the use of ETUs in the identification of more and less

effedtive'teachers was a relatively new procedure, these simple

checks of validity indicate that the ETUs administered over a two- ek time

peNjod can be used successfully as a surrogate for year-long rowth. With

refinement, it is likely that the ETUs can adequately,identify extreme groups

of more and less successful teachers.

.
It may also be noted that the use of the CAT or ,ETS tests as a criterion

measure is subject to criticism. Thecase could be Made that these kinds of

tests, which are -so general as to .be only peripherally related to what any given

teacher does in his or her own class, should be'validated against the ETU. tests.

The ETU controls the, curriculum, time, and `objectives as Well as pro-.

viding standardized testing procedures. All in all, it is likely that a teacher's

ability to affect student growth in particular areas.isl6est measured by tile

ETU and not by the more general achievement tests,in *ading and mathematics.

It appees that the. face validity of the ETU procedures asja Method oflielecting

more'and less, effective teachers is higher than the face validity Of the general

purposa test for that tind of selection.

Anothcway to examine the issue4of validity in selection is to cdrliider

the gain scores themselves, without:ysing cor elations as the Methotrfor analyses.

Table 15 presents the second grade data for gain scores in the ETU, 'CAT, and
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4

ETS measures. Table 16 presents.the fifth grade data for gain scores in these

same tests. These data are raw score gains on the various tests.

On the QAT and ETS tests, in all but one Lase,- the mean
_J
gAs of the

teachers identified as more effective gn the basis of Clag performance follow 741!
/

ing twoweeks of teaching the Erik were'highey than teach4rt identified as less

effective. This is another reason to believe that the ETU methodology was 4.--
,

valid for the selection of the known sample. -1
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Table 15

t.

Mean Gain's on Various Tests for Second Grade
Teachers Identified as More and Less Effective

Te

Mean Raw Score Gains

More
effective
Teachers

Less

Effective
Teachers

R

E-
A
D

4

N

G.

E 12.38

.

.21,

CP4

)

.9.64, 3.04

-,
t

ETS 8.20
b

6.81

M ETU 10.02- 2.30

T

H_
E

M
A.

T

I
C

S

i

CAT 17.28 16.89

ETS

.

.

.

,

2.01

.

'.94

___

4

A

'SY

t.
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. Table 16

Mean Gains on Various Tests for Fifth Grade'
-Teachers Identified as More and Less Effective

Test

4 .

Mean Raw _Score Gains

More Less
Effective . Effective
Teachers Teachers

R
E.
A
DI,
N,
G

ETU 6.83 - .81
.

,

CAT -1.89 2.13

ETS 3,69 -2.62

M

A

T

H

E

M ,

Aae

T-

I - t

S

EIp
.

8..5 .95

CAT 4.39
.

. 1:67
,

ETS .

,

tir
.98.

,
.

.61

.
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VIII. CRITICAL RESPONSESTO ETUs .

Following the teachingof each ETU, teachers filled

O

t a questionnaire

about their experiences while implementing the unit. The e records provided'an'

opportunity to'check whether teachers in the known sample,followed the directions

for the unit, particularly as far as allocating equal amounts of instructional

.time. There were no consistent or striking differences between more and less

effective teachers-in terms of time spent, classroom organization, or use of

materials and activities. Manytteachers in both groups taught theETUs to the

whole class.

These questionnaires, along with a debriefing session with teacherg pro-

vided useful feqback about the ETUs as reseqrch tools., Many teachers felt that

.

too many objectives had been included for such a short period. Teachers alp

noted that the allocation of two weeks of completion of an ETU may be unreafisiic,

particularly when many objectives are listed. Because special events oCdUe (fire

drills, assemblies) and conflicting instructional activities sometimes

(field trips, guest speakers), teachers suggested that researchers schedule a few

more days than necessary for instruction. This added measure of flexibiqity

would permit a teacher toaccomOishthe 10 days of instruction over, say 13

days, when necessary.

Teachers also commented that the materials were "disorganized" and "not

well matched to the objectives." In part, these comments (reflect a,misunder-
,

standing of th&dfurpose of. the ETUi. The ETUs were constructed in such a way

as to force the teacher to plan instruction. The ETUs provided a framework

within which the teacher was enco raged to select andsequece-- objectives,
. \

match materials to objettives, an organize and adapt tti&natertals and
,

activities for actual classroom use. 'The units were, thfrdfore, "disor nized"

because it was considered desirable that the teacher personafTy,organi e

51
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When one teacher commented that the ETUs "seemed to be testing the teacher,",
_ . ' , .

, 4 '
_ - $ 4006 ;she Was right. This type Of.activ)ipis,however;7uhfamiliarto many teachers.- k

, .
\

Teachers tend to expect' omething like a $ommercially publiShed "packge" of
.

?

curriculum,'laid out in:deti10and ready to be administered.* Our curriculum
I

units,ran counter to this expectation.

Advisers to the Commission also commented on this aspect of the Organization*

of the ETUs. Some advisers fell that because theunilts'did not follow one clear'

inode'or organized approach to instruction they.were unfamiliar situations for

the teacher and hehce would not elicit "typical" teachingbehaviOr. Other,

advisers felt that because teachers tend to infer requirements from the layout

of a unit (such as leaching all the stated objectives) tfie ETUs had been too

directive and structured. It is Clear that the issue of what to control, and

to what degre4 is a.complicated'one. And the interrelationship of Curriculum'

*hid, teaching b4haviors.is fundamental to the issue.

.

the goal of the ETU involved two partiajly contradictory elements--to

provide a standardized situation in which% compare teachers and to preserve

the range of variability in teacher behavior. ;It was felt that providing all

teachers with a-Common domain of objectives was an essential basis-foromparison

but that providing all teachers with the same instructional route to those goals

would overcantrol the teaching situation.

It seems passible, howeverto keep this basic approach to ETU controls and IP

still make the units more approachable for teachers. In future use, few objec-

tives sliuld be covered. (Low gain scores as well as teacher-comments suggest

this.) It would also be'possible to.organize the material into .greater numbers

- of smaller subunits, thus providing more,organizatia'n but leaving the teacher '

Jree 4choose the elemepts within subunits or to vary the order of subunits.

52
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IX. SUMMARY

pc

The ability to identify relatively more and less effective teachers; in d-

i
order to study some aspects of teaching; was a crucial part of the Laboratory's

design for Phase 1a1-A of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study. The special

sample of teachers was obtained, through a'series of steps that included (a)

recruiting almost 100 teache at grade 2 and almost 100 teachers at grade 5;

(b) testing all the students i these classrooms in readiu_and mathematics
=7)

ustiag the California Achievement Test (CAT) and specially constructed tests

developed by the Educational Testing (ETS); (c) providing all teachers

with a'two-week long curriculum unit in reading, called an Experimental Teaching

Unit (ETU), which allows for the measurement of student performance in the ETU-

.

through administration of identical pre-tests and posttests; (d) providing all

teachers with a two-week long ETU in mathematics that also allows for th
4

,measurement of student performance through the administration, of identical

- 1

pre-tests and posttests; and (e) computing'residualized gain,scores for each
aK

-class in order to judge the relative performance of teachers. These procedures

led to a choice of ten more and ten less effective.teacherSat each grade level.

-This sample of teachers was used to conduct three studies. In all three

studies the investigators tried, to contrast the behavior of ,the more effective

and Iess,effective teachers. All, of the collection 4data and the preliminary

analyses were performed without the investigators' knowledge of which teachers

had been labeled more `or less effective. The data-from thdse studies (see

_ikuraoff, Berliner, and Rist, 1975; Morine and Valance, 1;75; and Mori and

VallanCe, 1976) have proven useful. The evidence to date indicates hat the

development of a, special sample of teachers, reprerting extreme groups. on

"'measures Of effectiveness, can b.very useful in the study of teaching.

5.3
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In ad tain,'validity studies of the procedures-used for selection of this

sample were carried out. The ETU gain scores from two weeks of instruction

were correlated with either the California Achievement Test or the tests develop:-
4140

ed by the Ethcational.Testi*--Service, both of which measured-gains over the74

academic year. This -ailialySTS revealed sufficient validity for purposesof

selecting extreme groups of effective teachers.

The use of ETUs to select extreme groups of more,and less effective teachers,

in order to study various, aspects of the teaching-learning process, has been

judged. successful. But much further work needs to be done on both the ETUs and

methods of measuring changes in student achievement if the techniques are to

become very useful to researchers who study teaching. In addition, there are

nioral issues affecting use of ETUs. The teachers in this sample wereA-

volunteers who were willing to let researchers exp riment with these methods

in the hope that teacher education programs could e improved. The operational

use of ETUs in judging teacher competence is.not
9
yet warranted, and -it is

----

ppssible that these techniques may never be reliable or valid enough, to be used

in hiring, firing, tenure, or promotion decisions. At this point in time the

use of ETUs for selection of more and less effective teachers.is useful in

research on teaching, and it is recommended that they be adopted for those

purposes.'e-The ETUs described in this report are not recommended as evaluation

instruments,

54
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V.

Part 1. Following Di rections

Name

Q

Pi rst

'6

5 7

Last



N

Al

Put anX under a pet.

s

girl dog- boy _farm

Circle the number nine.
4

6 8 9 5

'3.. Put a box around the name of a boy.

ball fox' car Bibb

^1,



4

Below are some sentences. They give you directions to do
something. Read the sentences.

1. Get paper, pencilankcrayons.

2. Write your name on your paper.

3.

4. Hang up, your colorful pictute.

Sentence number 3 is missing. Read fhe sentences below.
One of them fills in the missing direction. Put an "X'
in the box, by the sentence that fills in number 3.

[ ] Get the crayons.

Talk to your teacher.

[ ]. Color. your picture.

5fi
V
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7
Bellow are some sentences. Read the sentences.

1. 'Walk to the store.

2. Get a can of pop.
.1

3. Pay the man for the pop.

4.

. Sentence number 4 is missing. Put an "X" in thebox by the
sentence that fills in number 4.

[ ] Throw the: can away.

[ ] Drink your pop.

['] Play ball with Tom.

0,0

9
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Below are some sentences: Read the sentences..

. Put away your books.

3. Walk to the lunch room.

4. Eat your lunch. 9.

Sentence number 2 is missing'. Put an "X" in tb e box by tie
entenoe that fills in number 2: 41

V

4.

[ Linv up by4the door.

[ ] Do your homework.

r r Go to the playground.

0

61
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*".

The:lines below make -up a story. But they are mixed up- and in
the wrong order. Read all the lines, Put a number 1 in 1ront
of what would come first. Then put a number 2 in front of what'
would come next.. :Number all the lines.in the story..

F

[ ] Dan hit a home run.

[ ] Dan is up `to bat.

[ ] He has-two strikes against him.

Now-read this 1ni xed -_up story. Number the lines, in order.
( .

[ ] The firemen dumped into the ,Vg red car. \-,

[ ] All the fir6men went to get their hats And coats.

[ ] A fire bell- rang in the firehouse,.
, 74"

t
[ ] They. were in time to put out thelpr

2,

C

o
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O

is
Below, draw.a circle.
Put a line above the circle.
Put an -X across the circle.

Below, draw a tree with -thi-ee'oran§es.

63
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Part 2.

Name

*

Word StrUcture

O

a'

Last'

6

-42
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Read the word. Draw-a lihe through the word
' to Ate two -parts. Draw the line whereverit
makes sense to you.

11

12

Example:
\

codboy

readling

_

postnian

teacher

19

20

fa

,

shortest

wishful

13 bulldog 21 rainy

14 sleeples's 22 wanted

15 rewrite 23 bedroom

' 16 waiting 24. tward

17 undress , 25 nuns

--

sandbox 26 faster-

.

,

65
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Here are some silly nonsense words. You have.never read these

words before. Draw a line through the word to make two parts,
just like you did before. 'Draw the line wherever it makes
sense to you.

4

Y.

27 ronding

2a cludful

29 rory

30 unturg

31 golfer.

32 bj-peel

33 rehud

34 daded

35

36 gotman

66
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Here are some long words: Draw two lines in each
word.

Example: hopessily

1

37 unfriendly

38 disljking

39. recounted

40 faithfully

-.e

4l, uneaten

42. longingly

O

43. dishwasher

0

o °
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d

.
Or

44. - Cirdle4he word that. means 'a person who paints.

i ITter

pentina

repaint

4%
45. Circle the word Aat means a person i s, Act kind

kindly

unkind

kri ndness 4

46. Circle the word that.means a thing with, Dells.

Ocell

tricel 1

uni cell

47. Circle the word' that means to work something
over again.

.a

t$,

worker

worked

rework

a.

4

4.
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48. aicTe the word that means a person is ,without
hope.

hopeless

hopeful

hoping

49. Circle the word that Means someone did something
not now but in the past.

jumps

jumping

jumped

50. -.0,rc1 e the word that meanssomeone,Thas lived
the most years.,

old

older

oldest

51, Circle the word thatimeans, in the direction
of hdme.

Amer
rr r

homeward

homeless

69
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Read the story. Sometimes, a word is left out.

Look 4t the words under the blank. tirCle
the word, that fits best in,-the blank.

52. Mary helps her mother,at home: She set

the table and dries- the dishes:

Mary is a very - girl.

helper

helpful,

helpless-

e

53. John has bad luck. He lost his lunch Money.

His new toy broke. John is very

lucky

unlucky

luckier

54. ltierfy played hard all day., By night time

she felt-tired and'

sleepy

sleeper

sleeping
fr

1-

'

4
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o

-

Read the story. Sometimes a word is left out. Look at the
words under' .the blank. Circle the word that fits best in 'the
blank.

Every day I walk, to school.
I

55.' ' f r i e n d . , with me each day.

* walks .

wal ked

walking

. We want to ge to, school and play. .

56. , So we always wal up the street.

oi.

quick

4 qdi cker

quickly

We to each other as we are

,

s

r
d

7 I

walker

walking

walked

t

.,

r
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TESTERS MANUAL FOR ,

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PRETEST AND POST TEST
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ACCOMPANYING THE SECOND GRADE-ETU IN READING
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TESTER'S MANUAL

Experimental Teaching Unit

Reading - Grade 2
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General Information

At the beginning of the test session, give the teacher a copy of the
test. Say something like " YOU MIGHT WANT TO LOOK THROUGH A4COPY OF THE
TEST." Let the teacher keep the test during the test session, but-be sure
to get the test back at the end of the session. ,Do not let the teacher
keep a copy of the test. Explain to the teacher that the Unit should cover
this general area of reading skill rather than the specific items on the.
test. Point out that, the Materials pages in the Unit are very similar to
the test items,

DurTng the test-Thg, it will be necessary to circulate around the
room, making sure that students have understood the directions correctly.
A student who is confused may raise his hand for. help. If this happens,
repeat the instructions to the child. You may point out to him where he
is supposed to read and mark. But do not help him answer the questi-ons.
And do not read any words for the child.

The teacher may want to help circulate and answer questions. This

is permissable as long as the teacher understands that he may only repeat
the instructions and may not read words for the child or try to explain
the task more clearly.

Some children at lower reading levels will find the exercises frustrat-
ing. Try to encourage such children to figure out what they can. Say

something like:

I KNOW. SOME,gF THE QUESTIONS AREDIFFICULT. YOU ARE

HELPING OS,'FIND OUT WHICH THINGS ARE HARD, TO DO. TRY

TO FIGURE OUT WHATEVER YOU,CAN ON YOUR OWN.



,*

1'

Grade 2

0.

Before beginning testing, make sure that desks are clear, and that each
child has a pencil. Try to seat children some-distance apart or put
dividers between children.

GOOD MORNING, BOYS.AND.GIRLS. TODAY WE WOULD LIKE YOU
TO DO SOME READING EXERCISES. WE WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT
THINGS ARE EASY AND WHAT THINGS ARE HARD FOR BOYS AND

, GIRLS YOUR AGE-TO DO. YOU CAN HELP,US BY DOING YOUR BEST
WORK ON THESE READING EXERCISES.

NOW I WILL PASS OUT THE WORK BOOKLETS. ON THE FIRST
PAGE, PRINT YOUR FULL-NAME, BOTH YQUR FIRST NAME AND
YOUR LAST NAME. DO NOT OPEN THE BOOKLET.

Pass out the booklets. Let the teacher help with last flames.

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED PRINTING YOUR NAME, LOOK UP AT
ME, SO I WILL KNOW YOU ARE READY TO BEGIN. 6

This procedure is useful on,a test with many short sections, so time is not
lost trying to tell whether everyone is.finished. When all are ready,_
begin, the test. ,

Page :

OPEN YOUR BOOKLETS. TO PAGE 1 PAGE 1 GIVES YOU THREE
DIRECTIONS TO DO SOMETHING. READ THE DIRECTIONS Ap DO
WHAT THEY TELL YOU TO DO. I CAN'T HELP YOU READ TIDE *,....

WORDS, SO JUST TRY.TO FIGURE IT OUT AS WELL AS YOU CAN.
DO THE WHOLE PAGE. BEGIN.

s4

Pause while the children turn the page, then read tht remaining directions.
Let the children work through the page. If a child asks a specific question,
say "WHATEVER YOU THINK," or "THAT'S PINE." When most children have finished
say:

°WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED,"LOOK UP AT ME, SO I'LL KNOW
YOU ARE READY TO GO ON.
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When all children have tfinis1led, go on:
3

Page 2:

TURN TO PAGE 2 SAYS:--"BELOW ARE SOME SENTENCES.
THEY GIVE YOU DIRECT' S TO DO SOMETHING. READ THE
SENTENCES.

LET'S DO THIS PART TOGETHER. YOU READ THE SENTENCES TO.
YOURSELF WHILE I READ THEM ALOUD:

mp, 1. GET PAPER, PpICIL, AND CRAYONS.
NO. 2. WRITE YOUR NAME ON YOUR PAPER.
NO. 3. IS MISSING
NO. 4. HANA.UP YOUR COLORFUL,PICTURE.

"SENTENCE NUMBER 3 IS MISSING. READ THE SENTENCES BELOW., ONE
OF THEM FILLS IN THE MISSING DIRECTION. PUT AN "X" IN THE BOX
BY THE SENTENCE THAT FILLS IN NUMBER 3." X B.

Read the sentences slowly and d4liberately, so slow reiderstan follow.
,

Papse while the children mark the box. When all childrqp:,have finished,
gb.on.

Page 3:

TURN TO PAGE 3 THIS IS THE-SAME KIND OFJ)UESTION.
IT SAYS: "BELOW ARE SOME SENTENCES.' READ THE SENTENCES.,
SENTENCE -NUMBER 4 IS MISSING. PUT AN "X" IN THE BOX BY THE
SENTENCE THAT FILLS'IN'NUMBER YOU DO THIS PAGE,ON YOUR
OWN.

Make sure all children are on the Mght page and mark co mdtti.
g

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED, LOOK UP AT ME, SO I'LL KNOW YOU
ARE READY TO GO ON.

Wheh all children have finished, go on`.
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Page 4:
0

TURN TO PAGE 4.... THIS IS ANOTHER QUESTION LIKE THE LAST
ONE. READ THE.SENTENCES. PUT AN'"X" IN THE BOX BY THE
SENTENCE THAT FILLS IN NUMBER 2.

Make sure all children are on the right page and nark Correctly.

WHEN YOU AAVE FINISHED, LOOK UP AT ME.

,When all children have finished, go on.

Page 5:

NOW TURN'TOPAGE 5.... WE ARE GOING TODOSOMETHING
'DIFFERENT. LISTEN 6REFULLY SO YOU WILL KNOW WHAT TO DO.
THE'DIRECTIONS SAY: "THE LINES BELOW MAKE up A STORY:
BUT THEY ARE MIXED UP AND IN THE WRONG ORDER'. READ ALL
THE LINES. PUT &NUMBER 1 IN,FNT OF WHATWOULD-COME FIRST
IN THE STORY.' TIEN PUT A NUMBER 2- IN FRONT OF WHAT WOULD. .

COME.AEXT: NUMBER ALL THE LIES IN THE STORY."

LET'S' WORK ON THE FIRST ONE TOGEHTER. YOU READ THE SrNTENCES
TO YOURSELF. WHILE I READ THEM .ALOUD.

DAN MIT HOME RUN. .

DAN IS UP TO BAT.
H HAS TWO STRIKES AGAINST HIM.

OU NUMBER THELINE$°S6 THEY MAKE(SENkAS A STORY-:-

Check that the children are ,numbering and:not T.aking "X's ". If they need .

Ap.be corrected say"MARK THESE WITH NUMBEAS, NUMBER 1, NUMBER 2,
ANDAUMBER 3, SO IT MAKES SENSE AS A STOW,"

When all have fjnished, go on to Theisecond story:

I
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NOW LOOK AT THE BOTTOM'OF THE PAGE. THE DIRECTIONS SAY:
"NOW REWTHIS MIXED-UP STORY. NUMBER THEJ.INES IN ORDER."
LET'S READ THE LINES TOGETHER. YOU READ SILENTLY WHILE I
READ ALOUDf*

THE FIREMEN JUMPED INTO THE BIG RED CAq.,.
ALL THE FIREMEN. WENT TO GET THEIR HATS AND COATS.

-A-FIRE-BELL RANG-WTHE FIREHOUSE.
THEY WERE IN TIME TO PUT OUT THE FIRE.

YOU NUMBER THE LINES SO THEY MAKE SENSE AS A STORY.

Make sure the children are marking correctly. When all have finished,
go on.

Page 6:'

NOW TURN TO PAGE 6 THIS PAGE GIVES YOU DIRECTIONS TO
DRAW SOME THINGS. READ THE-DIRECTIONS AND DRAW WHAT THEY
TELL YOU TO DRAW. JUST USE YOUR PENCIL lb DRAW WITH: I

CAN'T HELP YOU WITH THE WORDS, co JUST FIGURE IT OUT THE
BEST YOU CAN.

O

If a child is unsure of where to draw his picture, and asks for help,

help hiwwith the word "below." As the-Oildren are finishing.the
second picture, after about 1 minute, say: . . .0 _.

; .

PLEASE FINISH YOUR DRAWINGS NOW.

After about 15 more seconds, say:

TURN THE PAGE:

Pause while children turn,
c.
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Pact 2:

YOU HAVE FINISHED THE FIRST PART OF THE BOOKLET.- YOU'RE
ABOUT HALF-WAY THROUGH. LET'S REST A 'MINUTE AND GET READY
FOR PART 2. WHILE YOU ARE RESTING, PUNT YOUR NAME ON
THIS PAGE.

Pause for about 30 seconds, then Say:

PLEASE FINISH WRITING YOUR NAME, THEN LOOK UP AT ME, SO I'LL
KNOW YOU ARE READY TO GO O..;

When you have the students'- attentioniAgo on

)

TURN TO PAGE 7 IT SAYS "READ-THE WORD. DRAW A LINE
THROUGH THE WORD TO MAKE TWO PARTS. DRAW THE LINE WHERE-
EVER IT MAKES SENSE TO YOU."4-

. IL
LOOK AT THE EXAMPLES: "COWBOY-, INSIDE, READING, FARMER."
LOOK CAREFULLY AT WHERE WE DFV4DED THESE WORDS.

YOU READ THE REST OF THE WORDS. 'bIVIDE
,

THEM WHEREVER IT
MAKES SENSE TO YOU. DRAW ONE EJNE'IN EACH WORD.

'Circulate around the room to make sure the children are marking correctly.
If children ask about the numbers, say "_DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE NUMBERS. THEY
ARE.TO HELP US IDENTTFY THE ITEMS." Do not let the children go on beyond_
this page. As most children-are finishing, say:

PLEASE FINISH UP THE PAGE. WHEN YqU,HAVE FINISHED, LOOK
UP AT ME.

Pause about 15 seconds, 1 most of tfie children have finished.
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IF YOU HAVEN'T FINISHED, YOU CAN FINISH LATER. NOW TURN TO
PAGE 8 "HERE ARE SOME SILLY NONSENSE WORDS. YOU HAVE

. NEVER READ TOESE WORDS. BEFORE. DRAW A LINE THROUGH THE WORD
TO MAKE-TWO PARTS, JUST LIKE YOU.DID BEFORE. DRAW THE LINE
WHEREVER IT MAKES SENSE JO YOU."

0

As most children are finishing, say:

WHEW YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS PAGE, LOOK .111, AT ME.

Pause about 10 seconds, or until most of the children have finished.

'4.

NOW TURN TO PAGE 9.... "HERE ARE SOME LONG WORDS. DRAW'TWO
LINES IN EACH WORD."

LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE: "HOPELESSLY."- LOOK AT WF.DE WE DIVIDED
THE WORD. NOW YOU DO THE REST OF THESE WORDS. MAW TWO LINES
IN EACH WORD.

As most children are finishirigc say

O

PLEASE FINISH THE PAGE, THEN LOOK UP AT ME.

I

Pause about 10 seconds, or until most of the children have finished.'

Page 10: ,
NOW TURN TO-PAGE 10 WEARE:GOINO0 DO THIS PAGE TOGETHER.
LOOK AT THE SENTENCE MARKED 44.- IT SAYS: "CIRCLE THE WORD THAT

--ME-ANS-A-PERS-erN-WHO PAINTS."

'

YOU READ THE 3 WORDS UNDER THAT SENTENCE.-' CIRCLE THE WORD
THAT MEANS A PERSON WHO PAINTS'.

45. CIRCLE THE WORD'THAT MEANS A PERSON IS NOT KIND 'A

PERSON IS NOT KIND.

r
2..
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46. CIRCLE THE WORD THAT MEANS A THING WTH,3 CELLS....
A THiNG WITH 3 CELLS:

1

47. CIRCLE THE WORD THAT MEANS TO WORK SOMETHING OVER AGAIN..
TO WORK SOMETHING OVER AGAIN. .

ti

Pause about 2 seconds before repeating the item and-alput 5 seconds between
items.

Page il:

,TURN TO PAGE 11..,... THESE ARE
ONESy LOOK AT NUMBER

48. CIRCLE THE WORD THAT MEANS
A PERSON IS WITHOUT HOPE.

MORE QUESTIONS LIKE' THE LASE

A PERSON IS WITHOUT HOPE'

49. CIRCLE THE WORD THAT MEANS
BUT IN THE PAST....SOMEONE
THE PAST.

SOMEONE DID SOMETHING, NOT NOW
DID SOMETHING NOT NOW BUT IN

O

50. CIRCLE THE WORD THAT qANS=SOMEONE HAS LIVED THE MOST.YEARS....
SOMEONE HAS LIVED THE MOSTYEARS.

51. CIRCLE THE WORD THAT MEANS IN THE DIRECTION OFHOME. .

IN THE DIRECTION OF HOME.

Pace the items steadily,

Page 12:

on the previous page.

.4

TURN TO PAGE 12.. \NOW WE ARE GOING TO DO SOMETHING A LITTLE
DIFFERENT. THE DI8EC ONS SAY: "READ THE STORY. SOMETIMES A
WORD IS LEFT OUT. LOOK 'AT THE WORDS UNDER THE BLANK. CIRCLE
THE WOR? THAT FITS BEST IN THE BLANK."-'

.81
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LET S DO THIS PAGE TOGETHER. THE FIRST STORY SAYS.:

"MARY HELPS HER MOTHER AT HOME.
SHE SETS THE TABLE AND DRIES THE DISHES.
MARY IS-A VERY ..BLANK.. GIRL"

'- YOU READ THE WORDS UNDER THE BLANK. GIRCLE THE WORD THAT A
MAKES SENSE 0°THE BLANK.

411r
LOOK AT STORY NUMBER 2:

"JOHN HAS BAD LUCK. HE LOST HIS LUNCH MONEY. HiS NEW TOY
BROKE. JOHN IS VERY ..BLANK:.

CIRCLE THE WORD THAT FITS BEST IN THE BLANK.

. LOOK AT STORY NUMBER 3:

"MARY PLAYED HARD ALL DAY. BY NIGHT TIME,SHE FELT TIRED.AND
..BLANK.. AP.

rause

CIRCLE THE WORD THAT FITS BEST IN THE BLANK.

10 -15 seconds between ories. Let fast 'readers:go ahead on the

,t
page if they want to. Children are rift required to write the'word in
blank. Make sure that a c oice is circled for each item.

he

4

'

NOW TURN TO PAGE 13 . THE DIRECTIONS SAY: "READ THE

STORY. SOMETIME WORD IS LEFT OUT. LOOK AT THE WORDS

UNDER THE BL
)14

K CIRCLE THE WORD THAT FITS BEST IN THE
\BLANK.

THIS-WHOLE PAGE IS ONE STORY. YOU READ THE STORY. CIRCLE A

WORD TO FILL 'EACH BLANK.

'Do not read this-story aloud. Circulate around the room to make sure the

children are circling: As the children finish,'say

WHEN YOU HAVE EJNISHED, CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET. IF THERE WAS
SOME PART'THAT YOU DIONJ GET TO FINISH BEFORE; GO BACK AND.
'FINISH IT NOW.

Colfect the booklet s.the children finish. Make sure the full hame'is'

on, the cover..
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.., Ehknges for POSTTEST:

4

.

-Change the (*ening speech to:.
- 0

GOOD MORN BOYS AND GIRLS. YOU PROBABLY REMEMBER A'COUPLE.
WEEKS AGO YOU DID SOME READING EXERCISES. WE WOULD LIKE YOU
TO HELP US AGAIN, BY DOING SOME OF THE EXERCISES OVER AGAIN.
SOME OFHEM MAY SEEM EASIER THIS TIME AND SOME MAY NOT.
DON'T WORRY, ABOUT WHAT YOU DID 4EFOgi JUST THINK ABOUT THE
BEST ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU
WORK CAREFULLY.

NOW I 4ILL PASS OUT THE WORK BOOKLETS. ON THE FIRST PAGE,
PRINT 'YOUR FULL NAME, BOTH YOUR FIRST NAME AND YOUR LAST
NAME' DO NOT OPEN THE BOOKLET',

The test itself is given exactly the same way.

Makeno secret of -be fact that the test is the same. But encourage the
children to do their hest work this second time. Ask them to help-us out,
and stress that it is-Amportant that they work carefully, even though
theY've done it before,.

te

c

)

4
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Introduction to'the Unit

.

4.

This Exberimental Teaching Unit is intended to give students some,practices
in important reading skills. There are two sections to the 'unit, each of whiCh,
dealt with slightly different skills.

For each section the following things are included in this packet:.
-

(1) a brief overview of the skill area
(2) a listof performance objectives for the students
(3) a set of,samplejnstruttionalitiaterialsyno_mayuse_those-included-r.

select some from another source, or create your own)
(4) some suggestions on ways. to use the materjaTs and on other related

activities. \

'Your student's will be both pre-testedand post-testO on the objectives litted
in each section. Individual student scores on the pre-test will be provided for
you. , -

-Please spend about 25 minutes each day on work related to these objectives.
This'meadsthat a student working on unit activities should spend no more than

1 about 25 minutes total during the day.

'There are many different waysoforganizing the materials and of relating
one objective to another. Many exercises can be planWed to cover more than one
objective. If you wish, objectives from different-areas can be included in the
same lesson. We are interested in the variety, of ways tb teach thete reading
skills. You may teach as much,of the unitto as many of your students as yOu.wish,
and in any manner you choose.

As much as possible, please keep track-of dhat materials and activities
use to teach. the unit. To help you do this, please follow these procedures:

(0' Each of the two sections in the kN.is composi,(if a set of instructional
objectives, ir'
(a) For each section, seleCt the objectives you plan to use.
(b) Arrange the objectives in-the order in which yOliplan to use them

and place the appropriate number in the'space provided. (Youyill
. use this number to identify each.objective on your teachrtig'record,

so do this before you begih the unit.)
(2)* Use the Daily Teaching Record; to keep track-of the instructional

Objectives and the materialg or activitiesydu focus on each day.

At thd end pf the unit we would. like to get information from you on questfOns
like: ,

1 o
(1) What materNs did you use (either from the patket or of your own.

devising)?
(2) In what order were objectives and materials used?
(3) Which materials/activities,worked well and which less well?
(4) Whet was the reaction of the children-to the unit?
(5) What proceduresdid you use for teaching different objeCtives?

Wihope_you,,a& teachers, will feel ftee to try out different 40-caches to
teaching the unit.

f1
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Record Keeping

It is important to the study for us to find out how,different people
`go about teaching this unit. We would like You to help by,keeping records
as you teach the unit. .Recdtd keeping is often time consuming, but we hope

- # these pro edures will,be conyenient and not add too much to the normal demandsof prepar4ion. Please do the following:

S

1. You have numbered the instruptionaf objectives in the order in
which you introduce them,- Place the numbers on the lines to the
left, of theobjectives. (Note: The fact that you number objectives -

consecutively does not:mean ;that you have to complete work on one
objective before moving to actother.)

- Z. For each teaching day, record information about time and students
taught. Use the form labeled "Time Record."

3. ,For each teaching day write a brief description of the day's
activity. Use the "Daily Teaching Record" form. Please be sure
you included the following things in your description:.

a. Objective covered;
b. Materials used;.,
c. Activities or ways of using materials.

vIf you use materials or. activities from the packet you can refer
to,them by the identification number. (Materials are identified
by page, in the upper, Tight hand corner. Activities are identified
by the number to the left of the paragraph description.)

You may fill out the "Daily Teaching Record" either before or after
the actual lesson. If you fill it out before, please note any
changes you made during the actuar.teaching, also record the
general pupil reaction to the lesson. Use the spaces labeled:

Changes while teaching
Pupil 'respon'se

You can also -use the section labeled "Additibnal Comments>to
make comments about .the lesson. If possib1e,,please.save a copy
of any work sheets you make up.

4.1
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NAME\

DAILY TEACVING RECORD

0 DAY

Objectives:°

/ of

Materials/Activities:

Changes While Teaching:

Pupil Response:

Additional -Comments:

O
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-FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS-- SEQUENCING

An important area of development at.the beginning of second grade is
j

the ability to read and follow/directions. Being able toread directions

allows the child'to work more independently. At, the same/time, the child
.

is learning somethingab_out_the_nature and purpose= of reading: -' -Words .on

pape-.r are meaningful. They are used to communicate a message. One forteful
,

,

example is a message to do something--a direction. Reading forfthis purpose
4

'' is common in everyday lift,.

Directions range from simple, one-step procedures to more complex com-

binations of steps. Following more complex directions involves an under-
./

standing of sequence. Building on the child's understanding'of.actions and

consequences in the real world, the child can come to recognize !flitter the

organization and sequence behind what he reads., This is true of both-complex
..

direction's and narrative stories.

This section,of.the Unitdeals,-then, with fallowing directions and with
1

understanding-and following a sequende of actions.

The specific performance objectives of this section are the following:

N

The child can read'and follog a sequence of 3 directions.

The child cad--read and follow a simple, one sentenc direction.

The child can decide where to add a statement to a sequence.

The°2ild can choose ,a statement to fill a given plAce in
sequence.

,

The child can decide which of selfal statements has been
left out'of a sequence. .

T e child cari number statements in sequerCtialorder.

The child can make-up a atement to fitll in or complete
sequence.
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FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

1. Give one- and two-step directions orally to the children. Children

respond by following the directioni.

1

. Example: f ,

1. Make a ball on your paper and put ,a dot next to it.
2. Make- an "-X'= -on -your paper and put a circle-around it.
,3. Put a dot at the bottom of your paper and put two,lines

under it.

2. Give children a set of writtel directions that will form a picture

when followed correctly. Later meet again with the children and Share

their pictures. .Are they all the same? Why? Why note? (See page 101

in .di rections . )

3. Ask child to pla'cea few items on a table like An eraser, chalk,

pencil, Lox, book etc. Ask children to describe what they see so you

could draw a picture without looking at the table. Do not look at,the

table, and draw on the bard exactly what the children tell you. Is

your picture the same as what is 'on the table? Why? Why not? Did you

forget number, size or position wordS2 Da the words "next to" tell you
I F

,

,L

enough?

4. Give children a series of writtE)h directions. Ask ,them to read and'

follow the directions. 1

o 0

- In a group situationpsk, children to demonstrate in some way the

following words:

over under in

rjght left first

middle large small,

out 'on

last arnd .

outside, , third

center Side fartyfest between below

1,4

44P
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match nearest corner row behind

after pair group.

the following directions on a separate piece of paper. Give

one to achIch.ild playing the game. The child should act out the direction.
. -

---
See if the otherchildrfn can guess his direction.

1) Feel -your, hai r

2) ,Hop, skip then jump
3) Look at yoUr feet
4) 'Give a book to someone
5) Cross your legs
6) Walk over to a table
7.) Get something green

.8). Hold up your left hand
9) Go under...a table

10). Spell a word

o40,

7.i Ask - children to give step -by -step directions that they_would use to

make a peanut butter and jelly. sandwich. Write these directions 'on the

. board. THEN following each direction exactly make the sandwich.

Did you use ,a knife? Didythe directions say to use a knife? -.id you
-:,

use crunchy peanut butter? What kind of-jelly?: Did you cut the sand-

wich? etc.

8. Using several objects such as a --pencil,..--1arge :and smalj paper, book,

eraser, yarn, .box etc, ask, follow these directions
.4 !,, ;;,4.. ...,.;-. -

1. Place the eraser in the center afisAist table. 0-
2. Put the la'rge paper on the right S34:10.;of the eiaser.as)ryou

look at it.
3. Put the pencil under the la:i.ge pape

':''. .

:, .

':.
4: Put the book next to the large pape -i

5. Put the small paper' below the bookf. ..::.:.
6: Rut the yann7around the pencil- and, paper. .
7. Put the chalk far from the book. :. '4..is: -'
8. -rut the box over the eraser. .0.4. . -

....

r-
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9. Give-children direction sheets of several directions with the first

direction being:' Read everything before doing anything. Let each child

discover how far he proceeded before remembering the first direction.

(See page 109,) .

IL

VIM

`1*
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ACTIVITIES - SEQUENCE

-' 10. Read'a short story to the children or ask children to read the .

story. Discuss sequence of the story. What happened first, second, third

etc. -What might happen if the story did not end where it did ?. ,Could

"you add something tp the story? Whert.would you a4 it?
, .

11. Show the children a picture with action. Ask them to dictate a

story about what is happening in the picture. What would happen first?

etc. Write the story on the board as they dictat When the story is

finished, read it together. Did you forget an important part? If so;

,where would you put it? Do you think it happened in that-order? Could

it happen in another order?

12, Ask'the children to dictate to you the sequence Of a typical school

day im their lives. What is the first thing they do? What is the last

thing they do? Does everyone follow exactly the same sequence? Do some

children watch T.V. before dinner and some after dinner? Suggest additional

events and ask the children where they would fit in the sequence. .

Have children dictate other stories that have a definite sequence.

Some story titles are:

Seasons of the'Yeor

HoW I Bake'a Cake

Going, to the Store

Christmas Day

When:iRains.

13. Show childreh only the pictures of a story. Ask them to dictate

a story to. go with'the order...of pictures.they saw.

95

4
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l4. Ask children to read a 'paragraph and number the fo'llowing statements

in the order, that they happened in the story. '(See
materials'-'

page 152.)

15.. Give children a set of pictures. Ask them to ,paste the pictures

i n correct order. Paste the sentence that ,tells aboOliepicture

under the picture.

, 16. Give children a set of stateMentsi Ask them to arrange the

.
statements in order and paste them bn their paper. Ask them to draw a

.

picture for each statement. (Sep materia l's f50.)

-

17. Take the sentences children-have written,for a story, and print .them,

on separate sentence, cards. Aboiit 6 sentences should be used Give a'

child 3'of the 6 .and aski-ii,m to put them in order. Point out a particular

place in the sequence and ask him.which of the nemaining'sentoces would

fit there. Or give Mb a sentence- and ask hire to fit it i'n.

18. Read part of a story to the children. Stop at an interesting part.
.

Ask them to draw a.picture about what would happen' next and to write" a. .

sentence about their-picture. ,

0..
4 6

19: Have fun with the natural order thing around; chldreo. 'Ask tliem..

1

. \
,?,tcl: ,.. ,...

.1, ,,- --, I

1 . Lineup shortest to tallegt: '-. .\\ , ' . .
2. Line up from very blond to blackhatr.-

. 3. 'Line up' from short hair to long hair\,, - ,

4., Using mixed up word cards arrange the\days of the meek' in
; - sequence.
5. Us i ig mixed, up word cards arrange the months of the year.
6. Discuss oldest and youngest in,their family. Who was born

first, second etc. 0 ,

7.1 Using several, objects1 arrange them in order of size.

'96
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20. As the chiTdren to find the pattern ,in a sequence and write what would

come next: (See materials page 151.)

21. String baads according to sequence'of size or color. Line up buttons

according to sequence of size or color.

22. Take two'or three sets of directions or stories. Print each sentence

-of each set, on a separate card. Mix' up the settences and ask the child to

soft them, into sets accor g.to which sentences go together. Then ask the

child to order. the sentences within each set.

'23. Take a set,of sentences which go together in a sequence. Leave something

dut of the sequence. Ask the child,to write a sentence to fill in the story.

(See materials page 155.)

r

ri

ti
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1. Draw a happy fat clown.

2.,,Draw fivebuttons bn the suit.
Color the buttonsblue.

3. Dria tall pointOd hat for:your clown.
Put the hat on his head and color it'yellow.

4.. Draw three red balloons coming from the
right hand of your clown.

5. Color two blue eyes, one black nose and
two orange ears.

6. '-Draw something funny on the left shoe
Of your clown.

..7. Write your name on the clown.

A



'

Below are some words.'

Draw a box around something you eat,
Draw a circle around something\you

dress eggs cakck

'ham skirt hat blouse

Draw 'a circle around every word 'four letters
long. _

listen magic fire paint wood

99
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Look at the picture'.

Do-what the sentences tell you to do.

1. Put a ion the door.

2. Put a.red ()around the
house.,

3. Put an X over the ,

stoke.

4. Put two green lines under
the house but inside the`
circles,

\

I-

9

,
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Below draw a picture' of a yellow duck in i pond,
with a big red barn and six cows next to it.

'AA

\

a
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1.
,rphl <

" , .... "..

.

. Circle the" wor that tells what a boy could_
do..

big brown walk tree' bird

2. Circle the4word that shoWs action taking .

place now.

1
drank .wrote walkee bring picked

Circle -the third- number.

5 9 6 113 2

4. Circle the next to the last*number.

.

6 3 2 9 1

103
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4
. .

Circle the -number_thatfg closest to 5.

1 0 '4 . 8

6. Circle the largest number.

6 < 3 7 1

/°. Circle the word_thot doesnot belong.

bird dog 1 horse goat

8. Ci rcle the- word -between two number,s

three boat six car
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).

-

1. Draw a circle next to number one and color it red.': --7. . ..,._
.

,

, .

.,.--.,
.2. Writethe letter A next to the numU6*-two on o sneer.

...,

.

Draw a box'around it.
..

.

3, Write your name next to the number three andundeisfine it..

. Draw a box next to number four and write the number 4
inside. ,'

. Write your first name twice and yOur last nInik,orice-next to
. number five.

,

. Draw a line next to number six.
Put attar below the line,

Put...in 'X" above the line.

.

7. Next to number seven,.draw a circle with'an arrow through
it.

8., Beside number eight, draw a large letter M. Put a Tine
under the letter.

.

4
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Mi"
a

Directions: .

rte S

1. Write your name on your paper. .

2. Draw a box around D. Draw a box- around B. Draw .a linefr,om one box to the other.
'

Write the \number nine betwekn .B and C.

17

4. Write the number five between E and F.
Draw a line from H td 5 to 1, and back to H. This willlook like a trianglk.

°

5, Put a star inside the triangle.

6. Draw a line from G to C, going ACT-ass E.
4.
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61.

. .

, ..
. Three Minute Time Test, -.-

Can You Follow Directions'?

1. Read everything before doing 'anything.

. Put eyour name in the upper right hand scorner of this paper.

7

3. Circle the word "name" in sentence two.

4. Draw liVe squares at the topi4this paper.

4

.

5.' Put an "X" in each square. Put a tirtle around each square.

Write "Yes", "Yes', "Yes" after the question "Can Ydu

Follow Directions?".
5.,

7. 0n the back of this 'pa'per, add 6' + 3.
. .

Put.acirtle around yotir answer.-

9: Now that ycou have finished re'ading.careftilly do/only .

directions- one and 'two:.

e

1_6
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0

Dad went to wd/rk.

Dad gbt up at 7 o'clock.

He hat 'something imeat...._

116

4

She helped her.mother put the dishes.away.

L qKim set the table.

Kini.washed the 'dishes.

T 7

f.

Her family talked while eating.

110
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r

.

9

} fiat t---W5,t-dogs and beans.

CP

It was late when we got home.

Vie all went oh. a picnic.

Our dog' was still barking when We went to sleep. .

001"`

They loved' to go on all: the rides.

Last week Sue and her sister went to the faik

:_.17-711'he- miler-coaster ride. was the only--scary- one-s





J

,

a,

Read the story.

.) ' 4

&am's mom asked, "Will you please get sOle milk

at the store? Here is same4rionek Put it iR your pocket.

Sam put the money in his pockerand started out
.

then door.

On the way to the store, Sam mailed a letter
4

o his'pal Ted. Then he went to the stare.

He found the milk and WI his money.

When he got home; his M6m tJanked trim. "You have

been a good helper today."

r

..r
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1s

book ,at all the lines below.

. Find the line that tells What Sam did first.

.c. PutAa number 1. ih' front of that line.
\ . , 14,'

4,...,

Put number 2 in front -of what, Sam did next.

':. N% umber 'the other lines this way
,

. , ,

(

t

S111. found the milk.

-..,

-

4s.

Sam went home.

dc,sses444,.

St

Sam's mom ,,,ks ked h i m to. -the :store: --

1
Sam mailed a letter to his pal.

Sam put the money in his pocket..

Sam's, mom thanked him.
-

4%.

1.14

a



Read the story below:
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1. Bill: is-getting ready for bed.
.

2.

3. He*puts on his pajamas.

4 Then Bill climb6nto2)

One line of the story-is ,Tniss-ing-.----Read,, the befok;;; -Put
air"X"ibY-the ine, that goes best A n the story,

. - \\

Z.

He. takes off his clothes.

He pulls up the covers,

He plays a game with his,.brother.

ti
115 k"
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0

I

Read the directions below:

To make a mask get a paper bag.

'2. Draw a.face on the bag.

3. Cut holes 'for your eyes and mouti:

4..

One of the directions is missing. Read the lines below. Put
an "X" by the missing direction;

Get the scissors.

.

Paste ears on the sides of the bag.

Look at pictures of masks.

rr

'

C
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4,
Read th4 sentences. Part of the story is left out. Write a

, sentence to fill'in.the Story.

4

1. Mary and her mother made".,tobkies.

2.- Mary helped mix the dough.

3.

4. They ate the warm cookies,

Read the sentences. Part of the story is left Out. Write a
sentence to fill in the story,

1. One hot 4y Billy and hit friends went swimming.

2. They rode to the swimming pool.

3. They-put on their swimming suits;

-4.

1

f ;

1 ri

.'
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Read the story.

Ca34

'9

4

One 'day 'the class went to the zoo.
°

They ftned uR to go through the gate and into the,zoot

Then they went to look at 'the monkeys.

.

Now read the sentences in the two boxes. They go somewhdrt-in
.the story, dotrite the sentences-'where they belong' in the-=stol N-

The first thing they saw wai',a tiger.

111

They rode to the 40 in a bus.

a'

t.

O

V.

4.
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,

Read the story.

..

Mary planted some seeds to make a.garden.

4
. .

At last the tiny plants came up through the §%44d:

Mary watched thefluwers grow tall.

. Now read the sentence in the box. It goes somewhere. in the.
story.Write-the'sentence where7it beIcings in the story.

1 Maryvtered the ground so the seeds would'grow. i

1
0

- ,Now make up sentences to fill in the rest of,,the story.

119.
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His sister saw/ the books:

C-36

N

-

She ran to the door and shouted, "Come back Jim,"

Jim did not take his books when he lefrfor school.

When the birthday camerAndgave her mother the
picture.

Ann made a picture for tier mother's birthday.

Ann found a place to hide it.

4:

Her mother liked the,picture.

1_LO

4ft

Ir>

_7
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: a STRUCTURE ..

p ft ,f.

. . a .
i

.
One important,componerit. skilled reading istihe ability to recognize

,

.

the structure of words. Knowledge of word structure Can help the reader
.

lto.decode long words efficiently.
,.

,. . .

' -='.i

. :

",.Orie war,for a child_to begin to decode a:long.wprd i "s to look far
.

familiar piecesIlithin the word. It is important'that the component
V Apieces he chooSes correspond with any meaningful linguistic-elements in

the' word` way the prbcess of decoding divides into sta§ts, achz.

of which gives the child.a.familiar; meaiirigful
_element which contributes

to the meaning of the total word. For instance, familiar words-can be

Combined to form a compound wo rd. Or a'familiar root word can be expanded

into many related forms by the additidh of-a prefix ot%suffix. These

prefixes and suffixes are themselves meaningful units. They modify the
,

meaning of the root word in a predictable way.. By knoWin4-the-MAIlinvs-of.,,.-

component pieces of a.word, the child can unlock the Meaning of many new

words.

For instance, a child trying to decode the wor'farmer should see

the component pieces farm and er. BY working with these pieces, he can

c .qmbine the:meanings of "farm" and "one who" to figure out the meaning-

of the word. And he can transfer the Meaningiof "-er" as "one who" to

figure out other words A child who sounds out in sound syllables like

"fart' and "mer" has no Clue to the meaning (in fdtt he may be misled),
k

0
-and he has no mea ing units .to. transfer to other' words.

.

The addition of prefixes and suffixes sometimes necessitates a

. "-spelling change in the root word This unWavoids such words and deals

, only with regular fOrms, where the.,root. word is unchanged.

Il

12

.
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To suMmarize the three main elements of ,this Section 'on word structure:

(1) the-child should learn to 'recognize a familiar word when it is a mean-
, .e:

.
,

. -ingful part 'of a'ionger word, (2). the child should learn, the meanings of

some%common prefixes 'and suffixes, and how they change ghe meaning and form

class ,(part,of speech) of the base word in predictable ways, (3) the chqd

should learn to use the correct word form in the context of a sentence.
. ,

--.

The specific performance objectives of this section are the following:

.

The child can recognize -a base word:

t
with a Prefix added

with a suffix added

w fth- both- a prefi xand -a -suffix -.eddect-

The 'child can recogilze the two words within a Compound*td

The child can form a compound mord. from two familiar words.

The Child an -choose -the doftect fOrM of wort tefit in
4

the context of a sentence.

The child knows the meaning of some common prefixe§, andcan:

select the appropriate form to match a definition
.

form a word by adding the appropriate prefix

The child knows the meaning of some cdmmQn suffixes, and can:

select the appropriate 411 to match a definition

form a word by adding the appropriate suffi

Ne.



Grammatical Endings:

- s

- ed

-ing

Somparattves:

=er.

J
-est

w

Other Suffixes:

,.

e5

A

C-39
'VP

Prefixes and Suffixes

7.....

Third person singular, ,present (John walks)

Past (John walked)

With auxiliary verbs (John is walking)

More (faster).

Most (fastest)

-er7 One who (teacher)

-ful Filled with, in a state of (painful, .playful,)

-less Without (homeless)

-ly Tells how something 4done--adverb (slowly)
Describes a state--adjective _(friendly)

Describes a state (windy)

In the direction of (westward)

-y

.-ward

Prefixes:

lo"

un- Not (untie, unable)

*re- Again (rewrite ).ry

big Two (bicycle)
tri- Three (tricycle) °,`

o

-

O
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COMPOUND WORDS

. .

31. Pass out word cards to children. Each child may have more than one

word.. Ask one child to put a word in 'the pocicetchart. The child who

has a word to go with the word in the chart, so as to make a compound word

may add hi5 word to the chart,

Suggested word cards:

milk fire . back pop

man ' truck yard colt

gold' be side door
. .

fish ball walk bell

drive home some pan

way made where cake

32. Give children a compound word with which they are unfamiliar. Ask

them-to write the word on their paper and draw a picture`of what they think

the word means.

Suggested word 'cards:

armchair blacksmith .backlog

33. Ask children to'illustrate the ollowing words and then write the two

words together and illustrate the new word.

Sail

Boat .
.

'4

Sailboat

124
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34. Concentration

'MatT24,tiords so as to make a compound'.word Child with most

1

r.

pairs is the winner.

35. Puzzles

Using a puzzle,witif a backboard write one part 9f a compound
.

word on the puzzle, piece and kite Oe other part of the compound'

Word in the correct place on the backboaq. Child bust say the

compound word when he places the puzzle piece in its,cor4t position.

36. Tic Tac Toe

Chilold'Uraws from a deck of cards a compound word. He must .

before placing his "X" -orsay the, two words in the compound

37; Dominoes

Make dominoe.sout df paper 9r;Acardbo3rd. Children draw 5

dominoes. .4,

He matches dominoe with another dominoe that w6uld makeatom-,

-pound word. When he cannot Make a match he must draw another

dominoe. First eillIrd to get rid of all his dominoes is the winner

Example of dominoes:

I bed ball room

38. Old Maid
.

a

Pack of 12 cards plus one old maid. Deal out all the cards.

Child must,make compound words..

125
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39. Puzzles

Put several compound words on a sentence strip.' Cut strip

between' the two,words. Example:

milk ( ( man

(

Child batches-words to make-a
compound-worcL

40. Write'a compound word on the board. Ask children to come up .to the

board and write the two words contained in the compound-beside it.

41. Have children read sentences with the compound words underlined in

them. Ask children to write the, two word' which make up the underlined

AP
:word beside the sentence. You also might ask children to substitute other

compounds for each sentence. a

42. Write 2 lists of words on the board, and ask children to draw lines

between any pair of words which form a compound word.
C

43. Ask children to write compound words in appropriate:sentences, given

several alternatives.' They could also match the words to their proper

sentences. (See'page J160 materials.)

44. Pick a-word such as "man", and see how many words can be attached to

it to form compound. words, e.g. postman, policeman, fireman, fisherman.
6 r

45. "Have the children find a compound word in a sentencb and underline'

it or draw circles around the two parts of the word. (See page 163 in materials.)

7 46. Compound words which might be used:

toothache 'underground
loudspeaker spaceman *, starfish
shotgun farmhouse afternoon
dishpan storeroom bluebird
daylight flashlight housework
newspaper snowball, lighthouse
darkroom toybox airRort . '

Storekeeper

126
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46. (cont'd)r

backyard
downhill
grandfather

' hillside
streetcar
bookstore
.-paperback

C-43

bedroom
overcoat
overcast
driveway
poli Ceman
s.urifl ower

cookbook
waste basket

127

sandbox
homemade t

blueberries
outdoors
bedtime
rai ndrop

fisherman

Yak

et

rs

A..
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. PR IXES AND SUFFIXES

50. Put up)on thle board a group o Nmords whiCh are different forms..

based on the'samd root. Use words f iliar to the children. Talk about *.

what the different words mean. Help e.children to discover that they

all have something to do with the root ord., One possible root word is

sleep (sleeper, sleeping, sleepy)',

51. Write a group of words with the same, prefix or suffix on the board.

Ask children to use each in a sentence. H 1p.them to discover what-the

prefix or suffix means. .

52. Use a matching task to match base word to, their'inflected forms.

.(See page 174,in'materials.)

53. Have childrA fill in a sentence blank b

forms of the base word. (See pages 175, 177,

9."-^""..

choosing from different

179, 186 in materials.)

54 From either a list of words, or words e dded in sentences, have

chilren circle or write the root part of infT cted-form words.

1
.

\
55. After a prefix

.
or suffix has been introjuc d and the meaning defined,

yl

ask children to think of as many-root:words,as they can that could use

that prefik or suffix. Or give them a list of root words and ask them

when the prefix or suffix would be appropriate. Could you "redo"? or

"rebuild"? or "resit"? or "rebig"?.

r

56. i.ng y story the_children can read, have them pick out all the

inflected -,form words and then circle the roots of those words.

128
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57. Differentiate the -er and -est endings, using some of the,Spproaches

outlined'above. (See pages 185, 186-1

58. Differentiate-the verb + -er wor s (e.g. singer) and the adjective

+ -er words (e.g.. thicker), using som of the approaches above.

1
59. Give kids cards with different forms of root words. Put a root word

on a pocketchart, and ask anybody with a form of that word to place it in

the pOcketchart.

60. Start'with a familiar root word and ask the children to add a prefix

or suffix to it to make a new word. How many different forms can they

think of?

'Examples: play . play

player
0 playful

\ replay

The children may think up combinations which are"nonsense'butcan be

:interpreted from the pieces. What would it mean to be "playlf.s..e?

This exercise could also include compound words: playmate, playpen.
/,

61. Give the child a root word and a definition. Ask him to choose the

form of-the word which fits that definition. Or ask him which prefix

tuffiX is needed.

a

-

62. Ask the children to write two stories i\llustrating different fbrms of a
,

word, for example, afraid-unafraid, careful - careless, useful-uselessi

atnfulTpainless, kind7unkind..

3. For other suggestions, see activi s-under Compound Words.

L'114'
129
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The man who brings the milk is the

A little house for, playing is a.

When it is cold, we put on coats-to'go

The place beside the barn is the
4

ti

r-

playhouse

barnyard'

milkman

outdoors

1_30

fl

1:
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Draw a line to match up the'two parts of a coilifound word.
Then write the, word-in the sentence where it belongs.

boat side

road man

pop

over coon

I can hear my mother p the

I
4We had a picnic at a ;table by the

The man in the big.,b_lue, boat is a

Jack had on at his uncle's farm.

131
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-

Draw circles around the two parts of each compound vord.
Write each word in.the sentence where it belongs.

d

Peter was playing a game on the

Children are at work in the

Bob will bring his new

I -,

V

9-2

The man in the red truck is a

schoolhouse

.fireman

sidewalk

football

13
rss
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A. Bill heard footsteps in the old house.

B. The children went to the school playground.

C. There were animal 'tracks around the'scarecrow.

4.1

D. Father rang the doorbell.

. The mailman bring; the mail to our'house.

Mary filled the.goldtish bowl with water.

G. Mr. Jones sat in the doorway of his house.

H. The birds lived in a birdhouse.

vt

4
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class 4him boy side

C ow

out

self

beak

room

n

4

er

bag

,

fish mail .

yard man

sail

I

134
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Form new words by adding the suffixes -ed, and -tng.

-s -ed -ing

play

pick
..--

clean

'help

cook

Write the root word for each of the following words.

,started opening

lifts makes'

washed cleaned

picked burns

spelling stacked'

caps cooking

dressed hats

0
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Write the root wtrb.

. farms jumping

helping wished

laughed picnics

telling trees

boys wanted

r-

Choose the-word to fill the bfanki Write the word i.h the blank,c.
,

1. The boy was

Cs'

2. To

. (help; helping)

-(laughing, laughed)

3. %They were having a'.

at -the clown;
A

(picnic,. picnics)

?%
4. Billy a new bike last year!

4,4

(want, wanted)

136
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Read the sentence: Look at the underlined word.
Write the root word on the line under the sentence.

- 1: Ann was surprised when the balloon popped:.

-The baby was drinkifig milk all by himself.

3. The plants arqkgrowing fast under the hot summer sun.

4: When arnan brings the lions food they stop roaring.

5. Tom sings a funny sue

A

6. The dog,followed the boy to the corner this, morning.

0

137
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Read the .story. Underline all the words which are forms
Of the word jump.

Jill is a little girl. She likes to jump.

On the playground Jill jumps with a jump rope.

After so4:1Ihe is always running and jumping.

One day 'she jumped all the way across the sidewalk:

Her mother calls her a jumping- ack.

One day Jill and her fr end had a jumping

contest. Whoever makes the lOngest jump wins.

Jill juthped first. She sailed' `through the air.

Her friend tried hard to jump as far as Jill.

BLit Jill was the-winner. She was'the best jumper.

c

low

O

4
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. ,

Draw a line to connect the root word with the word that
comes from it:

toss picks,

want sleeping

seat $tarts

pick tossed

help wants

spill eating

start spilled

sleep seated

eat helping

5.

139.
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The ending ed means something happened in the past.
Practice on these words.

a'
walk - 'walked.,

Now, 1 down the steps.

Before I the step.

play - played

Today I alone.

Yesterday I wjth,Bill.

Last night Jan

- Now

- called

me up.

Last time we-

her up.

watch watched

O

a

:football .

This time we baseball.
A t.

Ann

She
ti

helps - helped

.her wither yesterday.

her;today., too.

J

140
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1. A person who sings is called a

2. A person who prints books is called a

3. A man who paints pictures is called a

4. A man who builds houses is called a

printer

singer.

builder

,--painter

I

4t.

O
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-s,

1. A man who knows how to fly an airplane in the skyiis
a.

flyer player . singer

2. If you try to catch a ball and you do, you are a good

painter . .catcher 9 keepeC
4

3. A man who grows.corn and Other.things on a farm is a

flyer farmer reader

4. A person who plays football is a football

playing replay.

r

t

player ,

5. When you go camping and sleep outdoors, you are a

4
caMpr... camping campy.

6. Something that warms you.up is a

heating heats heater

7. Someone who cuts the grass and trims bushes is a

camper gaidener rancher

1)1:./

I
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o.

Put II after each word to make a new word. Write the new word.

soft

sad

close

slow

friend

0

,\*

warm

brae

hard

6

1'
bold.

O

"F.

-J

week

1 43/

4..
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Fill in the missing word in each. sentence.

1. Curly was a

/

monkey.

brave bravely

Robert- knocked at .the door.

soft softly

3. The airpla I was . - to the mountdill.

cl s6 closely,.
4. The girl w lked dower the street.

lad sadly.,

5. Talk or someone:may hear you.

soft "softly

6. covers:,felt to his body.

wane" warmly

7. Mrs. Black is a lady.

-
friend, friendly

(

O

I

:t-
o V
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Read each sentence. Study the underlined word. Then write it below
the right heading at the bottom of this page. The ,first one is done
f0. you. .

.' '1. Bill remembered the truth sadly. ', i
2.\ Mr..Greert gave us a friendly smild.
3.\--He got ready sliAl , then went to41neet Is friends.
4: The box had -a love y, blue wrapping.:, ----.,

5., sun shines brightly on most days ItY July. ,

1 .

6. tii a danced uitkl around the room. 1/

itt'
&7. HeOt quiet y and listened to my st

How Something Was Done

I

a.

sadly

e

0

r

0.

How Something Looked

7
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4

Read each sentence. Chose aVsinti from the box that will fill
the blank when you add,less to it. Then write the word-in the
right blank.

r

help,

care

'home

speech

1. 'If you have °no home, yothr

2. people o not tae care of thttig's.

A

. Without her mother to help her mike dinnerKMary is_ °

2

4. Henn/ was so with surprise, he ;lid not

say a thing.

;

146
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head each sentence. Study the underlined word. Then write it below
the right heading at the bottom of this page. The first one is done
for your

1. till re:Lbered.the truth sadly.
2. Mr. Green gave us a friendly, smile.
3- He got ready slowly, then went to meet his'friends.
4. The box had a lovely, blue wrapping.
5. The sun shines bri htl on most days in duly.
6. Nina danced uic 1 around the room.'

(7. He sat quiet y an istened to my story.

How Something Was Done

sadly

How Something Looked

O

/Th
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I

Read each sentence. Chose a word friuthe box that will fill
the blank when you add lesi to it. Then write the word'in the
right blank.

help home

tare/ :.speech.

"le

1: If you have no home, you are

Ps

2. people do not take care of things.
tr

. Without her mother to help her make dinner, Mary,is

4. Henry was so with surPriie, he did not

say a thing.

1 .18
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4

Use the prefix un to made a new word from each word below. Write
the new word.

lock kind

Cover seen

able lucky

fair even

Write each word by its meaning.

r . ,

1. not kind

2: not able,

3: not lucky

4. not seen

5. not even

.6. not fair:

7. the opposite of cover

8. the opposite of lock
K

-11

.10

14i
-

4
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i m

un--

. tie painted

4
lucky wanted

lock
. opened
.

ice

1. The window is not open, so it it

2. I can't Tome in until you the door.

SoMething no one wants is

4. The rope is

I-

The house had no. paint on it.

6. When I have no luck,"I am

$1

, .
.11.4!16.
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Add the prefix re. to each word. Write the new.word.-

read

pay

match

fill

write

run

Read the sentence.. Fill 'the blank with a_word from the
list' above.

1. Since we must 'pay. back money to the bank, then we must

them..

2. If.you !itd not read all of the story the first time, you

must it.

'3. Mary's glass of milk is empty, so she can
'.

it.

4. If the paper is not neat, then you haVe to

it.

5. The fighter who lost the boxing match asked for a

6
*/

When a television show, is run over again i+ is called a

151
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yding er and est.

hard

slow

old

long

dark

soft

small

I

C-66

more than before

*
re./ .*

0

SI

most ofall

9 -

4
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Read the sentence. Add er or est to fill in the blank.

,

1. A cat's
44.

fur is the soft thing in the world.

2. Our car goes slow than your car.

3. It is dark at night than in the day.

4. Mary is the old, girl in the class.

5. AAg is wall than a cow.

6. Jim tried the -hard to win the race.

I

It; 3
c

O

X
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Learning about bi and tri.

A bicycle has wheels,

A tricycle has wheels.

bi mean

tri means

A biped is an.animal with feet.

A biplane has sets of wings.

a

A club that meets biweekly meets every weeks.

A triangle has corners.

t

AtricOloi;44 flag has dcoTors. 1

Triplaits are children born at the same time.

151
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Using the suffix ,ward.

ward mean "in. the direction of"

Add ward to these words,.

. west

home

sea

our

up

back

westward

4

I

All.'
e

T

0
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Read each sentence. Choose a word from the box that will fill
'the blank when you add ful to it. Then write the word in the
right blank.

cheer truth ,

rest hope

pain help

4

1.- If your little brotherbreaksjiis arm, it may be

2. A person who tells the truth is called

3. The happy children sang a song.

*4. When you want to knoW the meaning of a word, a

dictionary is a .book have. V

5: Sunday,was quiet and

7

that-his team would win.

156
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"Th

.1

Read the .s,entence. Look at the underlined word. Write the
root word on the line below.

1. It was a chilly day, so Sob wore a jacket.

A

2. Jim made a face when he tasted the salty soup.

Our feet got wet on the rainy day. -/
1,t iil I+, 1. I

4., The car bounced on the, bumpy road.

41

5. It was such a windy day that our hats blew off.

6. Sue 'is not very neat. Her room is messy.
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,-

Read the story. Circle a word to fill each blank.

One day John out the window.. He saw two
(looking, looked)

men out of a truck. John ran outside, /
(gets, getting) ,

He the men what they were
...

(asking, asks, asked) (do, did, doing)

"We are going to

(painter, paint)
the street," they said.

One man a a car,._ He. lt.across the .
, 0

{pushes, pushing, pushed)

410J4,-, 0

street: The cart made a white line as ft moved. The man

said, "This line you were to w 1k."
(showing, shows, showed)

I1
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General plrections

In -0/4's booklet most of the time you will circle the answer

.,-you choose. The work will be read to you, one problem at.a time -

/ so-that you can work the problem after ft is read.

7 Here are siemesample problems for us to work together.

1A. .Circle "YES" if the sentence is correct. Circle ."NO" if the

sentence is wrong.

Rod A and Rod B are the same

A.

ength.

YES
-,

NO

1B. Line A is sharter than line B.

r

B.' 5;1 YES NO

greater than

1C. The area of Figure A is smaller than the area of Figure B.

the same as

FE



at

. 0

Circle the answer.

D -3

4

a

greater, than
The area of Figure A is smaller than the area of Figure B.

the same as

A.

4

B.

wider than
The back of chair A is narrower than the ,back of chair B.

the same as

3. Circle the metric'unit you would use to measure, the weight
of A can of tuna.

gram.

I P

.4? metre

. ,

0
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4. C.,,Zce the figure that is both the longest and the thickest.

Circle the box .that is -.troth the deepest andthe narrowest.
It

6. Circle the metric unit you would use to measure the tmount
of liquid in a carton° of milk.

4

0

-centimetre litre metre

163
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7.. Circle "YES" if the sentence is correct.
sentence is wr,ong.,_

Line A is lo\nger than Line B.

B.

Circle "NO"- ifit the

YES. ,.:

...,:,... ,.....

0 ____I / 1 .../

\
..4

8. Look at the person giving the test. Alter' he/she asks',yau
question, circle YES or NO.

I have more clay now thain I had before,

YES NO

9. Circle the set that goes from biggest to smallest.i 3). OS*01
041 fillsC. 6404)°
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167. .Circle the set that. does not go from smalleSt to largest,
or-TrargeTt to smallest.lest.

I-1 0 E3 ct

D-6

0.9

4

3 a cl El El
E.. °DOD

11. if you tried to find out how much water'is in a bucket, 'which
could you use? Circle the answers. More than drie answer

4 may be-correct.

A. a bottle D. a table

11-
B. 'ewooden block E. a clod?

C. a cup

12. Circlethilenswer..

Centimetres are units to nleasurek:-

ir; how. much a pa'ck of gum would cost.
B. how much a book weighs.
C. how long your foot s

D.' how much time° you spend on, the playground.
none. of these. ;



't

9

- 43. Circle -"YES" if the sentence is coi-rect. Circle "NO" if the. .

sentence is wrong.

If you used your squares to cover Figures A, B, and C,
Figure-C would be covered with the mottsquares.

so,

Askart0

YAW

YES

Y/ 166

NO e-



14. Circle 'NES" if the sentence is correct. Circle "NO" if the'
sentence is wrong.

If yoU cut out around the dotted Tines,-you will haVe'
more paper left in Figure A.

A

'-YES'

C

/. \ ./I 4.,

., / ,N / \
0! .
/

S. %
,

,
\

.. /
\- '>\ / .

/: \/ \ // / \
.\ /\ \ / /

' S. ). \/
/ /

v., / /\ / \V

/N.// \
\

e.

"'. \, ...
<
, \_.

\ .'',,

4

NO

O

Aatt,

f
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(

IS. Look at the person who is giving th test. Afterheishe:
ask-- you a question, Circle "YES" or "NO". `-

Both of these containers hold the same, amount of water:

YES NO

16. Circle the sets of stars that go from smallest to largest.



o-

37 the - shortest line.

A.

18. Put an "X" on the :longest line.

6-

19. If you were to put the lines above from longest to shortest;
how would they go?

D.

Write th6 letters to show what you would do. ,
l`st line (longest line)

2nd 1 i ne

3rd -line

4th line

'-.5th liner (shortest, line),

,,

I r,
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20. 'Circle the 1\ine that is shorter.
A

21-. How much shorter? Use your string to find out. Circle
tfte answer..

1 string 2 strings 3 strings

4 strings 5 syings

22. HQW many little fish in a line' are .as long as the big
fish?

Circle the answer.

2 fish 3 fish 4 fish '5 fish 6 fish

17Q
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23. Use your squares to find out:

How many more squares axe there in Figure B than. Figure A?

Circle the answer.

1 square 2 squares

4 squares

3 squares

5 squares

24: Us-Ng your squares, measure the area of Figure A to the
nearest squa're.

1

Circle -the answer.

6 squares 7 squares 8 squares

9 squares 10 squares
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25. Circle the answer.

Litres are used to measure:

A. how tall the teacher is.
B. how long your arm is.
C. how heavy 5. pennies are.
D. how much water is in a dishlian.
E. none' of these

26. If this were a real box,

Circle all the things you could measure on the box.

A. "What the box is made of.

B. How deeps the box is .

C. What color the box is4

D. The distance around the box.

172
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Here_is a picture of a kangaroo.

Circle all the things you could measure about this. kangaroo.

A. How long the kangaroo is.

B. What color his. eyes aye.

C.

D.

How mean the. kangaroo is.

long his tail is.

28. Circle the ,answer.

Grams aret used to measure:

A. how long the playground is.
B. how much 3 beans weigh.
C. how many blocks fit into' a box.
D. how wide a book is.
E. none of these

0

173
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.

29. Using you centimetre ruler, measure the following line to
! the neare t centimetre. . -

Circle the answer:

4 centimetres

tr.

5 centimetres 6'centimetres

7 centimetres 8 centimetres

30._ Use the side of your squares and your short piece of string
to. measure this line.

How long is this line? Circle the answer.

A. 6 squares, or 1 piece of string

B. 5 squaTes, or 2 pieces of string

C. 4 squares, or 3 pieces of string

o

' 0

31.. Circle the metric unit you.would use to measure the width

,of your fingernail.

centimetre litre . gram

174
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32.. Use a etntinietre ruler. Measure this line segment to the
nea-res-teefita:-metre.

Circle the answer.

5 centimetres

8 centimetres

4

6 centimetres 7 centimetres

9 centimetres

.1

*33. How long is the chain of paper clips to the nearest centimetre.

'Circle the answer.

7 centimetres

10 centimetres

8 8 centimetres

t75

.9 centimetres

11 centimetres
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34. Look at this balance scale.

0

. How many grams. 'does the, can weigh? Circle, your answer.

2 grams -3 grams 4. gram's 5 grams 6 grains

a

0
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1

,35. Suppose you-pour all the milk &dm
,

a carton.into a litre

measure.

1'

How much milk was in the milk'carton? Circle the answer.

4 decilitres 5 decilitres 7 deci:litres

& decilitres \ 1 litre

a

17
a

A
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APPENDIX E

TESTERS inuAL FOR

ADMINISTRATION:OF THE PRETEST

AND POST TEST ACCOMPANYING THE

SECOND GRADE ETU IN MATHEMATICS '.
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. TESTER'S MANUAL

Experimental Teaching wfi

Mathematics - Grade 2
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J
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Materials needed to administer test:

Please be sure ,to have these.

Test.. booklet for- every child.

Centimetre ruler for every child .

Plastfc bag containing 10 squares, 1 long string,_ and i short string:
1 - ball of clay
1 - 8 oz. measuring.cup filled with water
1 - 8 'oz. flat empty container

a
u

ti

p.

Iv



'similar to the' test items.
j

.

During the testing it will be necessary to-read every problem to the
students and to circulate around the room, Making sure that students ,have
understood the directions correctly. A student who is confused may raise
his hand for help., If this happens, repeat the problem to the child.
You may point out to him where he is supposeeto read and mark. But do
not help him answer the problem:

The teacher`may want to helR circulate and answer questiotts. This
is. permiss4ble as long as the teacher understands, that he/she/ may only
repeat the problem and not help the student answer the question or fry
to explain the '91Ibblem more clearly. ,

Some chi ldren may "find the problems frustrating because -they have-
never done these kind of problems.before. Try to encourage such children
to figure out what they can. Say' something

YOU ARE GOING TO BEGIN A' UNIT ON MEASUREMENT. YOUR.
TEACHER NEEDS TO KNOW WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW AND WHAT
YOU NEED TO LEARN. SOME OF THE PROBLEMS IN THIS BOOKLET
YOU- MAY NOT KNOW HOW TO DO: BUT TRY TO DO THE BEST
YOU CAN

.1

.7

If;
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neral Information

.
kt

At the beginning of the test session give the teacher a.' copy of the
,st. Say something like, "You might want to look through a copy of the
,st." Let the teacher keep the test during the ,te§t.session,' but be sure
t get.the test back atthe end of the session. Do not let the teacher

At _the testa lain--to. -the- teacher- A A



GOOD MORNING, BOYS AND GIRLS. TODAY WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO
SOME MATIYWORKSHEETS. WE WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU KNOW
'ALREADY AND WHAT YOU NEED TO LEARN. PLEASE DO YOUR VERY
BEST WORK ON THESE MATH WORKSHEETS.

NOW I WILL, PASS OUT A SMALL_BAG. IN It YOU WILL FIND 10
SQUARES, 1 LONG PIECE OF STRING, AND 1 SHORT PIECE OF
STRING. WHEN YOU GET YOUR BAG, OPEN IT AND CHECK 10
SEE IF YOU HAVE ALL THESE MEASURING UNITS.

Put out.the bags. Printteacher'S and school's name on blackboard.

NOW I WILL PASS OUT A cENTI,METRE RULER (hold up the rul
AND THE WORK BOOKLETS.

.WHEN YOU.GET YOUR BOOKLET, PUT YOUR FULL NAME, BO YOUR.
FIRST AND YOUR LAST NAME, ON THE LINE, UNDERNEATH YOUR
NAME, PUT YOUR TEACHER'S NAME. ON TH BOTTOM LINEIPlIT
YOUR SCHOOL'S NAME. DO NOT OPEN, THE OOKLET. Ar

Pass out thee centimetre :rulers, ,then the booklets. Let theleaCher help
with last name. Cirtulate around the room to see,that children are ,

following directions. a

-b

WHEN YOU MAZE FINISHEb, LOOK UP ATONE, SO I WILL KNOW YOU
ARE READY TO BEGIN. -

When all are ready, begin the test.

{

OPEN THE BOOKLET TO THE FIRST PAGE, LABELED "GENERAL
.

DIRECTIONS". I will READ THE DIRECTIONS TO YOU.

Show_childreP-Abe_correft pa e.__When_a.11_are_mad-..read_th
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Grade 2

*
.....

44

A

Bef re beginning testing, make sure*that desks are clear., and that each
chi has a pencil. Try to 'seat children some: distake_apart*. Put
dividers between them:
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IN THIS BOOKLET MOST OF THE T.IME YOU WILL CIRCj.E THE ANSWER
YOU.040 E. THE WORK WILL BE READ TO YOU, ONE PROBLEM AT A
TIME, SO THAT YOU CAN WORK THE PROBLEM AFTER IT IS READ.

HERE ARE SOME SAMPLE PROBLEMS. FOR US TO WORK TOGETHER.--: .

PUT YOUR PENCIL ON 1A SO I CAN SEE EVERYONE IS IN THE
CORRECT PLACE.

Circulate around the room and check to see children are on the correct
problem.

Then read:

4 .

/

1A. CIRCLE "YES" IF THE SENTENCE IS,CORRECT. CIRCLE'"NO"
IF THE SENTENCE IS WRONG.

ROD A AND ROD'B ARE THE SAME LENGTH. LOOK AT ROD A AND B.
ARE THEY THE SAME LENGTH? (Allot; a child to answer...NO.)
THAT'S CORRECT. SO IS THE SENTENCE,, ORRECT OR WRONG?
(Allow a child to answer...WRONGO 'WHICH SHOULD YOU CIRCLE
YES OR NO? (Allow a child to answer.',NO.) GOOD. EVERY-
ONE CIRCLE THE WORD "Np" TO SHOW THE SENTENCE "ROD A AND
ROD B ARE THE SAME LENGTH." IS WRONG.

4

Circulate around the rooM
ir

to see if all children follow' directions.
-,Then read:

LOOK AT 1B.. IT SAYS: LINE A IS SHORTER THAN LINE B.
WHICH WOULD YOU CIRCLE, YES OR NO? (Allow a child to
ansWer....YES.) THAT'S CORRECT EVERYONE CIRCLE THE
.CORRECT ANSWER. ,* -

Check to see that children are still following dii.ectionsf Then read:
,e)

j

LOOK AT 1C. IT SAYS: THE AREA Of FIGURE A IS GREATER TON,
SMALLER THAN, THE SAME AS, THE AREA,OF FIGURE B..

NOW LOOK AT FIGURE A AND FIGURE B. HOW ARE THEY RELATED,
TO EACH, OTHER?

fG
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IS THE. AREA OE'FIGURE A GREATER.THAN THE ARE OF FIGURE B_ ?

(Allow a child to answer...NO.)

IS THE AREA OPIGURE A SMALLER THAN THE AREA OF FIGURE B
(Al low a chi 1 d' to answer...NO. )

IS -THE:AREA OF FIGURE A THE SAME AS THE AREA OF FIGURE B?
(Allow a -alTild to answer...YES,)

WHICH ONE OF -THE 3 SHORT, LINES IN THE SENTENCE SHOULD YOU
CIRCLE? (Allow a child to answer...THE SAME AS OR THE
BOTTOM LINE, ETC.)

THAT ',S CORRECT., EVERYONE CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

Circulate e around the room to make sure everyone has fol lowed, di recti ons
Then ask:

ARE TERE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO DO?
(Wait for response.).

PLEASE TURN:TO THE NEXT PAGE. THE PAGE MARKED NUMBER 1.

Read all.,Problenis slowly and deliberateTy,so nest child-en have enough
time to answe$ the prgblems. You,may reread problem. Howev6,.problem
s,hould be read only twice.

,Read:
4

CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

1 THE AREA OF FIGURE -A IS GREATER THAN, gMAtLER
TVE SAME AS Tk AREA OF FIGURE B.

.2. THE BACK. OF CAP A IS .WI.DER THAN, NARROWER THAN;
Ti-IE SAME AS, THE BACK OF CHAIR B.'

(uWiderc-may be defined as "bigger across.")
("Narrower" may be defined as "itbi liner actoss:") 4
( "Back 'of .chair!'may be defined as "across the back of

the chair. ")
. ./

CIRCLE TIKE MET C UNIT YOU'WOULD USE TO MEASURE THE
!WEIGHT OF A'CAJ OF TUNA..

GRA LITRE METRE

4 . 4



4

` Page 2:

. Read:

Page 3:

4. CIRCLE THE FIGURE THAT IS BOTH THE
THICKEST.

5. CIRCLE THE BOX THAT IS BOTH THE DE
NARROWEST.

- N
6. CIRCLE THE METRIC UNIT YOU WOULD* I

AMOUNT" Of LIQUID.IN A CARTON OF MI

CENTIMETRE LITRE

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED WITH THIS PAGE 1
SO I'LL .KNOW TO-CONTINUE READING.

,4*
.7. CIitat "YES" IF THE SENTENCE IS CC

IF THE SENTENCE IS WRONG.

LINE A IS LONGER THAN LINE B. q

NOW, LOOK AT ME. AFTER DO SOMET
I'LL ASK YOU A QUESTION. YOU ANSW
THE "YES". OR "NO" IN YOUR BOOKLET.

4q

(Take one'large ball of4clay. Break i

.pieces.,Do-not speak during this deic
-sure chil4dren cansee wbat you are doi
finished:)

. \

I HAVE MORE CLAY NOW THANTHAD BE

YES NO '

. CIRCLE THE SET THAT GOE.S4FROM BIGG



s.
"'"-e.
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WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED WITH THIS PAGE, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE,,
SO I'LL KNOW TO' BEGIN READINGQAGAIN.

$



H THE LTGEST gND THE

HE DEEPEST AND THE
rt .

OULD USE TO MEASURE THE
OF MILK.

METRE

PAGE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE,

,

IS CORRECT. - CIRCLE "NO"

SOMETHING WITH THIS CLAY,
J ANSWER 'BY. CIRCLING

XLEf.

reak into 7 or 8 smaller
deMonstration but make

re doing. When yqu are.

iAD BEFORE.

I BIGGEST TO SMALLEST.

, TURN TIE NEXT PAGE,
WING. - - -

P



Read:
411!

-Page 5:

Read;

11. IF YOU TRIED TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH WATER IS IN A
BUCKET, W CH COULD YOU USE? CIRCLE THE ANSWERS.
MORE THAN NE ANSWER MAY BE CO-RRECT

A. A BOTTLE
B. A WOODEN BLOCK
C. A CUP
D.. A TABLE.
E. A CLOCK

12. CIRCLE THE ANSWER. ONLY ONE ANSWER IS_CORRECT.

CENTIMETRES ARE UNITS TO MEASURE;

A. HOW MUCH A PACK OF GUM WOULD COST.
B. HOW MUCH. A BOOK WEIGHS.
C. HOW ,LONG YOUR FOOT IS.
D. HOW MUCH TIME YOU SPEND ON THE PLAYGROUND.
E. NONE OF'THESE

TURN TO PAGE 5, SO I'LL KNOW TO CONTINUE READING.

O

13. CIRCLE "YES" IF THE SENTENCE I(CORRECT. CIRCLE "NO"
IF TH NTENCE IS WRONG., / . w

IF YQO USE YOUR SQUARES iTO OVER FIGURES A",,---B, AND C,
-FIGURE C WOULD BE COVERER WITH THE MOST SQUARES.

4

_TURN TO -PAGE 6 WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED.

i r

-
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CONTAINERS, I'LL ASK YOU A QUESTION. YOU ANSWER
BY CIRCLING "YES" OR "NO" IN YOUR BOOKLET.3K

,(Take the 8 oz.
of water. Hold
empty, container

empty container
see what you're

cup. It should be-filled with about 8oz.
cup up for class to see. Hold the flat,
up for the class 'to see. Pour water into .

without, saying anything. 'Be sure children
doing. Then ask:)

BOTH OF THESE CONTAINERS HOLD THE SAME AMOUNT OF
WATER.

YES .NO .

16. CIRCLCTHE SETS OF STARS THAT GO FROM SMALLEST TO
LARGEST.

WHEN YOU'RE FINISHED, TURN TO,PAGE 8. .

Circulate around the room to make sure children are'following directions.

Read:1

Page 8:

'

k,

#-

17. CIRCLE THE SHORTEST LINE.

18. PUT AN "X" ON THE LONGEST LINE.
, .

1Y. IF YOU WERE TO PUT THE LINES ABOVE FROM LONGEST TO
SHORTEST, HOW WOULD THEY GO?
WRITE THE. LETTERS TO SHOW WHAT'YOU WOULD DO.,

(Put 1st line ...:7- (longest line on the blackboard. Then
say:)

'WHICH LINT DID YOU THINK WAS THE LOAEST? igNEPUT AN "X"
ON IT., PUT THE LETTER OF THAT LINE ON THE BOCK BESIDE
"1ST LINE, LOGEST LINE.

(Show Ichildre4 on the blackbaard,ibut don't us "X"/ 'or any-
other letter.)

WI ICH

( :. '\:7

LINt IS NEXT TO THE LONGEST? PUT THE LETTEBOF THAT
LINE ON THE BLANK BESIDt A2NTLINE. (You may-want to
deponstrate again on the blackboard.)-

4 1144 C14- r-S-444FMT-DF41-Ftic

-
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a
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o

-TU.RN TO PAGE '7 WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHtD.
4.

T.
0

Read:
.,-.

Page 7z

1



1'

Read:

Page 9:.

Read:

-0-age 10':

I
E-10

WHICH LINE IS NEXT TO THE SHORTEST LINE? PUT THE LETTER
OF THAT LINE ON THUBLANK BESIDE "4TH LINE'

WHICH LINE ISNEXT TO THE SHORTEST LINE?, PUT THE LETTER
OF THAT LINE ON THE LAST BLANK. THE ONE THAT SAYS 5TH
LINE (SHORTE1T LINE).

WHEN YOU"RE FINISHED TURN TO PAGE 9.

20. CIRCLE THE LINE THAT IS SHORTER. P.

21. HOW MUCH SHORTER? USE YOUR STRING TO FIND OUT.
CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

1 STRING 2 STRINGS 3 STRINGS A STRINGS
5 STRINGS

ONE OF THE STRINGS WILL HELP YOU FIND THE ANSWER. BUT
I CAN'T TELL YOU WHICH ONE. YOU MUST FIGURE THAT OUT
YOURSELF.

22. HOW MANY LITTLE FISH IN A LINE ARE AS LONG AS THE
BIG FISH?

%CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

2 FISH 3 FISH 4 FISH' 5 FISH 6 FISH

WHEWYOU ARE FINISHED TURN-TO` PAGE 10.

1
23. USE-YOUR SQUARES TO FIND OUT:-

HOW MANY MORE SQUARES ARE THERE IN FIGURE B THAN.
FIGURE A? Ak.

CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

1 SQUARE .2 SQUARES 3 SQUARES 4 SQUARES
5 SQUARES

24. USING YOUR SQUARES,' MEASURE THE AREA,OE FIGURE A TO:
THE NEAREST SQUARE.

CIRCLE THE-ANSWER. ''.

7

I
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Rdad:

Page 11:

ti

_

Read:

Page 12:

4
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WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED, TURN TO PAGE 11.

"'

25. CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

LITRES ARE USED TO MEASURE:

A. HOW TALL THE TEACHER IS.
Bv, HOW LONG YOUR ARM IS:
C. HOW HEAVY 5-PENNPES ARE
D. HOW MUCH WATER IS IN A DISHPAN.
E. NONE OF THESE

26. I F THIS WERE A REAL BOX,

C CIRCLE ALL THE THINGS YOU COULD MEASURE ON THE BOX.

-A. WHAT THE BOX IS MADE OF.
YOU CAN MEASURE THAT 'CIRCLE LEI TER A.

B. HOW DEEPTHE BOX IS.
I F YOU CAN MEAS URE THAT, CIRCLE LETTER . B .

C. ,WHAT COLOR THE BOX IS.

IF YOU CAN MEASURE THAT, CIRCLE LETTER C.

D. TIME DISTANCE AROUND. THE BOX.

IF YOU CAN MEASURE THAT, CIRCLE tITTER D.

'WHEN YOU HAVE , FINISHED, TURN TO:RAGE 12.

I

:
,S% a ,

101
!Pr to-

...,, . .

27. HERE IS A PICTURE OF A sKANGAR00.:',0
.,

CIRCLE ALL THE THINGS YOU .COULD .ME rURE ABOUT THIS
KANGAROO.

A. HOW LONG THE KANGAROO IS
IF YOU 'CAN MEASURE THAT,

B. WHAT COLOR HIS EYES ARE.
IF YOU-CAN MEASURE THAT,

C. HOW MEAN THE KAN'GAR'OO IS.

IT YOU CAN MEASURE 'THAT,

D. HOW LONG HIS TAIL IS.
IF YOU CAN. MEASURE THAT, CIRCLE 1TTER D.

. 4 .
1

.8a

LETTER1 A.

CIRCLE/LETTER B.

CIRCLE'. LETTER C.

A
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28. CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

GRAMS ARE USED TO MEASURE:

A. HOW LONG THE PLAYGROUND IS.
B. HOW MUCH 3 BUNS WEIGH.
C. HOW MANY BLOCKS FIT INTO A BOX.
D. HOW WIDE A BOOK IS.
E. IDONE'OF THESE

WHEN YOU ARE. FINISHED, TURN TO PAGE 13.

stead :

Page 13:

Read:.

Page 14:

e-

29. USING YOUR CENTIMETRE RULER, MEASURE THE FOLLOWING,
LINE TO THE NEAREST. CENTIMETRE.

CIRCLE THE ANSWER: ,

4 CENTIMEMES 5 CENTIMETRES "t 6 CENTIMET
7 CENTIMETRES 8 CENTIMETRES

10. USE THE Sift OF YOUR SQUARES AND YOUR SHORT ,PIECE OF
STRING TO MEASURE THIS LINE.

FIRST USE YOUR SQUARES. THEN USE THE STRING.

HOW LONG IS THIS LINE?. 'CIRCLE THE ANSWER.

A. 6 SQUARES, OR 1 PIECE OF STRING

B. 5 SQUARES, or 2 PIECES OF STRING

L. 4 SQUARES, OR 3 PIECES OF STRING

31: CIRCLE THE METRIC- UNIT WOULD USE TO MEASURE .THE
'. WIDTH OF YOUR' FINGERNAIL:

CENTIMETRE LITRE- GRAM

WHEN YOU ARE.FINISHED, TURN TO PAGE 14.

3 , USE A CENTIMETRE RULER. MEASURE TH/S:INE SEGMENT TO
THE NEAREST CENTIMETRE.

'CIRCLE THE ANSWER.



V

2,

Read:

Page 15:

Read:

Page 16:

rf

E -134

5-CENT-DIMES 6 CENTIMETRES 7 CENTIMETRES

* 8 CENTIMETRES 9 .CENTIMETRES

33. HOW LONG 15 THE CHAIN OFPAPER-ttTPS TO 116 NEAREST
CENTIMETRE.

CIRCLE THE ANSWER. .

(

7 COTIMETRES 8 CENTIMETRES 9 CENTIMETRES

10 CENTIMETRES 11 CENTIMETRES

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED, TURN TO PAGE 15.

I

34. LOOK AT THIS BALANCE SCALE.

HOW MANY GRAMS DOES THE CAN WEIGH? CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER.

2 GRAMS 3 GRAMS 4--GRAMS 5 GRAMS 6 GRAMS

WHEN YOUARE FINISHED, TURN TO PAGE 16.

I

35. SUPPOSE YOU POUR ALL THE MILK FROM A CARTOWINTO A
LITRE MEASURE.

HOW MUCH MILK WAS IN THE MILK CARTON? CIRCLE THE

ANSWER.

4 DECILITRES 5,DECILITRES, 7 DECILITRES

8 DECILITRES 1 LITRE

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED, CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET. IF THERE WAS

SOME PART YOU DIDN"T GET TO FINISH BEFORE, GO'BACK AND

FINISH IT NOW..'

. You may re-rtad,any$roblem to any child. When all children have finished:

PUT ALL THE SQUARES AND THE 2 PIECES OF STRING BACK IN YOUR

_BAG,

b
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Collect bags. Collect centimetre rulers and give those to teach ...'-'''..
Make sure she knows chi4dren.are to use these for the unit and the '

posttest. . .

Col lect the, booklets.: Make sure the child's full, name is on tile
cover. .

. ,k7..':q
,,..,

Changes for Posttest

Change theropening speech to:

YOU* HAVE DONE SOME WORK -IN MEASUREMENT., .'NOW, WE WANT TO

FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOU HAVE LEARNEa. IT. IS. IMPORTANT THAT,

YOU WORK CAR
.

The test its el f is gi ven exacay- the same way.

Make no secret of the fact that the booklet is the same. But encourage
° chi ldren to do their best work this second tine. Ask them to"do, their

best work, even though they've done it before.

161
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Int oducfion to the Unit

This Experimental' Teaching Unit is intended to give students some practice
'in important mathematics skills. 'There are five sections to the unit, each of
which deal%-with 'slightly,different skills..

For iach section the following things are included in this packet:

1. a brief overview of the skill area
2. a list of performance objectives for the students
3, a set of sample instructional materials (you may use those included, .

select some from anothersource, or create your own)
4. some suggestions on ways to use the materials and/or other related

materials..

Your students will be both pre- and posttested on many of the objectives list-
. ed in this unit.-/To keep the testing to a minimum not all of the objectives are

tested directly. Individual scores on the pretest will be provided for you.

Fleas spend about 25 minutes each day on work related to these objectives.
This means that a-student working on unit activities should spend no more than

. about 25 minutes total during the day.
a

7 -

cf

r.

.7

There are many 'different ways of organizing the materials and of relating
one objective to another% Many exercises can be planned to cover more than one
objectives If you wish., objectives from different areas can be,included in
the same lesson, We are interested inthe variety of ways to teach these
mathematics skills. You may teach as much of the unit to as many of your
students .as you wish, and in any mannerlou choose.

As,much as possible, please keep track of what mAerials and activities
you use to teach the unit. To help you do this, please f011ow these-procedures:

AP
. . .

J. Each of the five sections in the ETU is composed of a-set of `in-
structional objectives. ,p -.E

For each section, select th&objectives you plan to use.
7

(b ) Arrange the .objectives in the order in which you pain to use them k
and plate the appropriate'number_in the space provided. (You,will .,
use this number to.tdentify each objective, on your teaching recOld,
so ao this before you begin the unit. ,-...v. ,

.1

.2. Use the Daily Teaching Record, to. keep track of the instructional,.
objectives and, the materials or activities you focus on each day. 62

At the end of the `unit we *told like to get information fromou on questions
:,--6

1. What. materials '.1(1 yOu us ei her'from_the Packet or of your own
'devising)?

2.. In what order were.objectives-and materials used ?..

3. Which materials/activities worked well amt. whichiess Well?
4. What was the reaction of the children" to :lie unit? .

'5. What procedure? did-you use/for teaching different objectives?
,

We hope you, as teachers; will feel free to try out different approaches to,
teachfngJhfs'unit. .

1/4, .
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Overview of the Unit

r,

The purposeof this unit is to develop basic concepts.of Measurement.

The child will have a variety of experiences which make measurement concepts

meaningful to him. This unit will pr6fide some review of counting skills

and simple addition and subtraction skills. The primary focus, however, is

to build-concepts of measurement in length, weighttor mass, volume or

capacity, and area and extend them into a simMe introductibn to the metric

system. Activities in each subtopic of this Experimental Teaching Unit

suggest ways to accomplish that. The subtopics are: comparisons, ordering,

'conservation, arbitrary units of measuring, and standard units of m asuring.

The introduction of the metric system can help deVelop a stronger

feeling for measurement because of the way metrics tie directly into our

decimal system of numeration. Pupils can be given extensive oppornities

to use measurement tooi's and acquire skills.useful in adult life. This unit

Should provide a firm foundation for introducing and building the concepts

Hof measurement.

196
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COMPARISONS

Measurements is the process of associating some physical attribige
to objects being Ompared. A child must make many comparisonsbetweeri
objects,, using an attribute that is common to all of them, so that
measurement activ'ties make sense to him.

Cohparisons, tin this unit, n be made directly, which means physically
moving two or more objects togeth r for comparison; and indirectly, which
means using an instrument to compare two or more immovable objects.
Comparisons can be made in'such a way as to develop a,sense of relation-
ships and to develop a notion of length, area, weight or-mass, end volume

foie capacity. Comparisons can alio aid,thie.chtld becoming more aware
of the physical properties of the objects and shapes he handles. "Big"
and "small" become better defined and measurable in many ways. Some
notions of the nOmber of one attribute compared to the same attribute of
another object can be developed. This involves repeated units or a set
;compared to an object.

The'child should.be able to:
0.

--@BJECTIVES.

Compare two or,more 'objects either movable or immovable according
to,one property)an describe them using one of the following terms:

,

4 ,

bigger than = or taller, larger, heavier, wider,

thicker, longer, etc.
smaller than - or shorter, lighter, narrower,

thinner, etc.
the same as - or as tall as, as large as;

as thin as, etc.

Compare two or more objects either mo able or immovable according
'\ 1 to seve' 1 properties and describe th using one of the following..

terms:'

bigger than or taller, larger, eavier, wider,
thicker, longer, et .

smal r than - or shortet, lighter narrower,
thinner, etc.

the s me as - or as tall as, as.large as,.
as thin as,'etp.

6
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CONSERVATION a.

Conservation refers to the fact that certain.propefties of objedts
do not cha ge when you.change the position or arrangement of the objects.
A child who is able to recognize that a particular "measurement" of an
object suci as its length, 'weight (mass), area, or capacity (volume),
remains un:hanged 4nspite of any irrelevant transformation Made to it,
is said to have the-ability to conserve the "measurement" involved. For
example: :f a clay ball is'smashed into a' pancake shape, the child
wad reconize that it,still has .the same weight or mass.

4

/ 'OBJECTIVES

The child should be able tor

Recognize that an object weighs,the same despite any change in'
shape or position.

Recognize that an object is the same lefigth despite any change
in-shape.or position.

Recogirize.thdt an object contains the\same amountsdespite-any
change in shapi or.position. ..,

1:.. , -

Recognize that an object has fhe Same,area despite.any change
in, shape or Position.

:. - ! .

1

1

. .

7
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ORDERING

The process of'comparing can be extend to include the same attribute
of any other objects between the "biggest" (tallest, widest, heaviest,
etc.) and the "smallest" (shortest, /narrowest; lightest,letc.), Orderingcan be made through simple compariOns in which the child makes a step
arrangement using themethod of finding which is next to the "biggest",
etc. Or ordering arrangements can be madeby using a third object, suchas a cup, a metal washer, a strip ofpaper, and finding out how many cups,
metal washers, or strips of paper equal each, and then ordering the
objects,according to how many was equal to each object:

&
R OBJECTIVES

The child should be able to!,

Arrange seVeral objects in order accord)ng.to one property.
(numbers involved)

Arrahge several oprjeCts in order according to any one property.
(-numbers not inv iced)

Alp

19 9
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ARBITRARY UNITSAF MEASURE

Arbitrary units of-meaturekare natural fdr children to use in their
introductory work in measurement. The instruments cah be larger(ionger)
thanthe object being measure4 or they can be smaller (shorter), requiring
more than tone of them to measure the object. Some decision has to be made
as to which to Ae. At tn.% stage.there can be a need for counting.and
noticing that meaturement-should be as accurate as possible. An object can
be measured with respect tomore than one dimension.

,, N

The child should be able to:

OBJECTIVES

G

Redognize the various measurs'of,an Object.

Use arbiOary units to describe "how much more" (or how much
less) one object is than another.

'Recognjze a unit of measure is arbitrary by using more than one
unit or measuring inttrument to measure the given Ordperty of an
object.

Use an appropriate measuring instrument.*

Estimate the measure of an object,*

Measure an object with accuracy to the nearest arbitrary unit.

*These are important objectives but are not directly teste .

, .

S

c

200
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STANDARD UNITS OFLMEASURE

./

The systemsystem is a more logical system than the English System
and: it is much easier to learn and use bec'auie it is a decimal system.
Our money system (dollars and cents) is a decimal system.- This means
that the units of measure that it uses are based on pbwers of ten. For
example, the metre, the baSic unit of length is,equal to TO decimetres,
or 100 centimetres. -

,
l

%

, The whole SyStem is built up by multiplying ordividing by .10, 100,
or POGO. Greek prefixes refer to the multiples a d,Lating to the sub
multiples.

Metric Pre° ixe

milli 1/1000

cenii 1/100

deci. 1/10

. --

deka 10

hecto 100
.

kilo 1000

There are only three (3) basic units ormeaSure in the metric system
to which tese prefixes are applied:* ,

. Metre - to measure length

C

Litre - to measure .vol uMe or capacity

°Gram - to measure weight or mass

>

a

CZ.
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4

OBJECTIVES
4

The child should be able to:

Name, the _three basic metric units of measure foryiength, volume
or capacity, and mass or weight.-

.

-

Chbose the appropriate metric unit'of measure for a stated common
' object. '

,

Measure a given length (less than 2O, centimetres) to the nearest
centimetre.

Weigh a given object (less than 10 grams) to the nearest gram.

Find the liquid measure (lesS than 2 litres) of a giveri container
td the nearest decilitre.

/'

a
o

I
202'.
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Suggested Activities - CONSERVATION

' C01. Make two clay balls that have the same weight. Use a alince scale.
to make sure they are, the same weight.

a) Take one clay ball andake it inte a pancake. Will
the pancake have the same weight as, the ball?

b) -Take one clay ball and break it into p ieces; make eafh
piece into a small ball. Will the small bails hive
the same weight' as the big ball?'

£02. Provide a number of boxes of different shapes, but which allhold the"
same amount (cubes or scooftuls). These boxes may have-to be made,
or Cut from other boxes. Allow children to discover they all' ,hold
the same amount, regardless of looks. If they all hold the'same

' amount., is the amount of space inside them about the same?

.

CO3,. Use two sticks of the same length. Do simple exercises such as these.:
w.,

A.. Children' should agree two 'sticks held.
like this are the sameTength.'

\

4

!MP

B.

11

Move one upwards. Children shquld
still see they are both the same:length.

Start again with two stickle.

This time separate them. in different

'directions, each time asking children
'if they are the samelength..

203
.

V
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C04. Activity 003'can be used to work. with the conservation of area.
Take an 8cm square and divide it into 4 equal smaller squires
(2cm squares)'.

Pitt the four 2cm square units in' a line. ma]
Ifik children for opinions as:th the amount of area covered.

.
is

05. Use a see- aw, try to find two children in the class thatare)the
same weigh , regardless of/apparent physical differences. IA tall
thin chil may be as heavy as a .short "chubby" child.) If npised-saw
is avail le, use a planktand a brick to make a seesaw.

_ .
.

.---. I y

Tangram/pieces can be,used. If none are available, you can make them *

using stiff paper 8" x 8". Use worksheet 110.

.1

f
-

Many areas are equivalent. -Children
can cover various areas to find these
relationships. Some are listed below

. -
but they are not sequential.

1.' F = G
2. A+B = E
3. A+B = D
4. A+B = C
5. E = C = D
6. A+B+C+D+E = F+G

CO7,- Use a stick or a strip of paper and a string all the same :length.
"Measure" equal length'S and have children Sind them all to be the
same

Example: .

papi= 10cml. - coiled string

/ a

equals 10cm
(but not marked). (but not marked)

. -

t

.,

... C08. Use worksheet) 09 as group activity with sticks or strips of paper
about 5cm long.

. .r

I

4
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.CS. The teachei.,should have five sheets of cardboard with parts drawn
as illustrated in the diagrams below, and two'smail counters, which
move along,them,,a green one for the top track and a red one for the
lower, track.. I

. y
_.

Q '43
2 9

N.

teacher

child

ti

- 5

46.

/

.4

.
4

) oI
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C09. (Coqinued)

There should be on the table a. number of measuring instruments, e.g.
string, pieces of paper, wooden sticks, There should also

t, be some pieces of paper or sticks that'are half the size of one
of the-segments of the bottomftrack in situation 4 an&some that
are the same lengths as the, segments of the bottom track ,in situation,
5. p

'In the first three situations the prbcedure is identical. The.. .

. teacher can explain to the child that the_counters represent trains
travelling along their tracks. "Each time my train is going to . .

travel a certain journey" (the teacher's is always.the one on the
, straight line) "and I'd like you to move yours so that it travels

,.. to travelin the same distance as mine"; or, "I'd like your train t
a journey as long as mine. . .

. . .

A . 0
.

At the beginning of the check-up; before anything is explained to ,

the child; the teacher can point to the various pieces of string .*

. and paper, sticks, etc.; and tell the child that he can use these
or anything else on- the -table .to help Aim- Thest_instructIons_are
not repeated. during the activity unless .so indicated. A .

...

.

When: the child has Toved_Ivistrain-the-teather §ROUWaSk him if
there-is-=ansr -Way he can be sure that it has travelled the same

,

'''

....,_

distance as the green one.

Should the teacher only be using the first three situations, and
if the child has not made an attempt .3 measure, the teacher can
then refer to the various pieces of stringy -,-s- ticks, etc.on the table

and ask if these might be of help..

In the fourth situation, should the child place his train opposite

the teacher's e.g.,

.
--.

the teacher and the child should sw trains and return them both

to their starting' points. This time the teacher moves ths.red'train
to:about the middle of the fourth segment and asks the child to

,`move his train so that it travels the same,distance. If the-child

still places his train opposite, both trains can be taken back to

the shed. The teachet can then move the red one, to the end of the.

first segment, and although it will\ have travelled a.certain distance

206
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it will stiff be opposite the green. train, as this segment runs

at right angles to the top track.
f,

The child is then asked to move his train the same distance.

Another way or py.oceedih-rt
(when the' teacher's train is at about the middle of the 'fourth

segment),that the trains are going back to the shed. However,

the acher moves' her train only one segment at a time and asks the

chil at each pause to move his .train back an equal amount.

For the c il,dren who have been only visually estimating the distance

moved by e -two trains, the teacher can suggest that perhaps the

string, read or sticks might be of i,e. /

ri

S

r

ti
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*C010.- 'Use e jug of colored liquid, two glass beakers the same size and
shape, one jar taller and narrower.than the beakers and another
shorter, and wider, and a set of four glasses as nearly identical
as possible, and much narrower than the beakers.,

Pour some colored liquid into,oneof the glass beakers until ttit
is about half full and Al( the child to 'Jour about the same afhount

before,continuing.

into the other beaker. The child must agree that there is th
same amount to drink in,both glasses,

There are three, parts to_this activity andr the questions are 4e
same in each. 'The water; is pored from one of the beakers-into the
tall, thin jar and the child is asked:. "Is there the same amount *

to drink in' this glass as there is in the other beaker, Or is there
more in one?" He is also asked to explain hig reply. Before pouring
the water from the tall, thin jar back into the beaker the teacher
asks the child to anticipate whether or not the two beakers will
then have the same amount of, water in them.

This procedure is repeated for the shorte.c. but wider jar, and then4
by distributing the water' between the Set of four glas and each

- time ,.the'TteaCher Wolifc Lask same lueslt torts ._

. oonenno

208
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C011. The teacher shquld.have two identical, green sheets of paper or,
preferably, cardboard and a number of cubes of-sizes about 2.5cm.
It should be explained to the child that the sheets'ofcardboard
represent two fields belorigin4 tattwo different farmers and that
the' tubes are supposed to 'be houses-. The child-shoulcbe asked to
compare the two sheets of cardboard at the beRinning to establish
that they both cover the same amount of space. The fa0emard now
going. to build houses, each on,hisown field: every time tip firtt
farmer builds' one, the second farmer will da the same one farmer
will never build a house without the'ather building onelas well.
The teacher should make this very clear in her instructions lyy,
saying: Each time one h6use is built here" (placing house (In field)
"another house will be built here" (placing a second house On the
other field). In this way the child is able to establish the one-to-
one correspondence between the two series. The hou es are built

c iclose together on one sheet'and scattered about on he other.
After three hoUses have,been built of each field th child is asked
cif-there is still the same amount of space left in both peldS.

. ,

, .

4 .

C012. The teacher can have two identiCal sets of paper, again Tepresent-
ingetwo_fields but not_nicessarily_regular ih.....shape, The 'child is
asked to superpose one of the other so as to be certain that each
contains about the same amoynt of space there are'two small brown
..squares-; Jbah About the same size which represent ploughed patches
or potato. plots. The chilcreanbe dSked-tb-Veeify'that thetwa
potato plots are the same'size, and then one is placed on- ach field.

ole.Once this has been done'he can to asked two question . rstly,

"Do both.tht potato plots cover about the same amoun o space on

each field?" and secondly, "Is there still the same aMoUnt of grass

left in both fields?"
4

.

One of the brown squares can.tKen be cut into two rectangles which
'are placed end-to-end, and thechild asked: "Is there still about

the same amount of space for potatoes here,:--(in the first field)'(
"as -there is in this field?" (second field). Once the child has

given his reply the teacher can make the rectangles into a square-
again and repeat the "question, and then make them into a much more

irregular shape and repeat it again.
..4,

Each time the teacher asks the question about the spate available
for the Rotatoes, she should also ask the question about the amount
of grass left in the two fields.

-. t. , re, ,` k

C013. Have several sheets of different colored thick paper and a pair of

'scissors. The child is asked to.cut out two different colored
gardens, or fields, in sucp a way that each garden will cover about
the same amount of space d4v.the other. The initial instructions
are flexible so as to allow.the teacher to see how the child under-

,
stand's the idea of ."abou he same amount. of space." Should the

0 child have difficulty, h wever, the following hint could Wegiven:
',In each garden or field we should be able to plant as many flowers

-or potatoes' as in ;the other."

*

209
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C013. tcontinued)

P

Once children have cut out two gardens that each have.about the same
amount of space, the teacher cankask them to cut out, from 6 different
colored piec4 of paper, a- third garden that'has about the same amount'
of space as the others but-a different shape. ,4

C014. Have two rolls of paper, one about twice the width of the othe.r.
. A length, of paper sufficient to-cover the surface ofa table, could.

be cut froth one roll and the child asked to cut off about enough
from the other,ro)1 to .covercthe same-area,

C015 Have thirty squares, all the same size, divided into two sets of.
.

fifteen. BOth sets are arranged in'the same way: five squares
wide and three.squares high, and the child is asked to compare the
two configurations. Once he has agreed that they both cover about
the same amount of space, one of the sets can bei.,earranged into a
pyramid,%e.g., /

I I

I

I Li_

or a more symmetrical shape, e.g.,

2 1.0

z

A
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The,child.is then aske if the squares in one set still cover about
the same amount'of spate as those in the other set. If the child
has no difficulty with this situation, the squares can be put back
into the original recta gle and then spread out into,a straight line.

/J.

C016. Have three lam squares.
squares and once he has
same amount of space on
along-its diagonal and r

The-child can t
space as one of the rema
arranged to form a paral

Step 1 :21agram

The child is asked to compare all three
stablished that they each cover about the
he desk, one of the squares is cut in half
arranged to form a triangle (see diagram

n-be-as-ked-ifthe-triangle covers as -Iiiffa
ing.sqaures. Next, the parts can be
elogram and the same question asked. -

In a second step, the child is asked to look at the two uncut squares
and say whether he is sure they both cover the'same amount of,space.

Once he hapconfirMed this; the two triangles are superposed on one
of the squares-to form a square again.* The child is then asked if
the two parts cover about as much space as the remaining square.
When he agrees, the two triangles are cut in -half along the second
diagonal of the original square, afte which the parts are rearranged
in the following manners and the same uestions asked as in Step 1.

Step 2: Diagram

211
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'I6,' (continued)

In the last step the procedure is the same a
time the four right-angled triangles become
the axes of what was the original square. T

as shown below and the same questions asked:
1

Step 3: Diagram

for Step 2, but this
ight by,cutting along
e partssare rearranged

The teacher can use ali--three of the-aboye-d
according `to need, only one or two of them,
from 1 to nor only doing 1 and 2. Invall t

the cut square go from a first new arrangem
arrangement Without returning to their orig

between.

scribed steps or,

or example, jumping
e steps, the parts-of
t to a second different

nal configuration in

C017. The child can be ,6ivens a,square or 'a recta gle sand a piece of Pager

on which the teacher has Naawn a line, say half the lengthof one

of the sides ofth'e shape concerned. The hild'is asked to reproduce

from this base another shape that will coy r the' same amount of

space as the first one.

Situation 1 :

(b)

210

Situatio

LJ
(ai)
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Suggested Activities - COMPARISONS

Cl. .Provide lots of opportunities for bringing two things together. -

a. Pouring or filling .one container to another to see which holds more,

or less.

b. Cutting up a shape to see if it covers another or.if it is larger
or smaller. .

.)-1c. Sorting pairs of anythin§ (shoes, children, to.rcars, do116, etc.)
into longer and shorter..

Holding two objects to see which i-SheaKir, or whfcfis lighter.

C2. .Have child put his name on five tags. Tten have him put tags onJfive
things that are taller, wider, older, smaller, or heavter, etc:, than

he is.

C3.' Cdt some ribbOn (rope, yarn) into different size pieces. Select a piece

) a:. Write the
o

name of five things in the classroom longer than your rope.

b. Write the names of five things in the classroom shorter than your rope.
-

.)

c. Write the names of three things in thcclassrol
-
m Ay found that were

the same length as your rope. -

C4: Find containers that are the same size .(milk c ons OA tops cut off).
Set up,.in a work area pans or,dish tubs filled

rt

th sand, marbles, cont..

meal, beans, tea, nails, etc. ';'Give the children scoops to fill each
container with only one of the materials. Then'have the children put

the containers on cards according to comparison of weight.

9 1 9

fi

V

1.
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C5. ,Collect a bwiful of objects.. Place1WciTobjects o each of four sheets
of colored paper. Ask the child to place arrow a rds"'between the pairs
of objects to show how they:are related4'

4

IS TALLER

I
HOLDS MORE

ti

IS THE SAME

I

t J

Ca.

C6." Find pictures in magazine-of objects; animals, etc. Cut out the pictures.
Group the pictures in pairs on a piece of pape ,ha as been folded
intoffr:actional. parts. Make labels such as wi, er, talleri,' thinner, shorter ,

etc. ,Put an appropriate label, on one'-of the objects 'in each pair.

C7. Fill containers of not obviously different si*eswith anything: marbles,
sand, macaroni, etc. to compare Which holds more (is larger). Some
exercises cotild involve the same amount .

--C8-. Give the chiTd-two 66je-Ets of-different weig to-hold- in each -hand.:
- , WayeAiriLdecide which one is, heavier or ligh er,--prwhether the one

.. ,. ',.. J. VA . h t , , .". J , '. s.... ,X. ,. ' X 4is the same as
decider

other.

C9. Usea simple balance with its pans to hold the two objects Whig com-
pared. It is wise to begin by comparing objects of equal weight'to show
that the beam_will remain level. Chil,; can, be lead through activities so
that he understands how to use scale. en provide: opportunities to-
compare objects of varying weights. if rio balance° scale is available, you
can make one, ing a boardand a brick,7 or a toat,hanger andttin cans.

,\ Examples are n below and on the nex page.
k

A A

U

.

a

2 14

Jf

al
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c19,. With a see -sa\i find oirt how two ,.childrert compare to,each,gother in .

weight.

0

F-22

C11. Ding a balance aleLfrave gild find objecti that will balance witb-'
one object (one c tton reel, pne wash'er, etc.,). Questions like
this can be asked: "How many Trails will balance- (weigh the same as)
one cottoivreel?"

s \
C12. Provide a selected sel\ of con ainers. They may be chosen for these,

reasons: \
they provide a wide mange o shapes' (rectanla conical,gur,

..cyl indrical , etc.)

they fit well inside e c\ h oth r ,:,.. ..

----. , [ --
they show some ordering elatiU ship ,(short - tall,' one holds twice
as much as the other) A

they hold the same amount i-egard)',4pss of apparent 'looks.

Have child fill these.to find,relatio ips in set of containers.
Filling materials could be: macaroni, ce, small stones, blocks
or beads, metal bottle tops, corks; largi,4r cereals, eied beans, etc.

2 1 5
A
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C13. Give children a box of brightly colored ribbons and strings that vary
in length and thickness and have' them. experimeht with them to answer
questions 'such as:

:

What .things art;as:long as your ribbon?

Around what things does your ribbon yarn) go?

Does your ribbon (yarn) go across the back of Ater Chair?

`Does yzir ribbon (yarn) go around your'hcead?

What things are shorter or longer than your ribbon ,(yarn)?

.

C14. Use worksheets 101 and 102. Children can find the large t, the smallest
and the shapes that are the same.

. C15-. Use activities Cl,' C3; C6-, and CS. Indtead of seleCtihg pairs' of
.,

... things to compare, provide three or more things td compare, and find .

the "biggest," "smallest,' or the ones that are .equal,.'
C16 licive.s.hildren deal_ two flookcau.Absks, ssats_ or chairs,

etc. is larger (tal 'or, longer, wider). These should not be noticably
different.- Choose things in the classroom .which can not be moved
to make _comparisons. 1-tave_childre1..devise,ways of measuring -th-Le- ------
things such as a string,, or a stick-, and then compare the two.

Give children a piece of yarn to higasui:e PITts of their bodies' (*ad',
fbot, waist). Compare thpse.' Find the."smallest," "largest" and
the ones that are the same.

Use body measurement (Activity C17) to find out how-many head lengths
equal, a waist length, how many foot lengths equal the height of a
body, etc.

C19. Select two or more children from class who appear to -be the same
height. Have children "measure" to find out which one is taller
(tallest) or Shorter (sh6rtest). You may want to find out if they
are the same weight.

Cover,the tops of two rectangular tables to find Out whi0. is larger
or to Old out if they are the ,same size in area. Strips of paper,
squares, etc., can be used.

C21.

C22.

Do activities like worksheet 104. Then findout'which is shortest,
which are the same.

Have child put his name 'on five tags/ Then have him put tags on
five things taller and wider; older and smaller, etc., than he is. 4

4 74

%216

41.
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(' 6

4

C23. Collect a boxful of objects. Placetwo o bjects on eac h of four
sheets of paper. Ask the ,child to,-place arrodi.cards between the
pairs of objects to show how the a re related.

,

st /

.

IS TALLER AND HOLDS MORE
10

,

A

C24. Use, box of ribbons and-strings (see C13). Have children find lengths
-.that are the same color and thickness, short and wits, etc.

-r

C25., Usd any of the activities listed in this section but provide children
with opportunities to compare objects on the basi of 2 properties.

1

4

4

ke(

4

217
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11-.199esteriERING,

01. Collect.at least five objects and arrange them in order from large
tosniall. After the teacher checks your work, mix up the arrangement
and see if.a friend can put the objects in the same order..

41.

02. ;Have a child 'fill some bowls, cups, bottles, etc., with any material.
Then have him/her place the containers in order starting with the one
that holds the largest amount of sans.

A

03. Select 3 to 5 children. Line them.up according to sOme. selected attribute.
(hair length, etc.). Have children give the trait (attribute) that was

.

. 04. Mystery Packages Put different amounts of material il_at least five
j boxes. Wrap each box with different type-paper. Order each box-

according to size (volume): Then order the boxes:according to their
heaviness.

b5. .Give echild (or children) some assorted boxes, differing'in size,,
weight, and shape, (there should be no Obvious relationship between
size and weight) and have them order the boxes by weijht or volume,
(-laaPac4-41:.- ---- 4 -

06. Give a child (or children) identical containers, but each of a different
weight, and have them order the containers.

07.' Collect leaves and arrange them in order according to area of each.
Area could be determined by number of squares that will fit on each
or comparison of shapes'in which one overlaps the other and is
therefore "bigger."

08. Have a box of ribbons and yarns that varyin length and thickness.
Order accordingly.

,09. Use geoboards if available, if not use page with dots arranged'as'on
worksheets '106 and 107. Have children 'order rectangles° or lines according

to number of squares or dots included.

010. Divide class into groups. Have each group secretly decide a human,.
attribute and what it means to have more less of it. The the'groffp.

can decide who has most of it, who has the next most, and so on.:
When all groups are ready, each group .can present its ordering to the
rest of the class so that they can try to guess whatattribute was 4

used.

21

,

-
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a.

011. Use worksheet 108 with this game. The first child driWs a reference card,
places it in some middle space and puts a token marked "R" on it to
show it is the reference. Successive players draw cards and place them
on the'propex-side of.the reference, this time establishing an order in

each direction -- from the least area. Shapes already played wi34-
probably have to be moved from one space to another in order'to,p0ace
succeeding shapes correctly. ,When play is finished the board might

look like this:

r

Co'

1

, K2 o a co o o 0 G

eA

2J.,)

0.

(
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7

0 Suggested Activities --ARBITRARY UNITS OF MEASURE

Al. Present situation such ai:

'"I'm thinkipg of moving this bookCase to the rear ofthe room
to fit between the door and tha blackboard. Another to aalpher told
me that she didn't think.there would be endigh.room for the
bookCase there. How can I find out

Hopefully the children will suggest making a "ruler" to measure the
length of thee bookcase and of the space. They could also suggest
a piece of paper or string to measure each length and_make a
decision. Emphasis is on non-standard units of measure.

A2. - Give children these,irections:

Take a piece of, rope or yarn. Cut a piece that is longer than
your height.

a) Measure around your wrist, tie a knot.
b) Measure from the same end of the string your foot, toe

to heel, and tie a knot.
c Measure arou yo head, tie a knot.
d Measure aro d you waist, tie a knot.
e) Measure your heigh (a friend must help); tie a'knot.

Now find how many of one'unit equals another measurement on your body.

A3. Use "measurement units" from Suggested Activity A2, to compare two -

or more things in the classroom. Find out how many more units is oner.
thing from another: ' --

t,
._

-7

...... .

=A4. Use a balance scale and ptpvide materials to be weighed. (Materials --
can include; wooden blocks, marines, nuts and bolts, large washers,
etc.). Have-children answer questions like these: ,

-4 A. How many nails weigh about the same as 10 marbles?
B. How many metalwashers weigh about the same as 10 wooden

blocks?
C., How many nails weigh about the same as\10 wooden blocks?

A5.\ Use some fruit (or vegetables) and a balance scale to measure the )
\weight of the fruit. The same materials in Suggested Activity A4-
can be used again. Find out how Many wooden blocks, marbles, etc.

. weigh about the "same as the fruit.

. Worksheet ill can also be used. 1
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. Find out how much, bigger one desk top is from another by covering
both with the same books, square pieces of paper, strips of paper,
match boxes, etc. Have the children compare smaller surfaces.
Would they use the bqok to do the measuring?

A7. Give children.a variety of units to find out how much space. is on
top of their des-k.Des-WNshould be rectangular. Materials should
include circles, triangles, squares, and irregular shapes. Children
will discover by some can be used to measure the entire desk top
and why, others can not.

A8. Have children measure as many different dimensions on'a box as is
po'ssible.

, A9. .Give children two containers, one slightly larger than the other.
Have them find out how much bigger one of them is.

A10.-line children measure as many different things as they can about
an adult. Let them use these attributes to describe the adult to
some classmates, -who try to draw this person. How are these draw-
ings differeht from regular pictures?

141. Ask children to select 5 "things" in the classroom; to identify or
`---draw a picture of two attributes they could measure for each thing;

and to tell or draw the measuring tool they would use for each
measurement.

Al2. If'there are plants in the room, chilc-en can measure them to find
out how much they have grown.

A13. Place a board in front of the child with A on the left as in the
diagram, Put 36 inch cubes as a "block" on position A. Say "Here
is a house, on this island. It is buil't right up to the edge of the,
water, but it is not in the water.

r 1.

A

4

D

3'

2

B 2

3

1

C 3

001
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A13.' (continued)

"Using the other cubes, can you make a house on this island (point
to B) so that i' takes up the same space as the first (on A)?
It must fill all the island." If necessary put the instructions
as a story. "The people who live heft (point to A) move and go' to
live here'4point to B). They must have just the same amount of
space in which to live, no more or nO less." When the child has,.
finished, do notask him to explain what he has done,but tont:to
what follows keeping the building intact on B.

-Leave the building on B and use more cubes. Repeat the,procedure,
this time for building on C a "house" with'thesame space as that on
A. Tell the child to use more cubes and repeat for building or D
as on A. As previously the building must fill all' the surface, of
the island.

tihen the three buildings'B, C, Dare finished say "Explain (or tell .

me) what you have done. Are you sure that this house 4poi.nt to B)
contains the same amount'of space al that (point to A)? Why ?"
Ask the same for C and D. .

Finally, "How do you know that you are-right?" Allow the,phild to
make any alterations or movements that he wishes. Ask him for his
reasons for these. Ask all the questions necessary tofind out the
procedures'used by the child.

If the three buildings are equal in volume to A, stop the activity'.
If not go on to the following; ask eaahof these questions:

"This.house (B) - does it occupy (have) the same amount of space
or volume as that (C)?" Repeat for B and D. Ln the same way compare
C and B, C and Dt and finally Q and B, D and C.

A14.- *V-e children use sheets of newspaper'to measure the area of various
floor andwarl spaces around school or home.

A15. With each activity in this section have children estimate what their
answer will be 'before actually measuftg.

'Al6. With each activity in this section have different children check
measurement for accuracy. Did both get the same measurement? If
not, why?

A17. Usevarious units of measure to measure the same object. Example:
---

books and squares (10 sq. cm) to measure the teacher's desk;
marbles or metal washers to weight the.same as a pencil.

o04"
Is there any relationship between the size of theunit or me sure
and the amount you would have to use tO measure? Which unit'ould
be more accurate? The larger unit or the smaller unit? Develop
various questions as childeen are-expl9ring the use of several

different units to measure the same thing.

220
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A18. From activities on worksheets 124'and 125, discuss the Various things
used, erg. marbles, sand, cubes for filling boxes add other containers;
cups or match-boxes to measure the same needed to fill a container.
CompaHso:05",can be made - for some 3D shapes, e.g. some of the boxes.

Cubes provide an easy'way of measuring the amount of space; for others,,
it is easier to use a small box to measure sand to'fill the container.
Further disucssion,can bring apt the difficulty of comparIng the
Volume (capacity) of containers using these small boxes, etc., as
matchzboxes,'cups, will vary.

2

It

2 2

"N.
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SUGGESTED ACTiYITIES - STANDARD UNITS OF MEASURE

Si. Provide children With a metre. Have them measure both'inside and on
the playground. Recdrd the - firstlings and then'have another group
check for accuracy of measurement.

1'. jus.44Pe,ftel .

S2. Find the distance (length') between, two unconnected objects. la need
for a straight line will occur. Stretch a rope and measure along rope.

S3. Make a list of all the things that you-think are about one (1) decimetre
ih lengtli. Keep a record..

Ob5ects estimated
One 'decimetre

Measurediength
.tothe nearest cm.

Chalk .8 cm.

S4, Have two groups compare their. results after measuring something with'

a unit of their choice. For such activities the,teacher can introduce
ideas about centimetres aid metres.

S5. Have children find out how,many grams are equal to whatever arbitrary
'unit they used to weigh things.

S6. Cut a piece of straw just this length:,
Find'some thi gs in the-room that are about that length. List them.

S7. Cut a piece of .traw that is-this length:

Fine some thins that are of tha List them.

The length of t is straw is called ,a Itri the same length

as 10 centimetr s .

-S8. Measure various objects in the room. Find their measurements to the'
nearest centimetre or decimetre, 'Record the measurements and have
another student check them.,

S9. Use.any of the activities listed in the Arbitrary Units section,
using a metric measure instead of an arbittaty unit..

S10. Find 3 containers of different sizes and a litre measure. Fill the

containers with water and then pour the water into the litre measure.

Record the amount'for each containerato the nearest decilitre.

N--.S..1.1---".'Use a sile and metric weights,. Weigh various small objecis to the

-.nearest gram.

OBJECT WEIGHT Gram

paper.clip
penny

,
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S12. Provide sitbAtions in which children must choose the apprppriate
metric-unit 1,./th,whicn to measure an object,

Example:. What)ould you use to measure the length of a candle?

S13 Make a collection' f cans, bottles, and boxes. Find a way to measure
around each contain r. Estimate the number of centimetres around
each container.

OBJECT ESTIMATED MEASURE ACTUAL MEASURE
(cm) (cm)

z

S14. Fill a plastic freezer bag with 10 grams (decigram) of sand. Make
some estimates of those things which will have a mass or weight of
nearly 10 grams (any weight can be substituted). Check your estimate,.

A

OBJECT
(estimated 10g)

LESS THAN
10q

ABOUT
,10q

MORE THAN
10q

. ° 1

'

d
'.

er

.

S15. Find coutainErs in the su rmarket that have their weight stated in
Metric measure. Make a lit of these and how many grams each is.

S16. Have students lay out 10/'decimetre straws." Mark the length on
anothet piece of manila taper (or tag board).' Cut "out this new ..

strip. Allow students" o use it to measure themselves and things

in the environment. Later or., introduce the name metre (10 deci-

metres) for this new-wit.
I a

" 4

I
2 9 17;t.1
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Use your pencil to measure line A.
IP

a

,01

4

Or tear a strip of piper tO use as a model of line A.

I

A

'NOW ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS:

1. Which is longer, line A or line"B?

7

a
2. Which is longer, line A or line C?

C

3. Which is shorter, line A or line D/

23?

I.
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A

4. Which is shorter,,line AAr line E?
. ,

5. How do line A and lfne F compare?

Name

6. Compare line a and line'G. Which is longer?

ts.

_

Ts

0 6.

1.1



-MEASURING AREA Niii%
4

On tits page and the net one are -two pictures -of. sWimming

pools. One is in Nancy's yard and one is in 'Tammy's ya d.

Which pool has more room for swimming?
4

_Cr

The pool with the'most room for swimming has the greatrarta.

2 4 O

o-



.1:, Start with a big pile Of pennies. HoW _many pennies will
it take to cover 7ach .pool? A

Coi,cr both ,pools ,and then tblint ,the,pennies.
Which pool holds more ?' Compare your ar
neighbor's answers.
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,

z

2. Now cover the p!cture of the poli with beans, bingo
racers or cli:2;ckc..t.s.

Compare your- 4543mers N ith your neighbor's.
`t:;,tld the units of Measure yo i are usingheAsetter?_

Do pennies or,beans co whole surface of the; pools?

14

\Ne4

f

What shape unit might 4:-

ar4.44,4,!. v d, 46,6: k!)

otter than pennies 14 beans?

A Triangle?' A Square?

Which would be easiest to use?

1N-
e I

A Rectangle/

Let's experiment. Cut piper -into many equal -siz &l squares to cow
the pools. What about spaces too small tb fit a whole square?

2 12

-2

11,
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VOLUME

Mike and ,.san each hive a box for their toys.

How would you find, how tall (deep) each box is?

How long each is?.

How wide each is?
'2. How would you find the distance around the top?

243

r
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1

Alike and Susan .corered iiteir boXes with wallpa cr. They
had to find the area of the outside of each box.

'How did die), do this?

What did they use for a Li, measure?

Guess which bux has more room inside for toys.

.4"

Mike thinks- his) box will hold more toys because it
is bigger around the top?

Susan thinks hers will hold more toys becaus: it is deeper.

insiclerthe box its

VOLUME.

c

its
b.

Yes, but which box has

-N.\\more volume and how do

we find out?

..,,
"4,0.

Caw.'

244
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a

MEASURING CURVES

Now would yoll.Measure these lines and &hapes?

Coutd'you. use ruler?

Could you use astring?

4

Cut-a piece of string 1 metre ion ,e/ Lay it along the curve
'40k
you want'to measure. a

A

7L-177-1TiT 33*-7L 3730 1, .5r3i ar23 31ter-
Woe.* aseaseame.uowm."wqrsa.swors.....,

Then .straighten it,out and measure just the part you used..

4

245,
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/10

Guess the length of this line.-

t I
Now use yollr string to measure 1t. Straighten the string and
check the length with a ruler.

How close did you Come?

I

Find other things in the rood. o'measure. -Estimate -your answer
first. Then measure.

1. 'a globe-

:2. a wastebasket

3.

4..

_5.

.--

4P Q'

"rasp
.

.. .,

Have-a.friend check your measurements to see if they are accurate.

246
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Or. Look at the figures, marked A; B, and . GUess how far it Is .

around each figure. Write. your guesses on line number 1.

O

B

Now Use your string and ruier to measure all these figUres.

Write- the measurement on Line 2.

Check, to- see how close you came. ,CompareyQUr 'answers with'

your neighbor's.

'247

(
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07c

MEASURE 1.1UN\T
Choose -_a coloe.ed.paper
Pin& some+hin i +he room...a~

ON+he siz.e o-f +he sfriith.
orfTop0 -s-Frip..by+he ETEN

ti .

.7 crn 5cm

18 cm

3 F.'

a

248

4
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HANG T N
Use' 2 nickels or 10- grams.

1/4

tZ`-"'"

.Draw picture

Nsr

i,Pu+ -some-H-14-9'11911-F in
tile. balance.,

2. Macke a_ 10 gram. weigh+
out- of clay

a. Make as many weigh-Fs as

you need +o balance ifMmplo

or -wri+e- what- ou found ou.+.

11,

0

:*t I 1

*Which is heavier, 3 pen9ils. or +wo 10 gram wei9h-fs

249 *,
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GIANT 51-EP AWARD

Measure the GIANT s#er of 5 friends.

Make a pin for the winner.

SHOP METRIC
You are 9oin9 ;- -o The 51--cDr-°e

You vvi II gef :

1. One 68x ..(34o grams)
2. Two Iifre6 of,
3 A 2009ram can -of__

-decimetre' oc
Jr.. Two 25" - centimetres Jong

k

Shopping L i'4'-

of 1 k

eared l'e s
tuna
book
cOrri flakes

Pencil

ro
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.A

CENTIMETRE RULER
Cu+ a piece of paper 11 crY; 'ono.
Mark +he cen+irne+re,s.

Paste' i+ on heavy paper.
Who+ con you finci.40u+ pcm on

I

4

Find

hoe*/ popor
or? Cetrol board

,-

TliE. SNAIL

t

5 thins 5

less than

10 dentirnetres.
O

2.51'
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F-60

'

USE. A STRAW
VA

Cut one c,en-hrnefre lon9.
Measure +he lines:

3
A

I

114

Maybe you cart.sfrin3 10sfraWs 7kge
+o *mettsure IOnger .lines.

L.

Measure eren+ crayons
in ceniime.-Pres.

Line up +he ruler" wii-h +he zero
a+ one end of +he crayon.

2
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APPENDIX G

*

TEST GIVEN AS PRETEST

AND POST TEST FOR THE '

FIFTH GRADE ETU IN READING

..%

lb

I

s.

e

`257

41.

....., '

0, 0



40.

Name:

School:

G-1

E.T.U. PRETEST

(first) (last)

Teacher's Name:

tt

258
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r00

INSTRUCTIO

G-2

Part I

In the following sentences or paragraphs, something ha&been left out.
A Below each blank'are some choices of words to fill the blank. More than one

:ie.& word might make sense in the blank. CIRCLE any word which would make sense
the blank.

Example: Mary worked hard-on her English ,

I

1. We burn in our furnace.

11. coal -

12. plastic

13. wood

47' candles

or

2. The ittle mountain stream was full of

0

.259

a. story

b. composed

c. paper

d. experiment

15. :trout

46. running

17. beavers

-18. clear

co°

O

4

00



3. All at once, the big jungle
It snarled as it camein mighty.
She wheeled to meet the charge,
With a savage leap the tiger was
her back with yellow..fangs.

G-3

streaked
bounds. The elephant
but her great weight
upon her, ripping wi

19. snake

20. elephant

21. tiger

22. cat

4. AinyVegetables need to haye fertilizer put into
'big and tall.. But root vegetables, like radishes
we eat the palt of these vegetabl

big tops above the ground and ?o roots, beneath.
these plants.

23. top

24. bottom\ .J

25. root

26. outside

260
STOP!

out of the tall'grass.
trumpeted her alarm.
made her misichtoo slow.

th- its craws, slathing

their soil to make
, are different.
es; we do not want
So we do not ferti

them grow
Since
to grow

lize

a
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Part II

INSTRUCTIONS:

In the following sentence o aragraphs there is one word which is the best
choice to fill the blank., CIRCLE one word for ea-CT-blank.

Example: John went to the (A) to (W.

(A) (B)

school swim

pool sleep

o store
, laugh

1. 'Pam will (27) the (28) before she adds the milk.

(27) (28)

sift apples'

'stir cheese

run flour

.001

, I (29') myte 1 f. on the bathroom (30 . . ..... ......

(29)

sat

wrote

(4.= weighed

(30)

wall

scale

mi rror

_ 3. The village is high up in a steep, -narrow valley. Where the land is flat
'enough to be ploWed, neat little f4elds are'marked off.. The men have

(31) potatoes, oats, and rye. At the edge of the the sides of
s' the 'valTey slope gently upward. These slopes are too steep to (32)0

so grass is grown here.

(31)

eaten

0
"1, 'wanted

planted.

'261

(32),A

plow

reach
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Part III

I NST RU CT I ONS :

In these sentences or paragraphs there is still one word which is the bests
choice to fill the blank. But this time think iErit what words in the
sentence or paragraph helped you decide what to'choose for the blank.
CIRCLE the word which fits best in the blink ,then CIRCLE any words which

::-helped you decide what to use for the blank.
,

Example: The unhappy little girl 1 as loud as she could.

/cried:

/ laughed

a.

whispered

1. 'The :(33) lived in-the royal palace with her father.

(33) .

sister:,

princess

prince

2.- The sailors are readying their ,(34)

0

I

2 6

35 36,

t

for winter storage. ,

(34)
A

'38

soaked

plane

boat
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3. On the daY bf the battle the o teams began to fill their places.
When all were ready, a horn was \ 39) . Each team raced its,
horses forward. As they met with a crasfirlike c4O) . horses
fell into pieces. The knights fought on with their swdrds.

(39),, . {40),

yelled tingling

blown lightening

bought thunder ,

4.- In the Od days, fire engines were drawn by horses. When the fire
.alarm soured, each horse sprang to its place. Its harness hung
ready ab_46 its back. Meanwhile, firemen slid 'down'the new "sliding
pole" and ran to the horses. Each harness was lowered and fastened.
Firemen scrambled to their places. The eager horsei tugged at the
heavy (41) . At the bells clang,-they galloped out of the
open door to the fire.

(41) .'

engines

firemen

buggy

a,

J
I

I

4

263

1411;4

,

42 4

44 45



Part IV

INSTRUCTIONS:

In these last Sentences or paragraphs, make up your.own word which Makes sense
in the blank. Write your word in the blank. Then CIRCLE any words' that helped
you decide what to use for the blank.

Example: The dog at the boy.
C *

1. Because the ocean rears, we need to to, be heard. 57

46

Elizabeth's present was . very beautifully. 58

47

3. My room is because it is too

4. The carpenter

48

50

the

49

51

from the heater. 59

together. 60

5.'One day grandfather saw a little old man. He was eating his lunch--

a slice of bread, a bit of meat, and a cold potato. Because it seemed

so poor a lunch, Grandfather went back to the house and brought two big

apples. The old man thanked him and ate the
52

6. A whistle blew. Pounding feet' came to a stop. The players took their

positions for a foul shot.' There was a hush as the,
53

soared through the air. It thumped against the backboard and swished

through the basket. Cheers arose from one side of the gym, and groans

from the other. The two teams then trotted back to their places.

61

62

7. At first the trip was pleasant. But,when the ship reached the ocean

beyond Gibralter; a storm arose. Huge broke over 63
..

. 54
,

the decks of the ship. Ansaldo and his sailors thought that the ship .

would surely 96 under. But at last the broke through 64

55

tile cloids, and they sighted an in the distance. 65

. 56
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-Part V

INSTRUCTIONS:

Read each sentence below and note the underlined word. Then read the words or
'phrases below the sentence and CIRCLE the one that means the same as the under-
lined word.

s
c

11. The sun was shining brightly through the window making the room quite
cheerful in the early afternoon.

dark

pleasant

crowded

12. Jack was doubtful about going, to the picnic with his friends He might '

have,to stay home and work.

sure

glad

uncertain

13. The boy walked up to the horse, mounted it'quickly, and rode away before
anyone Kas ab)e to stop

got off

caught sight of

got on

4#

1 . The fierce fire raged for hours, and did much damage to the buildings
before the firemen were able to put it out:

, smoldering.

violent,

.controlled

15. The firemar0 daring saved many lives. He risked 'great-danger'running
into the burning building to bring people'out.

boldness

hesitation

pride

STOP!

2-65

3
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Read the sentence in the box. Then read the sentences below the box. If

a sentence means the same thing,as the sentence in the b6x, CIRCLE "SAME".
_If any part of the sentence means something different from the sentence in
the box, CIRCLE "DIFFERENT".

G-9

Part VI

4

- \

Example

A SAME' DIFFE ENT John ran .up the street quidkly.

B SAME DIFFERENT ,John raced quickly up the street.

C- SAME DIFFERENT John ran slowly up the street.

)

John ran quickly up the street.

1.

/N
16 SAME DIFFERENT

k

For many years Frank Buck had wanted to capture a man-eating tiger.

To catch a man-eating tiger had long been Frank
Buck's 'wish.

17, SAME- DIFFERENT ' FOr many years a man-eating AO' had wanted to,
catch Frank Buck.

18 SAME DIFFERENT For many-years Frank Buck had longed to see a
man-eating tiger.

19 SAME DIFFERENT Frank Buck'had wanted for a long time to capture-
a man-eating tiger.

I^
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The teacher sends a note home:sometimes.

20 SAME DIFFERENT

21 SAME DIFFERENT Sometimes the teacher sends a note' home.

22 SAME DIFFERENT The 46acher sometimes sends home a note.

23 SAME. DIFFERENT Aiate-sends_ the teacher home sometimes.

The teacher sends a sometimes dote-hoMb.

3. Children raced across the streets on their way home, not caring-
at all about the traffic.

24 SAME DIFFERENT

25 SAME. DIFFERENT

26 SAME' DIFFERENT

27 SAME DIFFERENT

et

Children ran across the streets on their way
home, not caring at all. about the traffic,

fi

Children raced across the streets on their way_
home, not paying attention to-the traffic.

Children raced across the sidewalks on their
way home, not caring at all about the traffic.

Children raced across the streets on their way-
not looking at all-for car's.

267
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,The little colt was wild-eyed with fear, for straight. at him
came the great, gray wolf.

28 SAME DIFFERENT

29 SAME DIFFERENT

Because the great, gray wolf came straight at
him, t e little colt was very frightened.

Straight at him advanced the huge, gray wolf,
because the colt was wild-eyed with fear.

30 SAME DIFFERENT When the great, gray wolf moved forward, the
little colt was filled with fear. .<0

.0a
31 SAME DIFFERENT

5.

The)colt was frightened because a wolf was
coming closer.

A red fox family on a single hunt may catch eight pounds or
more of mice and rabbits.

32 SAME DIFFERENT ,-

. DIFFERENT

34 S ME DIFFERENT.

35 SA E DIFFERENT
\ Is

/

On a single hunts a red fox family sometimes
catches eight pounds or more of rabbits and mice.

Eight pounds or more of mice and rabbits may
catch a red fox family on a single hunt.

Eight or more red foxes on a hunt sometimes
catcha single family of mice or rabbits.

As'many as eight pounds or more of mine and
rabbits may be caught by a red fox family on
a single'hunt.

26.8

STOP!

q
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Part VII

INSTRUCTIONS:

Rewrite the sentence. Keeplthe same meaning. Change,or rearrange anything
that's in the box.

36.

In a flash the fight would be all over.

WRITE it another way.

37.

4

E RITE ,the sentence. Keep e same meaning. Change or rearrange anything

you want.

38;

When Kate fell, the lantern smashed and the light went out.

WRITE it another way.

39.

STOP!

269
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Part VIII

INSTRUCTIONS:

:,
Rea the story carefully,. After the story are two kinds of questions.

C

The Bulldog fans were-worried.. The score.was tied in the last`
minute of an important basketball game.

shot at
player saw an

opening: He ducked through and took a Shot at the basket. The ball

bounced on the rim then dropped through the basket. Cheers arose from
one sidle of the gym, and groans arose from the other side. The Bulldogs
had won the game.

The first question asks you to decide what the story is mainly about. There

are 4 choices. Circle the number of the phrase that Iells best what the

story is mainly about:

A. This story is mainly about:
afi

1. why the Bulldog farts were worded

2. how the Bulldogs won' the gime

3. when the Bulldogs) tried 'a filui 'shot
/

4. why. the referee blew the whistle t

After the question are some sentehog. If the sentence mobs the same thipg-

as part of the storircle the word "SAME." If any part of the sentence

means swething different from the informition givbn In the story, circle °.

the wordADIFFERENT."

B.: SAME DIFFERENT There was a shot during theAast minute of the game.

C. SAME DIFFERENT The Bulldogs scored on-the shot.

SAME DIFFERENT qveryqpe was baliRYHwhen the ball went through the

--f basket.

11*

27Q

I.

121
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Read the stbry.'carefully. After the story are two kinds of questions.

Today most people wear masks for fun. But masks have not always been

something thAt 'People wear on holidays or to parties., Musums all over the

world are filled with masks that have been used by warriors and by hunters.

A helmet is a kind of mask. Soldiers going to fight have often worn

helmets to protect their heads. But sometimes the helmet - mask had another

use. Japanese warriors wore helmets that were made to look as mean and ugly

as possible, so that the enemy would be too scared to attack.

The Eskimos of Alaska use masks- in a,huntingceremony. They make wooden

masks to loJk like the spirit of the animal they wish to hunt. The Eskimos

wear these masks at a ceremony before going, hunting. ,They believe these

"spirit" Masks will make the animal let itself be hunted and killed:

40. This passage is mainly about:

1. how masks have been.used by warriors and by hunters .

2. why Eskimos wear "spirit" masks

3. what masks are kept in museums around the world

4: why children wear masks

r

I

k

41 'SAME DIFFERENT Sbldieri wear helmet -masks at a ceremony before the
o

1 .

fight.

-42 SAME DIFFERENT The EskiMos wear spirit masks so they.will be lucky
.

in the hunt

-43 SAME. DIFFERENT, T helmets worn'by'Japanese warriors were decorated
.'beautiful designs.

.

1.

271 .
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Read the story carefully. After the story are two kinds of questions.

One type of food with a really interesting name is the hot dog. At first

this sausage was called a gpchshund sausage, because it was long and thin, like

the dachshund dog. The dachshund sausage got its new name when it was first

served at a baseball game in the year 1900. On the day of the game the weather

was cold. Food vendors :knew that people Would wan somethig-ha- to eat.. Str

they served 'dachshund sausages, which they kept hot in tubs of boiling water.

The chilled baseball fans enjoyed the steaming sausages. So the vendors

kept on serving dachshund sausages at biseball games.` "Hot dachshunds," they

would call, to tempt people to come and buy. But they, ,had trouble spelling

dachshund when they wanted to make signs. So'pretty soon 'they started using an

easier name -- hot dog. That's.how the hot dog got its name.

44. This story is mainly about:

1. what an interesting name the hot dog has

2. how the hot dog got its name

3. when hot dogs were first eaten

4. why hot dogs are sold at baseball games

45. SAME DIFFERENT The hot dog used to be called a dachshund sausage.

46. SAME DIFFERENT The hot dog was a special favorite on hot days at
baseball games.

.47. SAME , DIFFERENT The name was changed from dachshund sausage to'hot
dog because hot dog was easier to,say.

0

4

272:
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Read the story carefully.-o'After the story are tw kinds of questions.

You are in an airplane. The pilot announces that he is leveling off at

15,000 feet. You can see miles of Vibe sky and big puffs of clouds here and

there.. The ground below looks green and brown. The jumpmaster gives you a

Youlee u-t-af into_the blue sky

Now you are alone in the sky. There is no noir,. There is just a gentle,

swishing in your ears. You do not feel as if you are falling. But, of

course., you know that,you are falling.

After you have fallen for 75 seconds, you pull the rip cord. Your parathute

spurts out above you. You float gently down to the ground. As you reach the

ground, you bend your knees. You roll gently "into the fall, tumbling over and

then onto you feet. Quickly you pull in your parachute. You have felt for

the first time what ,a skydiver feels as he. engages in an unusual and da ger6us

sport.

48. This story is mainly about?,-

1. what thitits look like from up in the air

2. what to do if you fall otof'an airplane

3. why skydiving is dangerous

4. how it feels to be a skydiver

49. SAME DIFFERENT YOu can feel tourself -faliing through the air.

50. SAME DIFFERENT Right after you jump,- thi'perachute opens up. 41

51. SAME DIFFERENT When yati, hit Lthe ground, you roll gently .to break

th\ fall .

27'3
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Read the story carefully. After the story, are two kinds.of questions.

How would you like to take medicine made from these things: a pinch of

gold dust, a spoonful of ashes

two mashed onions? Manyoears

have given you a medicine'made

of a dried lizard, some burned cat's hair, and

ago if/ you had a-stomach ache, the doctor-might

/
of such things. The worse the medicine tasted,

4he better itwas supposed to be for you.

Not all the old recipes for medicine were quite as bad as this,Pne. Many

medicines were made from parts of plants., Some were made of ground -up tree

bark and leaves'. Others

One medicine used by the

were made of berries and sEeds, or roots and flowers.

eye doctor was even made from'a poisondis' weed

called deadly nightshade. ,

52. This story is mainly'

I.. how medicine used to taste

.2. what doctors can do-with deadly nightshade

3. why medicines were made from plants,

4. what things medicine used toYe made of

.

53. SAME .\DIFFEREWC Long ago they thought that all medicine should taste
gOod.

54. SAME DIFFERENT Many medicines were made from parts pf, plants, like
leaves,and flowers.

55: SAME Even poisonous plants can be used to make medicine.

2'
J
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If yeu_finish early, try this just for fun.

A

NAME AS MANY STATES AS YOU CAN.'

0

es
4

f
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TESTE'' MANUAL

Experi ntal Teaching Unit

Reading - Grade 5

4
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General Information

At the beginning of the test session, give the teacher a copy of the
test.' Say something like "YOU MIGHT WANT TO LOOK THROUGH A COPY OF THE
-TEST." Lethe teacher ke,gp the test during the test session, but be sure
to. get the test back at the end of the session. Do not let the teacher
keep a copy of the test. Explain to the teacher that the Unit should cover
this general area of reading skill rather than the specific items on the
test.' Point out that'the Materials pages in the Unit are very similar to
the test items.

During the testing, it Will be necessary to,circulate around the
room, making sure that students have understood the directions correctly.
A student who is confused may raise his hand for help`. If this happens,
repeat the instructions to the child. You may point out to him where he
is supposed to'read and mark. But do not help, him answer the questions.
And do not read any words for the child.

The teacher may want to help circulate and answer questions. This_

is permissable as long as the teacher understands that he may only repeat-
the instructions and may not read words for the 'child Or try to explain
the task more clearly..

Some children at lower reading levels will firld the exercises frustrat-
ing. Try to encourage such children tcPfigure outWhat they can.. Say
something like:

F KNOW SOME OF THE QUESTIONS ARE DIFFICULT. YOUARE HELPING
US FIND OUT WHICH THINGS ARE HARD TO'DO. TRY TO FIGURE OUT
WHATEVER YOU CAN ON YOUR OWN. [

. '

4 This is not a timed test. Ideally, all studehts will have enough time
to finish. Sometimes there are slow redders who hold up the rest of the
class. If this happens, wait a reasonable length of time, then go on.
It is important to keep. things moving along, so that the rest of the class

dopr't become restless, 'and so that very sloja readers aren't frustrated

by trying to do the impossible. Use your judgement as to the best pacing.
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Grade 5

Before beginning testing, make sure that desks are clear, and that each
student -has a pencil,* Ask the teacher to write his/her last name on the
board Try to seat the students some distance apart.

GOOD MORNING.- TODAY WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO SOME READING
EXERCISES. WE WANT TO FIND OJT WHAT THINGS ARE EASY,AND
WHAT THINGS ARE HARD FOR. STUDENTS YOUR AGE TO DO. YOU CAN
HELP US BY DOING YOUR BEST

\

WORK ON 4MESE.READING EXERCISES.

NOW I WILL PASS OUT THE WORK BOOKLETS. ON THE COVER PAGE ,

FILL IN YOUR NAME, FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME, YOUR SCHOOL,
AND YOUR TEACHER'S NAME. THE TEACHER'S NAME IS WRITTEN ON
THE BOARD. DO NOT'OPEN DIE BOOKLET.'

Pass out the booklets. Make sure all students fill' in the _information on.
the cover sheet. .

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED, LOOK UP AT ME, SO I'LL KNOW YOU
ARE READY TO BEGIN.1

When All are ready, begin thi test.

4

Pages

1 & 2

1'

OPEN YOUR BOOKLETS TO PAGE 1 THE NSTRUCTION, SAY:

"IN TfiE FOLLOWING SENTENCES OR PARAGRAPHS, SOMETHING
HAS BEEN LEFT OUt BELOW EACH'BLANK ARE.SOME.CHOICES OF
WORDS, TO FILL THE BLANK.! MORE'THAN ONE WORD MIGHT MAKE

, SENSE IN THE BLANK. Circle ANY WORD WHICH WOULD MAKE ,

'''SENSE IN THE BLANK."

LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE; MARY WORKED HARD ON' HER ENGLISH.
CIRCLE THE WORDS YOU THINK COULD' BE USED TO

RILL THE BLANK.

YOU1COULD USE STORY. MARY WORKED HARD ON HER ENGLISH,
STORY.;

.YOU COULD USE PAPER. MARY WORKED HARD ON HER'ENGLISH
PAPER. ,

YOU SHOULD HAVE tiRCLED 'ROTH WORDS -- STORY AND'' PAPER.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

DO PAGES 1 AND2, THEN.STOP.

Aar
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Pause as student'turn the page, then begin the instructions. Pause again
to give students time to'respond to the example. As students, work, circulate
around the room. Make. sure the students are circling, not writing the word
in the blank. Make sure students do both pages.

If students ask about the numbers, say that ."THE NUMBERSiARE 1SEB TO CODE
RESPONSES FOR COMPUTER SCORING."

For the example, if a student asks about choice b, composed, say "NO.
,,YOU COULD SAY,SHE WORKED ON HER ENGLISH COMPOSITION. COMPOSED IS THE WRONG
FORM OF THE WORD, SO IT WON'T FIT. If a student-asks about choiceql,

.experiment., say "NO. THAT'S NOT A VERY GOOD CHOICE.. YOU MIGHT TALK
ABOUT A SCIENCE EXPERIMENT, BUT PROBABLY NOT AN ENGLISH EXPERIMENT."

As most students are finishing, say:

Page
3

PLEASE FINISH UP PAGE TWO.

dli(Pause,l5seconds, then goon. All students except occassiovl, very w

readers, should have finished.

TURN TO PAGE, 3 THE INSTRUCTIONS SAY:
I

"IN THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES OR PARAGRAPHS THERE IS ONE
WORD WHICH IS THE BEST CHOICE TO FILL THE BLANK. Circle

ONE WORD FOR EACH BLANK.;

* LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE; JOHN WENT TO THE blank

TO blank . THE CHOICES FOR BLANK A ARE IN THE

COLUMN ,LABELED A. THE CHOICES FOR BLANK B ARE IN THE

COLUMN LABELED B. CIRCLE THE, ONE WORD WHICH YOU THINK ,IS
THE BEST WORD,TO FILL EACH BLANK.

THE BEST CHOICES ARE POOL AND SWF.M.

JOHN ANT,TO-THE POOL TO SWIM.
t

YOU SHOULD HAV' CIRCLED THEWORD POOL AND.THE WORD SWIM.

.7, ARE-THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

DO THE.THREE ITEMS ON1THIS PAGE, THEN STOP.
.

20.0 o
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As students work, circulate around the room. Make sure they are circling
only one word for each,blank,

3

If students suggest other coibbinations'on the example, say that "OTHER_
THINGS MIGHT BE POSSIBLE,"BUT THE MOST LIKELY COMBINATION IS TO GO TO
THE POOL TO SWIM."

4/ben all students have finished, go on.
p .

'TURN TO PAGE 4 THE INSTRUC IONS SAY:

"IN THESE SENTENCES OR PARAGRAPHS THERE IS STILL ONE WORD
WHICH IS THE BEST CHOICE TO FILL THE BLANK, BUT THIS TIME
THINK ABOUT WHAT WORDS IN THE SENTENCE OR PARAGRAPH HELPED
YOU DECIDE.WHAT TO CHOOSE FOR THE BLANK.' CircleTHE WORD
WHICHJITS BEST IN THE BLANK, THEN circle ANY WORDS. WHICH
HELPED YOU DECIDE WHAT TO .USE'FOR THE BLANK."

-

Pages . LOOK EXAMPLE': THE UNHAPPY LITTLE GIRL blank AS

LOUD AS SHE COULD. CIRCLE THE BEST WORD TO FILL THE BLANK.

4 & 5 THEN CIRCLE ANY WORDS IN THE SENTENCE THAT HELPED- YOU DECIDE. i

THE BEST WORD TO FILL THE BLANK IS CRIED.
THE UNHAPPY. LITTLE GIRL CRIED AS LOUD AS SHE COULD. YOU SHOULD
HAVE CIRCLED THE-WORD CRIED.

ONE CLUE WORD'IN'THE SENTENCE-IS THE WORD UNHAPPY. THE WORD

UNHAPPY HELPED YOU CHOOSE THE WORD CRIED TO FILL THE,BLANK1
YOU SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED THE WORD UNHAPPY.
SOMETIMES YOU MAY THINK-THAT ITER.I414oRE THAN ONE CLUE WORD
IN THE SENTENCE.OR P RAGRAPH."'CIRCLE ANY WORDS THAT HELP YOU
DECIDE ON THE BEST WkRD TO FILL THE BLANK.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

DO PAGES 4 AND' 5 THEN STOP.

If students suggest other clue words in the,example,'accept them as also
correct, as long- s .they choie cried and circled unhappy.

As students work, circulate to make sure they are markinCcorrectly: Make

sure/they doboth pages. As most students turn to"page.5, say:

e

to

BE SURE TO CIRCLE Atli WORDS THAT HELPED YOU DECIDE WHAT

WAS BEST FOR THE BLANK. .
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6

Page

.7
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As most students are finishing, say:

0

PLEASE FINISH UP PAGE 5.

Pause 15 seconds, then go on. Most students should have finished.

TURN TO PAGE 6 THE INSTRUCTIONS SAY:

"IN THESE LAST SENTENCES OR PARAGRAPHS, MAKE UP YOUR OWN WORD
WHICH-MAKES SENSE IN THE BLANK. THEN circle ANY WORDS THAT -

HELPED YOU DECIDE WHAT TO"USE FOR THE BLANK."

LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE: THE DOG blank AT -THE BOY. YOU WRITE
A WORD IN THE BLANK: THEN CIRCLE ANY WORDS THAT HELPED YOU
DECIDE WHAT TO:WRITE.

ONE,WORD THAT YOU COULD WRITE IS.BARKED. THE DOG BARKED AT
THE BOY. YOU MIGHT HAVE CHOSEN ANOTHER WORD. WHATEVER YOU
CHOSE IS ALL RIGHT AS LONG AS IT MAKES SENSE IN THE BLANK.

ANY WORD YOU USE WOULD HAVE TO BE SOMETHING A DOG WOULD DO.
THE WORD DOG DETERMINES WHAT YOU USE'FOR THE BLANK, YOU
SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED THE WORD DOG.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

DO THIS ONE PAGE, THEN STOP_

As students work, make sure they are marking correctly. As most studentS are
tinishing, say:

.P-LNSE FINISH UP PAGE 6:

it

Paus, 15 seconds, then go on. Most students+ should-have"fipished.

TURN TO. PAGE 74 THE INSTRUCTIONS SAY:

"READ EACH SENTENCE: BELOW AND NONE THE UNDERLINED WORD. THEN.

READ THE WORDS OR PHRASES BELOW THE SENTENCE AND circle THE ONE
THAT MEANS THE, SAME UNDERLMED WORD."

I THINK. YOU KNOW HOW.TO'DO fHIAIWITHOUt AN EXAMPLE. ARE THERE

ANY QUESTIONS? DO THIS ONE PAM, THEN STOP.
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As students work, circulate to make sure they mark correctly.
When all-situdents have finished, go on.

Pages

363

. & YO

5

II*

A

O

TURN TO PAGE 8 1"... THE INSTRUCTIONS SAY:

' "READ THE SENTENCE IN THE BOX. THEN READ THE SENTENCES
BELOW THE BOX. IF A SENTFNCE MEANS THE SAME THING AS THE
SENTENCE IN THE BOX, circle "SAME". IF ANY PART OF THE

x--qNTENCE MEANS SOMEThING DIFFERENT FROM tHE SENTENCE IN
THE BOX, circle "DIFFERENT." '

LOOK Ai THE EXAMPLE,. THE SENTENCE TN THE-BOX SAY!:

"JOHN RAN QUICKLY UP THE .STREET." tr

YOU READ ThE SENTENCESSELOW THE BOX. CIRCLE "SAME"
OR "DIFFERENT."

77-

YOU SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED SAME FOR SENTENCE A, SAME FOR
SENTENCE B, AND DIFFERENT FOR SENTENCE C.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

DO PAGES 8 AND 9 AND 10, THEN
.

If students ask questions about' the example, point out thal-in A tie order
of the words has -been changed, put the.sentences mean the same thing. In

the words raced and rdn mean.apout the same thing. In C, the words
slowly and quickly are different in meaning. Mane sure students continue
to pages 9 and 10, then stop.

As the students work, circulate to make sure they are mar g correctly.

On this section, sorie students will finish muchearlier than others. ,Ask
those who finish early to wait for the others: Try to give ost students
enough time to finish, if possible.- If the class gets restle go,.on.

P!..EASE FINISH UP PAGE 10.

After 15 hconc:, gt, on.

a^
283,
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TURN TO PAGE-11.7 THE INSTRUCTIONS SAY:

"REWRITE THE SENTENCE. KEEP THE SAME MEANING. CHANGE
OR REARRANGE ANYTHING THAT'S IN THE BOX."

LOOK AT THE SENTENCE BELOW: "IN A FLASH THE FIGHT WOULD
BE,ALL OVER."

REWRITE THAI SENTENCE SO NAT IT SAS THE SAME THING BUT IN
A DIFFERENT WAY. CHANGE OR REARRANGE ANYTHING IN THE BOX.

'WRITE YOUR SENTENC Y NUMBER 36.
0

THEN REWRITE THE SENTENCE ANOTHER.WAY, BY NUMBER 37.-

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PAGE iS A SECOND SENTENCE.
REWRITE THAT.SENTENCE,700.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTION?'

DO BOTH SENTENCES, THEN.STOP-:

r

Do not give more explanation than what is covered here or in the test.
0 booklet. Repeat the instructions if hecesiary. Encourage the students that

anything they figure out is all right. Don't spend1too lonon this page.

1
.01 When most students'are on the seqond sentepce, say:

PLEASE FINISH UP THIS PAGE:
( ft

After 15 seconds, go on:

Page'

12

TURN TO PAGE 1'2.1.: . THIS PAGE GIVES INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
-LAST TYPE OF EXERCISE YOU HAVE TO DO. THE INSTRUCTIONS SAY:

"READ TIE STORY CAREFULLY. AFTER THE STORY ARE TWO KINDS

OF QUESTIOS." t, ;

READ THE SAMPLE STORY OUT LOUD WHILE YOU. READ IT TO

YOURSELF:

"THE BULLDOG FANS WERE WORRIED. THE SCORE WAS, ED IN THE

LAST MINUTE OF AN IMPORTANT BASKETBALL GAME. SUDDENLY ONE

PLAYER SAW AN OPENING.' HE DUCKED THROUGH AND'TOOK A SHOT
AT THE BASKET. THE BALL BOUNCED:ONTHE RIM THEN DROPPED
THROUGH THE BASKET. CHEERS AROSE FROM ONE SIDE OF THE GYM,

IAND GROANt AROSE 'FROM THL OTHER., THEULLDOGS HAD WON THE
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"THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS YOU TO DECIDE WHAT THE STORY IS
MAINLY ABOUT. THERE ARE 4 CHOICES. CIRCLE THE N BER OF THE

PHRASE THAT TEW BEST WHAT THE STORY IS MAINLY ABOUT."

YOU CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE PHRASE THAT TELLS -WHAT THE SAMPLE;
STORY IS MAINLY ABOUT.

YOU SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED NUMBER 2. THE STORY IS ABOUT HOW /

THE BULLDOCS.WWTHE-GAME.

"AFTER THE QUESTION ARE SOME SENTENCES. IF THE SENTENCE MEANS

THE SAME THING AS' PART OF THE STORY, CIRCLE THE WORD 'SAME.'
IF ANY PART OF THE SENTENCE MEANS SOMETHING DIFFERENT FROM T E
INFORMATION GIVEN IN THE STORY, CIRCLE THE WORD 'DIFFERENT.'"

YOU'READ THESE 3 SENTENCES AND CIRCLE SAME OR DIFFERENT.

FOR SENTENCE 1, YOU'SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED SAME. WE KNOW

THAT IT IS THE LAST MINUTE OF THE GAME AND,THAT A PLAYER
--TOOK A SHOT. AT THE BASKET.

FOR SENTENCES,' YOU SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED SAME. WE KNOWTHAT,
THE BALL WENT THROUGH-THE BASKET,*AND IT MUST HAVE BEEN .T E

BULLDOGS WHO SCORED, BECAUSE THEY WON.

FOR SENTENCE D, YQU SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED DIFFERENT. SOME'

PEOPLE CHEERED BUT'OTHER PEOPLE GROANED.

ARE tHERE ANY QUESTIONS?
, st,

THERE ARE 4 STORIES WITI QUESTIONS LIKE 'MESE. DO ALL 4

STORIES. IF YOU FINISH EARLY. THERE IS AN,EXTRA.EXERCISE,AT

THE END ,THAT YOU CAN YOU WANT' I

. . .

...-.

As the students work,)circulate%iNkkure they.read the stqry then ark :o5,

their answers_correctly. Give eve*Oia'chanc,e-to. finish if /possible.

Let thoSe who fiRish-earlydo otherIWt work,--if they kirt. /Encourage. .=1 '1

students to keep working. As..most ha -finished, say:.

.,
.L
r P

kit

O

WHENMU HAVE FINISHED, DCLOtEgHE BOOKLET AND I WIL-Lk

COLLECT 14 °

1

Collect thdqmoklets as,students fin
f
i

,

sh., Be sure ihdt-full name, tea er's

name, and school are reeor, d. r 3

THAT'S ALL FOR TODAY. THANK4YOP! <
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Changes for POSTTEST:

Change the opening speech to:

GOOD, ORNING. YOU PROBABLY REMEMBER A COUPLE WEEKS AGO YOU
DID SOME READING EXERCISES. WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO HELP US
AGAIN, BY DOING SOME OF THE EXERCISES OVER AGAIN. SOME OF°
THEM MAY SEEM EASIER THIMMEAND SOME MAY NOT. DON'T WORRY

al'ABOUT WHAT YOQ DID BEFORE. JUST THINK.ABOUT THE BEST ANSWER
FOR EACH QUESTION. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU WORK CAREFULLY.

NOW I WILL PA-OUT THE4ORK,BOOKLETS.. ON THE COVER PAGE,
'PRINT YOUR NAME, FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME, YOUR SCHOOL, AND
YOUR TEACHER'S NAME.

1

Make no secret of the fact that the test is the same. But encourage the
students to do their best work this second tithe. Ask them to help us out,
and stress that itis important that they work catefully, even though
they've done it before.

The test itself is given basically the same way. Sin e the students are
familiar with the'format, it should be possible t through the examples
more quickly. If the students seem to understand, leave out any dis-

. cussion of the correct answer. But make sure students mark the example
properly. For example, on page 1 you could say:

LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE: MARY WORKED HARD QN HER ENGLISH
CIRCLt THE WORDS YOU THINK COULD BE USED TO FILL THE BLANK.

YOU
t

SHOULD HAVE CIRCLED TWO WORDS -- STORY AND PAPER.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

Resist the temptation,to skip the examples entirely. There are subtle
changes in the instructions, and tt is important that the students know
exactly what to do. Try to keep moving through the test, so that, some .

students don't get ahead-of the rest, particularly in the first 4 sections.

ti

A
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Introduction to -the Unit

Thjs,ExperimentailTeaching Unit is intended, fp give students some
practice in important reading'ski115. There are,three sections to the
unit, each of which-deals with slightly different skills.

-7 ,

For each section the following things are included in this packet:
-

-(1) a brief overview of the skill area
(2), a ltst of performance objectives for the students
(3) a set ofsaTple ihstructional materials (you may use those included,

select some from another source, or create your own)
4 suggestions ogf ways to use'the materials and on other related

activities.

Your4students will be bOth pre-tested and post-testedbon the objectives
listed in each section. Individual student, scores on the pre-Aest will be

'':provided for you.

Ple about 40 minutes a day on work related to these objectives.,
Thismean'sthat any one, student who is Working on unit'activities should
spend no more than about 4;0 minutes total during the day.,

There are many different ways of organizing the materials and,of re-
lating one objective to another. Many exercises can be plahned to cover more
.than one objective. If you wish, objectives from different areas can be in-
cluded in the same lesson. We are interested in the variety of ways to teach
these reading skills. You may teach as much Of the unit toas mapy of your

'students as you'wish, and in any manner you. choose.'

As much as possible, please keep track of what materials and activities
you use to teach the unit. To help you do this, please follow these pft-
ceddres'

( ) Each of the three septions in the ETU 4p. composed of a set of in-
structional objectives.
a) For each section, select ,the objectives-you [Wan to use.

(b) Arrange the objectives in the order in which you plan to use'
them and plice the appropriate number in the space pr6ided.
(You will use this number-to-,identify each objective on your
teaching record, eAd-this be ore you begin-the unit.)

'(2) Use the Dail eacffing Record, to keep track of the instructional
objec a and the mSterialsor activities you focug on Oath day.

At the end of the unit we would like to get information from you on
lgestion's, like:.

,(1) .What materials did you use,(either from the packet or of your own
devisin 'g)?

(2) In, what order, were objectives and materials used?
(3) Which materials/activities worked well and which less well?

. (4) What was. the reaction of the children to the unit`?
.(5) What procedures did you use to teach different objectives?-j

We hope you, as teachers, will feel free to try out different approaches
to teaching this unit.

289.
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Overview of Skill Areas

This unit is designed to improve a,student's eading comprehensicr `by
increasing his understanding of the'way language w rks. The purpose o \written
language is to communicate a message. The most tm ortant task of the reader
is to figure out the underlying meaning of: what is written. -To do this,'he
must go beyond the decoding of individuallwords and deal with laiTer..sunits.
At this' stage, a competent reader does not remember every word-exactly as
it is written. 'He may not even eaevery word.: What he does get is the
"gist," the underlying meaning,of what he reads:

To.improve reading for meaning, the student is introduced to the concept
of paraphrase. A particular idea can be state6 in a number of different-ways.
The external form of the message can change as sentences are' rewritten, but
the underlying meaning stays the same. This concept of paraphrase,is applied
at three levels: (1) different words can be used to represent thellape'con-
cept (synonyms); (2) sentences can be rewritten to express the same idea; s

and (3) paragraphs or stories have a Major topic and can contain ideas written
'in differept.ways.

o

' Another section of the unit gives the student practice in using context
clues. As a sicilled reader prpcesses a sentence, he uses 'his knowledge of
language to make predictions about what words will appear. By integrating

' words into the larger unit of the sentence or paragraph, the reader can
decode wordswith a minimum of visual cues. He relies on the redundancy of
language to, fill in additional features.

2 9 0
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Record'eeping

It is important to the study for us to find out how different people
.

go about teaching this, unit. We would like you to help by keeping records
as you teach thieunit. Record,feepingis often time consuming; buffwe hopes .

these procedures will be,convenient and not add.too much to the normal demands
preparatiorrf Please do the following:

1. You have numbered the instructional objectives in the order'in
which you introduce them. Place the numbers on the'linu to the
left of -the objectives. (Note: The-fact that you number objectives
consecutively 'does not mean that you have to complete work on one
objective before moving to another.)

2. For each teaching day, record information about time'and,students
taught. Use the form labeled "Time Record." .

3. For each teaching,day write a brief description of the day's
activity. Use the "Daily Teaching Record' form. Please be sure
yOu inoluded,the following things in your description:

a. Objective covered;
b. Materials used; °

c. Activities or ways of using materials.

If you use materials or activities from the packet you can refer
to them by the identification number. (Materials are identified 1
by page, in the upper right hand corner. Activities are identified"
by the number to the left of the'paragraph description.) . .

You may fill Out the "Daily Teaching Record" either before or after
the actual lesson. If you fill it out before, please note any ,

changes you made during the actual 'teaching, also record the
general pupil reaction to the lesson. Use the spaces labeled:

Changes while teaching.
Pupil response,

Youcan also use the sectionfabeled "Additional Comments" to
make comments about the lesson. If possible, please save a copy
of any work sheets you make up.

e.

?

N.
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NAME 1-5
-1

: DATES

START

DAY # 1

TIME RELORD,

STOP STUDENTS WORKED MITH*
.1"

DAY # 2

DAY # 3

DAY # 4

DAY # 5

V.
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START STOP

I -.6

STUDENTS WORKED WITH*

DAY # 6'

.

.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4'

.

.. .

.
.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

DAY # 7

,
,

i

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,50

DAY '#.8
n
i

IF

.

.

0

4

.

e
S.

.

0

6 0

.

J.

;

.

s

5

0.

,

a

1

.

.

..,..7

.

s

.

DAY # 9

.., .

.

.

.

.....,

.

. .

.

,

.

. ,

,

a

1..

..
.

...

,

.

[

.
0.

DAY #, 10

I

a

1

.

,

.

.

. .

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

_

,

.

.1

.

.

.

6

m

* If you work with the entire class, write "entire class". If you work with'a

,suUset of-t4e class,-write Ate student's names.

1 5
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Objectives:

Mater.' ,a1 s/Acti vi ti es :

Changes.While Teaching:

-

Pupil Response:

Additional Comentst:

. <

NAME

DAILY .TEACHING RECORD

.DAY ,
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Context Clues

,

..

This entire section deals with the child's ability to recognize ancr,*
use context clues in sentences or, in paragraphs. The child
context clues to predict miss-ling parts of thesentende'or par graph.'
These exercises draw on the. child's knowledge gf language patterns
and focus attention on the cohOence and predictability of language.
The number of words which can fit in any blank is limited by the

''.surrounding context.
1

The contex,t clues may be of different types'-- sometimes a single .v.ord,

sometimes a phrase or two, and sometimes the general "sense" of the.
paragraph. The child should.be able tb,useithele context clues to fill

-

blanks from a set,of alternatives or by generating his ownowords. Finally,
the child should be able to identify the specific parts of.the sentence
or paragraph, the context clues, which helped him fillsa blank.

Objectives.:

Given a ,blank in ksentence or paragraph:

,-the child can choose a correct word to fill the blank (only one alter-
natfve correctkbased_on context clues. / . .

the child can indicate the parts of.the context which helped him make
his choice.'

O

the Child can choose the acceptable alternatives to fill a blank (more
than one alternative, acceptable), based on context clues.

the:child can generate an a eptable word to fill a blank, bated.on
context clues.

Given several blanks in a.sentence or paragraph:

the child.can generate acceptable words to fill the lickt.;.based on
context' clues.

the child can indicate the parts of. thecontext which helped hiffalike
his choice (including other. blanks). 4

.

the child can choose acceptable words the blanks (moYe than
one alternative acceptable per blank), based on context clues.

° the child can choose the correct words to fill the blanks (only one
alternative acceptable per blank), based on context clues:

2 9 S



Working with Words'in a Sentence:

.1. Give children several' sentences with one our two single-word blanks.
Provide choices ,of words to, fill each blank. Ask the childrenfto

. select the word or words which. are appropriate to fill the blahk.

Sometimes one of the choices mayte clearly the best word to fill the
blank, (See materials pages 103 and 104.) Other times more than one
of the chices,might be acceptable. (See pages 101 and102.) 0)iscuss
with the students how they chose.a word to fill the blank. Have
them read the sentences aloud trying out both correct and incorrect
choices.

Give children several sentences with one or two single-wird blanks.

IsORthem to think up an appropriate word to fill each blank. (See
pages 105 - 107,.),' Later, discuss the variety ofchoicei and the clue
words that led 6 their choices.

3. Work through with the Class some sentences which have definite clue
words. (See.page 105.) Ask the children what would happen if a .
major clue word were changed.- What if the word "bat" in sentence 2
were changed to "ball" or "net" or "raquet"?' What if "car" in
sentence 3 were changed to "man" or "robber" or "horse" or "cat"?
These sentences,'whidh were written by fifth graders, provide good'
sentence frames for exploring the interrelationships of:worain
sentence.

4. Have children write their own sentences. leaving a single-word blank
The object is to write the sentence so 'the answer is- obvious. Writ`

of sentence gets ;5 points if children are ab.le to fill in the blank
the first.time. Discuss clue words drawn upon to be able to fill
Jh.the blank appropriately.. .

5. Using sentences with a blank and the first letter of the missing wor
ask children 'to list words that might fit in the blank. Allow them
to discover that they needed to look at-thelirst letter as well as 1
the context clues:

Example': Markt enjoys feeding the c

'Why would don be incorrect?

'Continue by inserting the last letter:
Which word could now be correct? Would citfTe be correct? Why?

296 , (
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<' 6. ;Give children sentences with one'blank where it is obvious that a.
particular form of-wtrd is required.

Example: The walked slowly.

A.noun response is required inhis example.

When I.' by, I laughed at the dog.

k

P,

In 'this example, a

a particular' form

they will,work as

7. DiSCOS such words
to read the word.
the clue word to 1

Partial list of

pass

passes

passed

particular form of;verb.is requi ed. Discuss why
of word isrequired. -Try others to discover if

as "wind." Put wind on.We oard. AsIc children

What happened? Ate it in a sentence.* What is
et us know if it is windor wind?

hotographs: close, lead; object,Oresent, read,
row, record, separate, tear, wound;
live, bow, content, dove, excuse,
?rouse, sow, use -

8. Ask children to look at analogies. ,(See page 109 of materials.)
-Working together decide the appropriate-word_for the 040. Discuss.
-the relationship that led the children to puke the correct response.

Write on the board:

The
r

Ask children each to add one word to the sentepce that would:make
sense. L6'aving this expanded sentence on the board, graseldoctor
and find out if any other word would still make sense in their
sentence. Why? Why not? Try erasing other words -and making sub-

stitutions. If you change one word-, does that make other changes
necessary? What clue words didkyou draw on for your substitutions?

doctor

10. Context cluescanbe used by the reader to help define new words.'
Have the student read a sentence containing a difficult or unknown

word. What must the word mean so that the sentenct.makes sense? .

(See materials -pages 115 and 116.)

1

11. Sentences with nonsense words an be used to context Clues.
What is the meantng of the underlined word in th' is sqptenegj

f

. Seven yelloW flee6les grew in the garden.

. 4 .
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Working with Words in a Paragraph:

.

-

15.rliVe each child a copy of a paragraph with Wanks. Ask themto fill
in.the blanks to make their story the most interesting.' Later, meet

. with this same group of children and share responses and reasons for
making such responses. Draw on the idea that several different

.

respontes do Indeed' make sense while making our language fun and
interesting. Discuss how some blanks have.several possibi'l'ities
'while some have few. Why? (See matSrials'page 111.) Notice that
information from surrounding sentences must often be used to decide
on the worths, For blanks near the end of a paragraph;',- the context

may lead up-to that blank., For other blanks, the context after the
blank may need to be considered to select the best word.

4

16. Give each child a paragraph withblanks.. These blanks should have
one possible answer. Let children discover Mitt.' they meet again
Tit everyone has the same answer. Discuss why. "What .were the clue
orlis? (See materials' page 113.)

7
17. Ask children to write their own paragraphs leaving some words blank..

Meet with same group, chooselpartneis and exchange papers. Partner
will-then fill in,blanks. Meet again and discuss why some blanks

4 had several possibilities while some had only one: Didyou change.
the meaning of the author's intentions?

18. Read a story with repeated language patterns. Are there some
cases where you "expect" a specific word to appear? . Try "Sody.
SallyraYtus", from Sounds of a Young Hu9ter by Bill Martin, Jr.

19. Most of these exercises have to do With predicting content words --
-nouns, verbs, or addpetives. An even more predictable part of

. language is the fundtion words. Take a passage, delete the function
words, and let the students fill them in. How many choices did they
find for different blanks?

20. Sometimes a student can read and understand'a patsage even when words
-have been deleted The skilledreader.gets the general meaning with-

. out needing each word. Or,he fills in the words front context
automatically, without thinking about it. Using material's pages 118,
ask the students,to read through 'the whole Story quickly and figure
out what is doing on. Go back and fill in the blanks only if the
student needs help.

298
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'21. Give the studentS a copy of a paragraph with -some words changed so

lbthey.do not fit inthe context. (See materials page 117.) Have
the students read the passage to answer the main idea questions.
Then ask them if theyjloticed'anything wrong with the passage.

. Sometimes good readers will not notice mistake's because they auto:.
matically correct them to fit the contexts "(This is a good sign,

and shows how the process of reading works.) Sometimes mistake4 are

obvious because the word just doesn't fit the context. Can the

students find and correct 6.Mistakes on page 117? .

22. Read a variety of paragraphs which are descriptive, expository, or
.active in nature. Lead children to .discover the types of words

they would expect to find -in each of the paragraphs. Build 4n the

language patterns found in each paragraph. What kinds of words--
are used to evoke a particular feeling?

.-

Ire
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` Games:

25.

26.

0

27.

Sr.

28.

29.

1-13

Aw ..
.

Child thinks 6f a person or thing. He givet one-word clues to the
other children about his word. Object is to guess the word in as
few clues as possible. After theyord has been guessed, write on-the
board what the children feel to be the most important clues. ,

Open -Endedlame Board

Child draws a card containing a sentence with a single-word
blank and choices of words to fill the blapk. He must choose,
the correct word before he may move. Answer key=shoUld be
available so answers may be checked.

Tic-Ttc-Toe

Child draws a card containing a sentence with a single-word,
blank.' He must give the Correct answer before placing his.
°X" or "0".

Form two teams. The first player on each ,team walks to the board
and writes a word for his team. Each member of the team, ib turn,
adds a word to the sentence that the first player:started.* The ti -

added word must be the next word .in the sntence and it Must snake
sense. The first team to complete an intellisgible :sentence.ih-which
each player has added'a word is thawinner, If each team has 8 to
10 players, the children will have to think up fairly complex
sentences.

4

Choose. any story for children. One child reads the story stopping
''frequently at some point where the next word seems obvious-Other'
children attempt to fill in:the word. Ifseveral give the correct
word together, all gain-a point. Child to score highest number of
.correct words is'the winner and the next.reader: ;

>
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Sometimes a tot,.

1-14

humswhen you' spin it.

yo-yo dog top dryerti,

..

r

When the painter finished his Work, he stopped to admire his'

. sang 'creation book pain'ting,

Farther dug a big in- 'the backyard.

hole' tree pit water

Throughout the ...Oars,

facts about air.
I

scientists have discovered certain

. silly strange important unktwn

Our short-cut took us the thickest part of the woods.:

into thrOugh around under

, .

fightly water. weed. jump,

your garden for you:.

C

panny cannot understand how money.disappears -so ,

slow easily quickly

. He went to the for a swim:
0

. w

swimming lake sunny
, f
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.
4., 1. People who 1 pets should 4 2 ', them. carefully.

.4

take train'

own watch.

exchange treat

2. 'When Ed was given 1 for the day's work, he felf he -had been 2

(1) (2)

-only a quartet cheated

fifty dollars underpaid

only a dime overpaid

3. The 1 in my

(1)

ink -

leas&

chalk

broke..

4..4-.4-, , -1,i, 4,-. &"'

(2)

pencil

p- eril

hand

4: There were 1 ii th6city 2 .

green

elephants

duck,§!

, 302
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1. The, repairman doesn't know to whomthii TV set belongs.

confident happy confuted'

2. Mr: Evans needed the of each citizen i'n ibis clean-up drive.

suppose support suspense

3: When the town grew larger, ihe:number of stores

stayed the ,same decreased increased
.

t

4. The pline is capable of speeds greater than the

speed speak speech

5. Julie accidentally stuck her finger with a

3.4r, . thread

6. Good food, exercise, andrest are

of sound.

for good health.

necessary unimportant interesting

7. If you break any of the rules, you will be

rewarded punished excused

8.
,

he crowd.

seats . trees ropes

had been placed around the playing field to hold back

A
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sy

The (1) tried to separate. the (2) from her

colt, but couldn't keep them apart.

(1) (2')

teacher pupil

cowboy -cow

father horse

2. John had no love for ; he especially disliked (2)

(1) (2)

auto repair drying dIshes

housework` clean

,

dirty wearing-shoes

3. The ,44.) worked hard to remove All traces of ',(2) - from

the city.

(1)

lawyer

door

teacher

(2)

disease
,

garbage

safety

4. Daniel Boone realized that the.Irdians were becoMing (1)

trouble was (2) .
.

- \

(1) (2)

hostile impossible

friendly likely

tired . winning

3041
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1. Susan looked, at the moon and
i, c**

2. I like to play

3. The car away.

4

in the sky.

becau§e you get` to ,use a bat.

4.. You can tell what timeit is if you look at the

.5. ram going to' go end catch some fish for niymother.

6. Mother went the

, ' .,1 k 40,444.- ,4

to buy groceries..

7. ,The sky is& and cloudy.

-8. We ran -out of -.. It's a good thing there was a

gas near by.

9. MY barks when try to break

into Our liO.use.

305
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1. I'll , if ydu will le d the way.

2: Go -tethe to check ou the books you need.

1
qs

3.. The white duck led her six baby to. the pond for their

fi rst

.,
.

4. The sleepy child soon went to

51 The noise 'out the sound of -ki..i_yotge.

- .

. One spring, the' overflowed- its banks.

,

A

7. Harry fell into thee. and his clothes got

$. The ten-year Old 'OH had a

on it.

_7-

. cake with ten

9. The bites of food were too for the baby to Chew.

10. She wore 'a blue belt of around her

A

.30e.
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I sit at my in §chool.

2. I was very at my mother.

3. 'The quarterback threw a long to the receiver.

4. L was r c because the robber had a gun.

5. There is a of the United States in our room.

6. Matt has a temper.

7., At the pool, I likeito jump off the high

8. The man looked but he was a crook.

9. Larry was cold-because he had lost his



1. It is c° ,outside today.

;§

-2. Ask the team members to. m

The two big roosters had a f

A

here after school.

0 ,

4. The king will r over the entire kingdom.

5. The b on our car need tightening so we can stop a dime,

6. A dogIstispected of having r is observed for 10 days:

7. I eat lots, of bread and j f

,

8. The ball r down the hill.

308
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% .

1. Sky is to airplane as.' is to boat.

.>-2. Colt is to horse as- is, to ,cat.

3: Hand is. to glove as is to shoe.

4. Finger i,s to as is to foot.

5.- Horge is to stable As dog is to

6. Umbrella is to rain as _jacket. is to

7. Paw is to dog as claw ,is to

8. fi 'to sailor as spaceship is to astronaut:'

9. Wind is to sail boat as

A1/4

is to car)

- 10. 13u11et is to rifle as is to launching pad. 'C-
4,

11. Car is to road as is to track.

. 12. Moon is to earth - as earth is to

'

13. Piano is to music as pencil ,is to

309
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1. I went to; the and saw lots of.animals. One of them

.

was a lively little monkey. He swung around with the other

`Then we went and saw the birds. They were all ver the

place. We even, had to duck, our

4'
'2. Whenever. we hear-the word "Pirate," we can just imagine what he gooks

like. He is a big,' man. A jagged red scar crosses

his

°
4, 7.-

.

Q
,,,,

and disappears into his long; buShOmlard -A:

.
,

016d-brimmed' hat shields one steel -blue, eye from the blisteririOldt a.

sun. A black

.

covers the other

He has either a peg for a or a°hook in place of a hand. In his wide(

belt is a large pistol., a

.
sword, and a knife. Other.

'

him and do what he wishes.

310
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.,
/ ,

, .,.
,

1. Saturday we went to Santa Cruz. There we cooked ourldinner. Nov
s-

tt,

parents slept. in the camper and so dad my littlest bl.other. MI

other and I slept in'a pup .

It looked small -from the outside, but when I got in it seemed very

was- a dog

.o .

,

We brought 2 of our dogs because Sunday there

Then we came

4 After the dog show we went swimming.

.

,2. Once I was walking down the and saw an apple
Si

4

tree with big red . It was very

someone came out and

. As I was eating my

_ a rock at me and-

"Get out of my . So I told him I was.

and walked over to my best house and ate
-

over there and

It was very much

311
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I. In
A
a few , the sound of the river increased to a dee

t

. . ,,.._

. roar. ,Rapids were ahead'. The' men in the .boats began to
i' .

1r
1

The'riVer swept around a bend. The water dashed and swirled about a tugh

boulder. The men grabbed the of'their

, . -and hung-on as their boats were flung like matchsticks through the-

0

-

water.. Soon the boats were full of

but *e watertight Compartments kept them afloat and their

tr.dry.

- ,

2. The prisoner started to run like the . The Indian waste_

right on his heals. Suddenly, out by the chase, the .

prisoner stopped and = around.. The 'Indian Was so

that-his own weary legs failed --him.- e stum4led and

. -The prisondr was on himrin a

" 0

The knife intended for the went into.the warrior

instead.
.,1

IL. 0
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J

Tom's eye lighted upon the log table in front of the fireplace. He

had never dreamed that one table could hold so many good things to

At one end, there was -atblue bowl piled high with

4

a mountain bf snowy, white - .11At the other end of the

4 two_fat, brown pointed

drumsticks into the air. There were loaves' of still

warm from the , dishes of cheese, bowls of applesauce

and good yellow turnips. Best of, all were the golden-brown apple

- A r

. 2. John slid into a bleacher seat and looked down'at the baseball

The grass had never looked so on TV. Then he looked

across at the other bleachers. Blueand white pennants fluttered in the

air. Boy Scouts iqtreen uniforms together in a bunch.

Ladies in red and yellow and blue sunhats bobbed their heads as they talked

and watched., And up- and..' . the rows marched men in white

. ,' 4

aprons They had dogs and drinks to

31
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7'1. Sometimes you"can see water bubbling out of,a rock. The water comes'

from a spring under the rock. Most spring water is cool, but when

it ONES from deep inside the earth, spring water may be hot. -These

springs 'are called hot springs. If bits of)minerals from under-

-ground'rpas mix in, the water, these springs are called mineral

springs.

.

) 1 .

The little colt was frightened, for straight at him came the great

gray wolf. The colt was strapped against a rocky wall. He_wheeled

araund, but there was no escape. The' wolf came closer. In a flash

it would be all over. Intent upon tender victim, the wolf did

not hear the found of aunning horse behind him. The colt's mother

was coming to rescue him in the nick of time.

a
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1. The smog made the day so gloomy thatwe could hardly see the buildings on
the other side of the river.

dark

quiet

.windy

2. 'Gene's reflection in'the pool wat,so clear that he could see the freckles on
his face ad the checks on his shirt.

image

shadow

thoughts

3. Dr.'Martin usuallyPgives a very thorough examination. ',She likes to check
everything -to be sure that you're in good health.

-fast

complete

painful

4. The Villagers bought the produce that the farmers hadtqown.

animals

milk

food .

5. The huge crane was able to hoist the heavy packages onto the ship.

)

e
315
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1. A ferocious lion can kill animals that are larger and faster that it Is: 4-
fierce

tame

weak

n ' ,

.2. The speaker talked on and-on. He was so loquacious that after his talk
there wasWt'any time lift for the other speeches.

interesting

talkqtive

boring

3.* Rain fell for several'days, When it finally stopped, the ground was
completely saturated.

soaked

dried

sandy

4. He was a fireman, but among'his avocations were collecting'stamps and
building model ships.

5. Ted did the same thing every day, and the monotony of his work bored him.

4
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How has San Frahcisco Changed?

C-

At one time, San Francisco was a small sleepy village in

Colorado., Few people'lived'in'iiiiEbmmunity. Few ships came to

its fine house, and fur prhucts came into the village or were

taken away from it.

'Then gold was found in a place not far away. the "Gold Rush"

began. Thousands of people came to San Francisco. They needed

food, clothing, tools with which to play, and many other thingi.

The sleepy village became a small but busy city.

A few years later, much Of.the gold was gone. Many people left

San Frandisco but some stayed on. They le4rned to farm the land,

to use trees for lumber, and to make a living in other words.

Products weresept to San Francisco to be shipped out. It did-not

become a ghost town. It grew. into i'great bay.

6
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On Saturday Robert and I -aimed down into the canyon. When we were

the bottom, Robert started poking in bushes with .a stick..
+ "Here it is," he said:

And right there, sticking ofthe ground, was - biggest bone

I ever seen. We dug at the bone with sticks, but couldn't

budge it. Finally, when I about to cgllapte, Robert said, "The

ground's hard."

. "No kidding," I told

v

-Wer-stood for a while; then I got idea. house was

right above us. So I said, "If I drop hose down , we can soak

ground until soft.

I

I climbed the canyon wall to get _ hose. It didn't quite reach
...

bone, but - __came close . -'llobert climbed partway up the cliff
.*. .

and caught .end the ,hose. I turned on water' and let run_
for more ten minutes. When I. got back , things were muddy but .

bone loose. We had it out five minutes.

"Wow! Look it!" I to 'Robert. "-It must be a dinosaur bone!
a

Look how:big it is!"

31.8
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Paraphrase
(Words and Sentences)

, The smallest unit of paraphrase is the single word. Particularly for
basic concepts, more than one word often. exists to express the concept.
Such synonyms apilfast," "quick," and "rapid" are an example of paraphrase.

It is at the level of the sentence that the concept of 'Paraphrase is
most often applied. Sentences can be rewritten so that the same idea is
stated-in different ways. These changes can be made by substituting words
or by changing the order of the words,or by combining both types of changes.

This Section of the unit should increase the child's skill at recognizing
and producing differentstatements,of the same idea. The child should also
recognize t some differences change the meaning of the sentence:

Gblecti s :

Given a sentence with a word underlined, the child can choose a'
correctsynonyt from a set of alternatives.

Given a sentence with a word underlined; the child can generate'an
acceptable synonym for the designated word.

The. child can recognize that two sentences have the same meaning ,

1itriv

when different words are used (synonyms')

. when the order of the words is changed

when- different words are used and the order is changed

The ch114-canfrecognize that tWo.sentences have a different meantng

when different words are used

when the order of,the_words is changed"

*\.

when different words are used and the order is changed

The child can identify the parts of the sentence' that helped him
make'his decision.

Given a Sentence, the childc.can write another sentence with the same
meaning by:.

substituting synonyms

changing the word order

substituting synonyms and changing the word order

r
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Words:

30.rite some sentences on the board, and underline a critical word in each
sentence. Ask pupils to think of a sYnpnym for each underlined word.
You could also list possible choices of words below each sentence and
ask the child to choose the most apprbpriate word as a synonym. (See
materials page 150.) .

31. List pairs of words on the board, some of which are synonyms, and some
of which are antonyms: Have the students Choose Which pairs are synonyms.
Or scramble the word pairs and have children draw lines between synonym
.word pairs. (See materials page 152.).,

32. Most workbooks have exercises whith:pertain to sYnonyms. You could refer
to these for finding appropriate synonym pairs.

33. Put some'common words,on the bciard. Ask the students to write as Many °

synonyms as they can for each Word.

34. Look-fdr-wordsiOted often by writers as synonym, For initance; in
'newspaper spbrfS rep rts, what wordi are usedqbr "win" or "lose"?

35. Extend the concept of-synonyms to words which are used to.refer to the
same condbpt within the context of a story. Pronouns are used in this wag. .

Also, general words are- used to stand in-for more specific words. In a
Utory about Nancy, she might be referred o as "the gir).' (See materials
page 151;)

36.*Ask the children to each read a differe paragraph and chobse 10 key
words. , Ask' them to write synonyWs for'e h of the 10 woeds.and make a
crossword puzzle. Exchange papers with a iend and solve the puzzle.

37. Play "Concentration" using synonyms. Player m t match a word eard with
another card which has a synonym of the first wo d.

320
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Sentences:

r,

1

51. 'Show the children a simple line drawing. Ask them to write a sentence
describing what they see in the picture. (This should be a simple
description, not an elaborative story.) W'ite on the blackboard the
sentences given by different children. Did they all describe the same
thing? Did they all say things the same way? Discuss the different
ways of saying the same thing.

52. Put a sentence on the board. Ask the children how the sentence could
be changed and still say the same thing. The lesson could focus on
'substituting words (synonyms), or on changing word order or both. See
the Bill Martin textbook series for many good,sentencesU bezrearranged.
As sentence order is changed, help the children see that groups of words
always stick together (prepositional phrases, nouns with modifiers,
etc.). 'You might prompt for additional changes by asking the children
to change,partjcular words or by asking questions like "What if the

* sentence began with . .". Often exercises on rearranging sentences ,

product unusual or humorous "wrong" combinations.of words. Recognizing
such wrong combinations can be a fun type of language.play.

53. Divide the children into teams and give them a sentence with many possible
paraphrases. Ask the children to rewrite the sentence as many'ways as,
they can. ;Let the class judge if all the entries are acceptable. The
team that can write the most paraphrases wins the game.

54. Pick out a sentence and ask the children to-- :expand and/or contract the

sentence. What things can be left opt without changing the meaning?
What other things are known from the context of the story that could be
added to the sentence? The Bill Martin series gives examples of this

activity.

a

55. Take a set of related sentences, each with paraphrases. (See the racer
storys materials pages 230-233.) Printea4h sentence or paraphrase on
a separate-strip of'paper, then shuffle the deck. Ask the children to
sort the deck into sets of sentences which go together. The children can,
thenchoose one sentence from each set to make up the story. How many
different forms of .the story can be compiled? Which version do, the

children like best?



ere
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56. ke a group of sentences to which the children have written paraphrases.
ide the'sentences up into 2 sets, each of which contains one half of
sentence-paraphrase pair. Ask the children to match up each sentence

w t its paraphrase.

57. Take a et of famdus Sayings and restatements of °them in dyeinaryprose.
(See ma rials page 234.) Ask the children to match them 0. The childre

,might,.enJo adding to the list',

513. Let a gtouR of Aildren play the "gossip" game.' One p on thinks' up

a simple itory a tells it to the next person, who then urns around

and tells the sto to the person on the other side: c 'wren will probably

retell the story in hOr own words. This is a form of paraphrase.
Discuss with the children how some information gets lost or changed.

59. Using individual word cards, ask children to ariiange them in arsentence
which makes sense. Read aloud. Then rearrange words to discover that

some arrangements will not make sense-:--

Example: The boy boundbs the ball:

Discuss why "The ball bounICA the boy."ivould not be corredt.

60. Put a sentence on the board. Ask the students to r write the sentence,

keeping the same meaning but stating the idea in different words. (See

materials page 240.)

6l. Have the children read a key sentence\And sever possible paraphrases of

that sentence. Some sentences thould, be accep able paraphrases and others

should cRange the meaning of the key sentence. Have the students write

SAME or DIFFERENT to Indicate whether or.not it is an ecceptable paraphrase.
.(See materials pages 235-237.) 1
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'1. Nancy is very generous ylith her books. She has lent me several of them
whenever -I asked to borrow them.

comfortable

unselfish

happy
4

2. The sign had so many arrows that drivers were often confused by-it and 0.

didn't knowwhich road to take.

relieved

aided

mixed up

3. As he walked to-school, Mark had the germ of an idea for the science
project.

.

end

,beginning

4 mistake

4. I regret that I must decline the invitation.

accept

keep

refuse

5. The rock climber was exhausted when, he reagied the top of the mountain.

r

weary

bored

excited

323
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This story is about someone named Tom. Underlifie all the:words in the itOrS,
that are used to mean Tom. : (Hint: look for 6) ',.

Tom's eye lighted upon the log table in front of the fireplace:

He had never dreamed that one table couldliold so many good things

to eat. The boy looked longingly atithe plates Of coOkieq and the s
juicy red apples: At the other end of the table, he saw two fat

brown chickens. Quickly he sat down ,at.the table and filled his plate.

1 ,

Qom' o

This story tells about the action of rocks falling. Underline all the words
in the story at are used to mean falling.

Suddenly John's head jerked u0. It began to sound as though the

whole world was tumbling down toward him. Rocks had brokin loose

and were hurtling down. It was a rockslide! Whole trees from

above and'huge luMps of rock were plunging downward. It:was as though

the entire world was falling down, and only he was left.' He was

along on a, huge mountain of rock.

'324
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All by himself Jack had built a racing car to enter in. the race.

To-ehlir the race, Jack had put together a racing car all by
himself.

Without any help, Jack had built a racing car to enter in the.
race.

All by himself Jack had bought a racing car to enter in the race.

S Jack tested the brakes on his long, low racing car and oiled the
wheels for the hundredth time.

ti

4

Jack oiled the brakes on his _long, lowracfng car and tested
the wheels for the hundredth ttme..,

Jack tried out the brakes on his long, lOW'racer And oiled the
wheels for the hundredth time'.'

'Jack repaired, the brakes on his small low racing car and oiled
the wheels for the hundredth time.

t
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Jack's heart began to pound as4le put on his football helmet and
pushed his racer. to the startireline.

As Jack put on his football helmet and pushed his racer to
the starting line, his heart began to pound.

With a pounding heart, Jack pushed his football helmet and
put his racer on the starting line.

Jack's heart started pounding as he placed the football helmet

A on his head and.pushed his racer to the starting line.

The crowd cheered as Jack leaped into the racer and started down
the hill.

The crowd cheered as Jack held on to_the racer and headed for
the hill.

The crowd cheered and started down the hill as Jack leaped into
the racer.

While the crowd shouted, Jack Jumped into his car and begarimoving
down the hill.

TO.
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O

Jack could hardly breathe as he whizied.down the steep hill..

Whizzjng,down the steep hill.tocl Jack's breath away.

Jack had trouble treathing as Ile walked up,the steep hill.

As he whizzed-downwthesteep hill, Jack could hardly breiihe.

Just as,the.yelling reached its loudest, Jack's racer shot over

the finish line.

As Jack's racer shot across the starting line, the yelling .

reached its loudest.

iust as the screams became the loudest;-Jack's racer zoomed

across the finish line.

As Jack's racer shot over the finish line, the yelling reached,

its.loudest.

st.

gki
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, -

*Stes

.

A stitch in time saves, nine. $ You have to keep moving and groWing**.
or'. you get moldy.

o

'.. A rolling-stone gatherspo moss. You like people more when you are
separated from them. z'

A bird in the hand is Arth'two in If you plan too ch on just one thing,
the bush. you may be rea y disappointed when

Wdoesn't wo, out.

lig
es,

.

Absence makes the heart grow If you take care of small problems,
fonder. you avoid big problems later on.\\

,Don't put all your eggs in one,
*basket.

Out of sight, out of mind.

O
'"

ti

41.

.4P.'

45,

You ,forget aboUt people when you don't
see them often. .

To have something ybd can count on is
better than to wait and hope forKgmore.
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As he piked thg car, he saw something strange.
---'"7-717

.(4/.\N0

.

7

4k

He saw something odd when.he parked the car.

While-parking.the car, he noticed something strange%

He found something weird as the par was parked.

When he saw something, the car was parked.

ia*..-"

Men and women whO enjoy making people laugh can go to the College,of
Clowns in Florida.

In Florida.men and women who enjoy making people laugh can go to-the

College of Clowns.

Men and women who can go to the College of Clowns in Florida enjoy
making people laugh..

4

Can men and women'who'enjoy making people laugh go to.the College
of gowns fn Florida.

'Hen, and women who laugh can e oy making people go to the College

of Clowns in Florida.
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Everyone stood staring as the rain doused the flames.

Everybody stood looking while the rain put outthe fire.

Everyone stopped staring as the rain quenched the fire,

All the people were frozen looking at the rain Stopping the fire.

Everyone peered quietly when the rain stopped the'flres.

The storm stopped as suddenly s it began.

As suddenly as it began, \the storm stopped.

As quickly as the storm stopped, it began.

The storm was finished as soon as it began.

No sooner,had the storm begun then it was finished.
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Have you ever thought about all the things thal,We do with the wood we
get from a forest?

4

What do we do with all wood weoget form "forest?

How many uses do we have for the wood we get from a forest?

Have you constdered all the things that we do with the wood from the
forest?

When we take wood from a West, what are all the things we do with
it?

.

When Icame out, George was there, leaning on afbig box. ,\

Leaning on a big box George was there when Ptcame out.

George was leaning on a big box when'I came out.

When I came out, leaning on a big box, George was there.

When I left, George stayed, leaning on a big box.
e

).
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1. Since Wally, a baby walrus, drank almost thette gallons of clams, cream
and vitamins everyday, she gained more than a pound'a day!

2. Bluebeard was a pirate who lived when America was ruled by a British king.,

. One night an old man took a short cut across a field on his way home.

4. We could see the valley from the windows.

5. A.new boy irl came to ,our school today.

6. Everything's turning brown because of the lack of rain.

4(
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Paraphrase
(Paragraph or Story)

be

the leiel,of the prose passage or story,'the concept of paraphrase
can be applied in fitio ways. An entire paragraph unit-can beliraphrased.
Just as a sentence paraphrase keeps the basic underlying meaning intact,
a good paraphrase of a passage keeps the important point and the main ideas
of the passage intact. Details of surface structure be changed,
but the essential meaning of the paragraph remens the same. The most,fun-
damental paraphrase is a:short summary which expresses the major topic and-
the important ideas of a passage.

The concept of paraphraie can 'also be'applied to a single idea with
' a passage. An important idea in, a passage can be expressed in different

ways. Sometimes information from different parts of a passage must be
integrated by the reader.to determine the underlying idea. The skilled

reader can pull together information:From different locations to-determine '(

,the topic and major ideas of a passage.' A reader who has understood a major
point of a passage will-recognize that idea later, even if it is expressed
in a different form. He will recognize' differences in-expression which change
the meaning of major points.

This.secticm of the unit gtves the student practice in identifying the
major topic and important ideas,of a passage, and in recognizing ideas from
a passage when they are stated in different fam,

4 a
Objectives:

4
6

'44he child can read a passage and identify the'majOr topic.
'41

The child can specify how the topic of a passage has been developed.

The child can read a statement based on an important idea from a
passage, and decide whether that statement is accurate.

when the statement Is an acceptable paraphrase

when the statement changes 'important elements,of the idea

The dhild can identify the parts of the passage which communicate
a particular idea.

when the idea comes from one sentence in the pasSage

When the idea comes, from several consecutive sentences

who the idea comes from different paits of the passage

334
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70. Have the student read a'short passage. Ask-him ,to figure out what the

passage is talking about. After he has finished reading, ask him to selett

a,,phrase which tells what the passage is mainly about. (See page 200 of
the materials.). "What the passage is mainly about" often has two parts.

First, the passage is about some topic concept. In most passages this topic..
concept is a person, place, or thing. :The story on page 200 is about hot
dog buns. A passage is' then built by giving Some kind of information about
the "topic concept. The kind of information given can often be described by
the question words -- who, what, where, wheni wily, how. The story 'on page

200 is about how the hot dog bun improved the hot dog. The important ideas
of a 'passage are usually those which elaborate th this information.

4.
71. Ha e the student read a short passage. Ask him to-figure out will/at

..the pas age is talking about. Aftei- he has finished ask hi r4 to

write e-a hrase which tells whet the passage is mainly about. The phrase -

ifibtrd i entify the topic concept and tell how it is developed:
4i .,
- *f`,,

_ .

72. Tall with the students about the different ways in which a topic can be

developed. What are the 'different things about a clock, for instance, that

people might be interested in knowing about? Let each student choose one
kind of information about clocks and write a paragraph-developing the topic
in chat way, Then have the students trade papers and decide what the passage

is. mainly abobt. A longer essay about the topic could be formed by putting
together the 'paragraphs written by different:students.

73. Take a .gassage and write each-sentence on e separate strip of paper.

(See page 208. of the materials.) Leta student sort the sentences into
groups accarding to what is being talked aboutrin each sentence', or according
to the kind of information about the-topic given in each sentence.

.74. Take _a! passage and number. each sentence. Have the ,child jdenti fy by

number all of the sentences which have to do with a particular topic,or gQie
a particular kind. of information. (See page 211 of the materials.)

75. ,Introduce the' children to basic concepts in outlining. The phrase

which tells what the passage is mainly about is a good major headittg in an

atline. Important ideas which elaborate on that topic can be expressed
as pointi.under the major heading. (See page 208, of.the-materials.)

= 76: A.moreextended &aline can be made by catnbining sections whtth give
differen'inds of information abaft the major 'topic. (See pages 202

through 206 of the materials.)

ti
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77. Have the children read a passage. Then give then, a' statement' wh,ich

,expresses an important idea from the passage. Have the student lOcate
the part of the p*ade thich gives them trat information,. They might
underline the appropriate parts of the Pagsage. (See page 212 of thet ,.4
materials.) '

. ' \
,

78. Have the students locate the part of a passage which communicates
an Important idea. Choose an'idea which is not exprfessed in' just one
sentence oithe wassage but comes from combining several sentences. The
sentences might occur one after another in -the passage or might be in

: ,sep rate parts of the passage. Help the ,students see how they have integrated
ih ormatiun to get the underlying idea. . 4v ,

79. Have the students re a passage. Then select" sentence .or a set
of sentences which expre a basic idea. Ask the children to paraphrase
the sentence( °s), to exp. the idea in other words. Be sure they

`includein the -paraphrase the important information,, particularly how the sentences ,

relate ,to the major topic.
,

r
80. Have the students read a pasiage. Then give them a statement based `-

* on an important idea in the passage.- Ask them whether-the statetenje gives
the same information as that in the passage (is an acceptable paraphrase)

^ or changes the information in the story. (See page 200-of the materials
and some of the others.) If the student *ides incorrectly, ask him to
find the part of tile passage which gives the information. Talk about,why

echanges are important to the meaning of the passage.
,

4
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Read the story carefully. After the story-are two kinds of questions.

When hot saus4ges4were first served at the New York ball park, they were.

lifted directly from thacboiling water and eaten without a bun. Customers

kept switching,them'frodl hand to hand to keep the hot sausages from burning

their fingers.

sausages began

liked his idea

Then, in
.

1904, at the World's Fair, one smart' man Who sold
X v

to wrap his sizzling hot dogs in bread rolls. Customers

because the rolls kept-them from burning their fingers. The

rolls als'o improved the taste, especially when the hot dogs were drenched

with' mustard, catsup, or relish. The fame of the hot dog in bun spread

40t

so rapidly that tit soon became one of America's favorite foods.

"''
This story is mainly about:

1. Who first used hot dog buns

'2. why hot dogs taste better with mustard
.1

3. how hot, dog buns imOrtived the hot dog

4. why the 'fame of the tiot dog spread rapidly

SAME , DIFFERENT At the World's Fair one smart customer got the idea
of wrapping his hot dog in a bun.

SAME

SAM

4

DIFFERINT' Buns improved the taste.of the hot dog.

DIFFERENT The bun was useful because it kept the hot dbrwarm.

1

6
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Read the story carefully. After the story are two kinds of questions.

`Music lessons are fun -- for same people. Wolfgang Mozart was one boy_who

couldn't wait start. When he was.three years old, he used to join in his

.older sister's lessons. And when he was five, he was making uphfs own music.

Some people didn't believe_that a little boy could write such beautiful music.

They thought it must be a trick. . They thought .,his father had written it. So
,

they tried an-experiment. They told Wolfgang to stay in a roomPa13 by himself

for-a w6ek. Somebody watched the room all the time to be sure that no one

talked to him. At the end of the week, he had written a-brand new piece of

music for the church choir: After that, people believed thatWOJfgang could

write, beautiful music.

his story is Mainly about

1. how petiole proved that,a littje'boy,cou1,0 write music

'2. why music lessons can be fun

3. how Mozart learned to writsoipurch music

4. how Mozart's father tricked people.

SAME DIFFERENT Mozart started playing the piano when he was 10°

SAME ,.DIFFERENT People talked to Mozart while he'was writing music to make
surte that he really. did it himself.

SAME DIFFERENT People finallrbelieved that Mozart could write muiic.

338
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What if you had a first name but"no last name? If Your first name

were Akajimabamaboo, everyone would know who you were, because probibly

no one else would have that name. But what if your first name were Bob

or Map'? There are so many people named Bob or Mary that everyone would

get confused.

A very long time ago that's the way it was. People had only one name.

As there got to be more and more people in the world it got harder and harder

(--

to tell them apart. 5o people began making up last names for themselves.

339
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1

This paisage is mainly about:

1. how many people are namie9bb

2. AS/ Akajimabamaboo is a good name

3. why people need last names

4. how people named Mary get confused

ti

SAME DIFFERENT People have always had first names and last names.

0
- ,

.

SAME, DIFFERENT If each person could havea different first name, we
wouldn't need last names.

SAMEN DIFFERENT

1

We need last names so we can tell people apart.

340.
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People chose last names in different ways. Sometimes in choosing a

ltst name aioan would think about the kind,of work he did. If he was a

cookl...he might say "Lam Tom, the cook." Or just plain Tom Cook. One

common last name is Smith, which is short for Blacksmith. A blacksmith is

a man who shoes horses and heat d pounds and bends iron to make things.

Today there aren't many blacksmit , but there are lots of Smiths in the

phone book.

Other people picked a last name that toldNabout the place where they

lived. Someone who lived on a hill could be called "Joe on the hill,"

or just Joe Hill. A Woman named Ann Lake probably comes from a family that

once lived near a lake.

4
a
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People chose last names in different ways.

Sometimes in chooSing a last name a raanliould think about the kind of
work he did.

. .

If he ,was a cook, he might say "I am Tom, the cook."

Or just plain Tom Cook.
I

One common last name is Smith; which is short for Blacksmith.

Pblacksmith is. a man who shoes horses and heats and pounds and.tiends
iron to make things.

Today there aren't many blacksmiihs, but there are lots of Smiths in
the phone back.

Other people picked a last -name that told ibot the place where they lived.

Someone who lived on a hill could be called "Joe on the hill," or
just Joe Hill:

A woman named Ann Lake probably .comes from a family that once liYed '-

near a lake.

o 4
<Nee
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This passage is mainly .about:
o

,l. where the name Smith'came from

2.; how people chose last names

3. why Tom was a good cook

4. how a last name came from the place a person lived in

SAME DIFFERENT A man might choose the name Smith to tell where he live/

SAME DIFFERENT A name like Tom Cook is another way of saying Tom,
the cook.

SAME DIFFERENT Someone might have picked the last name Lake to tell
where they lived.

Outline:

I.

A.

B.

ways people chose last names

names that tell the kind of work done

names thit tell where a person lives

,
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Many people have had festivals or celebrations at the beginning of

each season: The most popular ii a May Day festival to celebrate the

coming'of spring. The warmrweather and the sunshine make people glad to

get outdoors. Two interesting May Day festivals are thosp.of the English

and the Scandanavians.

The English celebrate May Day by electing 4 May queen. She was

chosen just before May Day in a special contest. -On' May Day she sat on

a platform.and waved and smiled at the crotd. Englishmen went,"ePMaying"

to gather baskets of flowers to decorate her throne.

In the Scandanavian countries, t e custom was to put up a May.pole.

A strong young tree was planted in the middle Of a meadow. Streamers of

cloth and ribbon were hung from the pole. Then the people-grabbed the

streamers and danced around the pole until they were all tired out.

//. 4

r
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This 'story is mainly about:

1. who elected a queen on -May Day
,

2. how the custom of the May pole developed

3. why people celebrate May Day .

4. how Aay Day was celebrated by the English and the'Scandanavians.

SAME DIFFERENT A May Day festival is held in the middle of ihe
summer.

SAME DIFFERENT The Scandanavians elected a'queen to watch over
the celebration.

V

SAME DIFFERENT One May Day custom was to dance around a May pole.

Outline:'

I.

i A:

B. ,

"The EnglisA choose a May queen
Row May Day was celebrated
The Scandanavians dance around a, May pole

Outline

I.

B.

2.

The Scandanavians danced around a May pole
Th'e celebration of May Day
The. Egglish.chose a, May queen
Why May Day is celebrated -- to welcome spring' 1
How May Day is celebrated

34
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Can you remember when a friend wanted somet(ling.yoU had? And -

you wished you had something that belonged to your friend? And then

the two of you traded? Long ago, before there was any money every-

one traded the thfings they didn't need for the things they wanted.

Suppose'you had two cows but no hay to feed them. YOU might find
3

someone who would trade you some hay for one of your cows. Then both

of you would have what you needed.

BLit sometimes trading didn't work so well. Sometimes traders

couldn't, decide just how much hay one cow was worth. Even when

they, did agree, there were.problems. They might decide the hay

was worth only half a-cow. But since half a cow is really no cow
.

at all, the man would still have to give a whole cow for the hay.

Trading was sometimes.disappointing. And it was often hard work.

One problem with trading was that the hay,mtht.not be worth a
whole cow.
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0

there was still another bothersome thing about trading - it

might. take a very long time. Suppose Tom had somethi'ng you wanted

but you didn't have anything he wanted. You might have to trade

different things with different peonle^before you got something.

. Tom wanted.

For the man who has a cow, it might take so long that the cow

Wouldn't be worth trading. And a man's hay or grain'might

moldy and spoil.

Trading something you have fof,something you Want can be fun.

.
But..long ago people learned a better way. They learned to use some-

.

thing that is easy to carry, something that never grows .old and

spoils, something that can be sorted and counted and that every- .

I

body wants - something called money.

0
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(.1) Wif n, explorers go to Antarctica, they always look forward to seeing

the pengui (2) They enjoy watching the penguins do funny things. (3) The

penguins lid across the ice on their stomach. (4) They take rides on float-

-ing chunks of .ice. (5) And they chase each other through the water.

(6) The penguins seem to be curious about the explorers,'too. - (7)- Groups

of penguins sometimes follow men around. (8) The birds act though they

want to see what's going on. (9) Once, several year agL 'a submarine came

to Antarctica. (10) A penguin swam out to it and hopped aboard, to

"welcome" the explorers to Antarctica.

1. Circle the numbers of the sentences wh.ich tell about how the explorers

like to watch the penguins.

1 2 3 4 5 6d141.4' 8 9 10

. Circle the numbers of the sentences which tell about what funny things
the penguins do.

1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 9.. 10

3. Circle the numbers of the sentences which tell about why a penguin 4rf'

jumped on a submarine.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Circle the numbers of the sentences which show that the penguins are

`curious about the explorers.'

1 2 3 4 .5 7 8 9 10

This story is mainly about:

1. whkyou should:go to see penguins

2. how explorers and penguins watch each other
. 0

3. what funny things penguins, do

4. -how penguins welcome explorers to Antaractica

348
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EXAMPLE

READ the story below.

, ,

Bob and Frank were playing baseball with their friends.- Bob's team was

at bat, When Bob's turn came, the basps were loaded. Bob really wanted

to get a hit, and heswung hard. The ball sailed,over the fence, and

four runs were scored. Bob was very happy.
A

441"

NOW read the sentence in the box. Part of the story means the same as the

sentence in.-the box. It may be part of a sentence, or a whole sentence,

more than,one sentence. Underline whatever part of the story-means the

same ping as the sentence in the box.

,
to I 1 I n

Bob wanted to get a hit, so he gave the bat a good swing.

3,4
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READ the story below.

if

-Sparks fly from burning torches and the fiery flames of huge bonfires

reach 0 toward/ the sky! It is the Indian fire dance! Around and

around the fire the Indians leap almost as high,as the flames themselves.

As the Indians dance closer and closer to the fire; you can see that

their bodies are painted. The bright colors glow in-the fire llghti

Wherever you .look, figures leap and dance., Sparks seem to explode in

the sky.

9 '
+t-

NOW read,the sentence in the box. Underline-whatever part of the story
means the same thing as the sentence in the box.

The painted bodies of the Indians' danced closer and
closer to the flames.

350
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READ' the story below.

Sparks fly from 'burning torches and the fiery flames of huge bonfires

reach up toward the sky! It is the Indian fire dance! Around-and

around the fire the Indians leap almost as high,As the flamesthemselves.

As the Indians dance closer and closer to the fire, you can see that

their bodies are painted. The bright colors glow in the fire light.

Wherever you look, figures leap and dance. Sparks seem to explode in

the sky. .

NOW read the sentence in the box. Underline whatever part of the story

Means the same thing as the sentence in the box.

"kg Wherever you look, figures leap upward,
almost as high as the flame's themselves.
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READ the story below.

Amean grouchy giant once lived on a beach in Hawaii. He frightened

people with his bellowing and hollering. He even used to stick out .

his long tongue at people. But one day e good giant killed the grouchy

giant and flung him to the sharks., 'The sharks ate all of ,the.grouchy

,giant except his tongue. It was too tough even for\tt!ir sharp teeth.

So the sharks left the tongue of the grouchy giant on the beach', where

it turned into black rock. Today a long tongue of black rock -- all

that's left of.the grouchy giant.-- juts into the water alonTthe,beack.

.

NOWHVoad the sentence in the box. Underline whatever part of the story
means the same thing as the sentence in the,box.

, i
,

..

I

0

The sharks couldn't eat the tough tongue, so they
left it on the beach.
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READ-the story below.

A mean grouchy gianonce 'ived on a beach in Hawaii. He frightened

people with his bellOwing a d hollering. He even used to stick out .

his long tongue at people. : t one day a good giant killed the grouchy

giant-and flung him to the sharks. The sharks ate all of the grouchy

giant except his tongue. It wa too tough even for their sharp teeth.

So the sharks left the tongue of the grouchy giant on the beach, where

it turned into black- rock. Today long tongue off= black rock

that's left of the grouchy, giant *uts into the,water along -the beach.,

NOW read the sentence in the box. _finder ine whatever part of the story
means the same thing as the sentence in t e box.

All that's left of the grouchy gia is a long tongue of

black rock on abeaCh in Hawaii.
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READ the story below.

1-67

Most people don't live in a house that shrinks and swells. /Kilt some

people in Africa do. They make these housesmith grass Mats. When it

rains,.the grass swells until the mats become so tight that the rain can't

soak in. But when the .sun comes out, the grass shrinks and it Makes

holes in the mats for the breezes to blow through. So these grass houses

'are very practical in the
r,i
rain and in the sun.

NOW read the sentence in the box. Underline whatever part of the story
means the same thing asthe,sentence in the box.

Some people in Africa live in houses that shrink and swell,t

_

.
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READ the story below.

!lost people don't live in a house that shrinks and swells. But some#
pebpTb Africk do. They makethese houses with grass mats. When it

rains, the grass swells until the mats become so tight that the ealn4can't

'soakin. , But when the sun comes out, the grass shrinks and it makes

holes in the mats for the breezes, to blow through. So these grass houses

are very practical, in the rain and in the sun.

NOW read the sentence in'the-ipx. Underline whatever part of the story
Weans the same thing as the'sentence in the box.

t
,e.

In the rain the grass mats swell up tight and the water
can'tget through.
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. Milk'is,a drink that.hasbeen used for a long time. The first milk ,

)

,
.

that was used came from horses:' People in ancient Tuikey lived by trp41-

tng from place to place ooseac. c'they always had orss .on hrbk Sine lw hd th horses
(

.i-,.

with them horse's milk was readily available. One Turkish. king kept a

herd of over 10,000 horses to supply milk for his royal household. Jugs .

df horseisrmtlk were passed around at each meal.

ore'

Horse's milk wad also ysed in Russia. In the 1800's horse's milk

became a dieting fad. Health resorts would bring in country girls to
.0

milk the horses. The fresh horse's milk.was then served-to the dieters.

They liked its interesting taste.

i 356' O
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This story is mainly 0out:

1. ,why the Turkish used hops4'fs milk

2. how horse's'imilk has been-used by the Turkish and the Russians

3, When milk was-first used

4k- how horse's-II-i-I-It-was- used- 4er- d-4et4ng-

e.

SAME DIFFERENT The people in Turkey used horses just for their milk.

SAME DIFFERENT The first milk used was horse's milk,.

SAME DIFFERENT The people in ancient Turkey used horse's milk for a
dieting fad.

P--

O

-V
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' 1 s ,

Which.Questions Does It Answer? O

1p , , .

The information from many things you read can answer different kinds of questions.

Read the sentences below. Decide whether the information will answer questions
about any of the following: who? what? when? how? where? why? "On the line,
write your choice of words. Some sentences may be able to answer more than one

question. .

,.

Example: Gold was discovered in California in 1849.

what where when

1. On January 9, 1971, a man baked a pizza 11 feet wide.

2. Two men from the CarrY-All Moving Company pulled a piang slowly
along /the sidewalk with a rope.

3.' The scientist stopped the experiment by turning off the electricity.

4. Last week, the schools were closed because of the flood.

f.
- a

5. Some people think that in the next 50 years they may be able to travel

to the moon.

6. At 3 p.m:, three fire engines, were called to 64 Milton St. to put out

a fire'.

7 John Adams was the fir9t President to live in the White House'in

Washington, D.C. He moved into it in 1800..

.358
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If you ever get
.

a mouthful 'of ocean water, you'll find it's

very saltly. Now did it get this, way? Rivers are the oceans'

c

O

---

saltshakers. Almost every rivertin the world finally pours its

waters into an ocean. While the river is running to the sea, it

loosens some of the land and carries it along. The land. is made,

up of rocks and soil, which contain minerals. One of these min-.0°

erals is salt.

You can't taste the salt in river water because the river

doesn't carry much salt at any one And you can't taste it

in most lakes because as offe river brings a little salt in, another'

river carries'it out. It has taken rivers millionsand.millions

of years to pour enough 'salt into the oceans to make ocean,water

taste salty.

I.

-if
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.Green plants need ,water in order to live.. Plants-need water

to-keep-theleaves-and--stem sfiTrFMost-plants get water through

the ground they are planted in. The roots reach dOwn into t1e dirt

and soak up the water: In the roots and stem of the plant there

are tiny parts that fit together to form tubes. Water moves from

the roots through these tubes to the stem. The water then moves

into the leaves of the plant. These tubes do much thesame thing

for the plant that the water pipes of a house do for you:

O
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A boy lies stranded on an icy ledge. Snow is falling on him.

He cannot move. No man can climb to the ledge without falling. But

a huge dog starts to creep, tallard the boy. When the dog reaches the

boy, i lies down on top of him to keep him warm. Then; the dog

starts to lick the boy's face. The boy wakes up and throws his

arms around the dog's neck. He jumps on the dog's back and hangs

on to its neck. And the dog takes the boy to safety.-

This story is told about a Saint Bernard dog named Barry.

Barry saved the limes of many people lost in the snowy mountains.

la

0
/*/
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F
A cave can be a home for bats and rats, and crayfish and'crickets.

But some caves are homes for birds. One kind of .a bird that liveS in,

caves is the oilbird. Oilbirds sleep during the day and search for

food at night. They are something like bats. They, like bats, have

a special kind of radar. They screech, cluck, and squawk. These

sounds bounce back to their ears to let them know things-are in'the

way. That's why the birds can fly in the dark caves or during the

night without bumping into things.

)3,
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PROBABILITY AND GRAPHING

General Directions:

Put your first and last name, your t cher's name, and the date
in the box at the 'WO of-your answer sheet.

Make sure you understand the directions before you begin the test.
Ask questions if there are any directions you don't understand.

The problems will be read to you one problem at a time so that you
. can work the problem, after it is read.

Work it- fast as you- can. There may be problems you can't do
because you haven't-bhp taught how.. If a problem is too hard,
don't spend too much time on it. Make the- most careful choice
you can.

Do all your work on a piece of scratch paper, not on the test
booklet.

Put all your answers on the answer sheet. Be sure your marks are
clear. Mark only one answer for each problem. If you want to
change-an answer, erase your first answer completely.

Sample Problem:

4
1. How many cards are in a

full deck o1 cards.

a. 32 d. 51

b. 42 e. 43

c. 52

,,,

Sample Answer Sheet:

ABCDE.
100000
,ABCDE
200000

0

9 °
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. What is the probablity that the
pointer on the spinner pictured
below will stop on red?

A) 1 out of 2

6) 1 out of 4

C) 1 out of

D) 0 out of 1

E) none of these

2. A box contains 5 red balls and
2 blue balls. If you do not
look in the box, what would be
the probability that you would
pick.a red ball?

A) 5 . 0) 0:

7

B) 3 E) 1

C) 2

7

3. If you toss a coin, what is

AP the probability that it will

land heads up?'

A) 3 out of 4 D) 1 out of'l

B) 0 out of 1 .E) none of these

C) 1 out of 2

4. The probability of drawing a A) 13

card with a heart on it out 37
of full deck of cards is

(----/'
. B) 0

C). 1

0) 1

52

E) none of these

, .

5. Getting a "tail" and getting a A) nothing in D) impossible

"beadA when you flip one coin
.common

chances.

have equal probabilities. We .

say that these two events have .B) unlikely E) none of these
/ chances

C), equal chances

6. One of two dice is called a
dies., A die has the, numerals

, 3; 4, 5, and 6. Getting

one of these numerals when you
roll the die is a

event.

A) certain D) impossible

B)01certain ) none of these

C) unlikely

7. Getting.a "7" when you roll a single
die' is a(n) event. ,

365

A) impossible

B) certain

C) likely

D) uncertain

E) none of these
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B. Rolling a "5" on the single die A) impossible D) likely
in'one try is an .

event. . B) uncertain E) none of these

C) certain'

9. A bay contains ach-- A) 1

is a different color. If you 7

take out one'marble without
looking, the chance that it will
be red is 1., What is the chance

that At will not-be red?

B) 1

C) 4

7

E) none of these

10. The weatherman says that the : A) 40

chance of rain is 40 percent. 100

What is the probability that
it will not rain? B) 2 percent

'C) 30

70

'D) 60 pet-c6a

E) none Of theSe

11. There is no way to roll a,'10"
using a single die. So welsay
that the probability of getting°
a "10" with .a single die ts

A)50%

B) 0

C) 100%

D) 1

E) none of these

O

t
12. The probability of getting either

1, 2, 4, 5, or 6 when"you roll .

a single die is 1, because one
of the numbers has to come up.
This is called a
event.

A) certain

B) impossible

C) uncertain,

D) unequal, I

E) equal

0

13. Roiling a "12" with one in A) it will D) there is a "12"

impossible event: This means that: happen on a single die

B) there is no E) none of these
"12" on a

single die

C) it is likely
,to happen

366
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14. A jar contains two white marbles
and three red marbles. On your
first try the probability of
picking a red marble out of the
jar without looking is

A) greater than 1

B) greater than
100

C) greater than 0,
but not more
than 1

4

4

D) less than '0

E) none of these.

15. Look at this spinner. If you

spin it, the possible outcomes
are red, green, or blue.

The total sum of the
probabilities of the outcome
is

A) 0

B) 1

C) 3

D) 1

3

E) none of these

16. Look at this spinner.

If.you spin it, getting a
"yellow" is

A) certain

B) impossible

0 uncertain

D) unequal.

E) equal

17. Look at this spinner.

If you spin it, you would

be certain to

357

A) get a blue

B) get a red .

C) get a yellow
`4.

D) 'get a.red, a blL

or a green

E) get none of then



18. A probability Of 1 for heads
2

tells us that if you toss a

coin many times you can expAct
to get heads:

J-5

A) none of the
time

B) half of the
time

one-fourth of
the time

D) all of the
time

E) once

19. A box contains 11 marbles of
different colors. 'Some are
red, some are blue, and some
are green.

The probability of choosing a
green marble is 4, choosing a

TT
red marble is 5, and choosing

11

a,blue marble is 2. How many

marbles of each color are in
the box?

A) 5 blue,

3 green; and
2 red

J3)'4 green, `

5 red, and
2 blue

C) 'g? green,

5 red, and
4 blue

D) 11 red

E) none of these

20. If the probability of getting
red on a spinner is equal to
1, which of the following is true:
6

.A) the spinner has

6 equal sections
only one of
which is red.

BY the spinner is
all red

C) there is no
red on the
spinner

D) the spinner has
6 equal sections

all of which are
blue.

E) none of these.

21. If you toss 2 coins, there.ane
four possible ways they can land.
Does the diagram show all of the
ways? (H =heads T=tails)

c'

0

Penny Nickel Outcomes

HH

HT

TH.

A) Yes

.TT'

5

B) No
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22. Look at this spinner. What are
the posible outcomes when we
spin it once?

4'

- A) green

B) green) red
' or blue.

C) red

D) blue

E) none of these

23. This tree diagram illustrates the
possible outcomes when you toss
two coinst, a penny and a nickel,

one time each. (H=heads T=tails)

Penny Nickel Outcomes

H HH

T HT

TH

TT,

a

The'probabilities of the four

outcomes are

O

4

5

A) 1, 1, and 1 D) 1, 1:1, 1,
4 3

.

B) 0

C) 1

4 4 4 4

E) none .of these

24. When yoU roll one die, there.

are possib3e

outcomes.

. A) 1

Bf 3

C) 0

D) 6

E) none of these

25. What type of gr9h would you
iluse to show the growth of the
population of a country?

A) bar graph

B) circle graph

C) line graph

'D) all of these

E) none of these

369



26: 'You toss a coin twice. What is
the probability that you will
get heads on both tosses?

A) 1out of 4 Dy 1 out of 36

A
B) 1 out of 2 EY none of these

C) 3 out of 4

27. You roll two dice. What is the
prAirabtlity that you will roll

two sixes?

A) 1 out of 4

B) 1 out of 36

C) 2 out of 5

.28. Look at thespinner. If you

spin it once, what is the ,

probability that it
stop on an even number?

A) 0

B) 1

C) 3

6

D) 1
5

E) none of these

TS"

29._ If you roll a die, the probability
of getting a 4 is 1 or 1 out of

6

6. What Is the probability of not
getting 4?

6

E) none of these

30. Your friend writes the numerals 1, Pt 1 D) 2

2, 3; 4, 5, and 6 on a piece of 6

paper. ,He/she says, "I am think-
ing of one of these numbers." What , B) 1 E) none of these

is the probability that he/she is 6 ,
\.

thinking of an odd humber, .

C) 3
6

31. 1f you toss two coins once, the
possible outcomes will be
(If H = heads and T

A) H,T,H,or T , 0) all of these

B) HH,HT,TH, or- T1' 0.,none of these

C) HH or TT
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Thts is a graph of Sally's math-test
scores for her first six.tests. Use

it to answer questions 32. through 35.

95
90.

It, 85

16 80
75
70
65

Sally's Math Test Scores

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Test Numbers

,_(

o

32. How many pbints does each square A) 5 D) 20

on the graph represent? .

s B) 10. E) none of these

. ) 15, .

33. On which two 'tests di d Sal Ty-.41aye

the same score?

A) 1 and 4

BY"; 1 and 3

OA and 5

D) 5 anti'

0 none of these

34.. What was Sally's average ,(mean)

ore for the six tests?

A) 8e_i:

B) 90

C) 83

D) 100

E) none of these

35. What was the range of her scorecs? A) 75 - 95

B) 65' -.95.

C) 70 - 90

D) 75 80

E) none of these

0

3'7 1'
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This circle 4raph shows how Jim divides his
allowance. Use it to answer questions 36
through 38.

36. How much is Jim's allowance? A) $.75

Br $2.20

C) $1.00

9,

D) $2.00

E) none of these

37: On. which item does he spend the
most money?

A) Food

BMovies

C) Books

D) Misc.

E) none of these

38. What part of his total allowance A) 2

does Jim spend on food? "10.

) s' B) 30%.

C) 20%

.D) 1

2

E) none of'these

39. Ifhat'kind of a graph would you use-
to show the heighth of the mountain
peaks of the. world?

A) bar graph

B) circle graph

cy line graph

D) all of these

E) none of thege

372



This is a graph of the number of bicycles
in three towns. Use it to answer
questions 40 through 42.

Number of bicycles in
three towns

4^, 160 L...

40
c

V.:. 20
CD 17

.0

100 _
80'i
60

X140_
120

A
t

Boys

Girls IIII

40. WhichAlthqn has the greatest A) Tashi, B

1

D) all towns an
minter of boy 's hi cycles? the same

B) Town C E) none of thes1

C) Town A.

I
41. What is.the total number of

bicycles in Tdtqn C?
A) 90

B) 130

C) 160

D) 92

E) none of these

42. Th4s is a
graph...

A) circle

B) bar

C) line r)

D) pi cture

E) none of then

43. What kind of graph would best
show a comparison of the -points
scored by each player on your
basketball team?

A) bar graph D) all of these:

B) picture graph E) noneof then

CY circle graph
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44. If you wanted to show the trend
of, points'scored for each game
through the season, whit
of graph would you use?

A

A

A) bar graph D) all of these

B) line graph E) none of these

C) circle graph"

45. If you want to make a graph
showing a comparison of the
hei ghts of the, major mountain

peaks, of the world, what in-

formation would you NOT need
to col lect?

A) names of Raj
cities of the
world

B) height of major
mountain peaks

C) name of major
mountain Oaks

"D) none of these

46. What type of )braph would you
use to show the distances

some students threw a foot-
ball?

A) bar. graph
r

B) circle graph

Crline graph

. D) all of these

E)- none of these

47. Your basketball team has been . A) list of places D) number of ftv.0,i
winning many_games. You want to games were throws per game.,

find out how many points are played
scored' per player so that you-may

. give an award to the highest B)1 total point; E) none of these
scoring player. What information scared per "'"'"
would you need to do this? game' .

O° C) list of ,players

and poi nts socred

per player for each
game

.

48. What type of graph would you use
to show how the government

Ai divides 'tax money?

ipA) bar graph D) all of these

B) circle graph E) none of these

C) line, graph

t

4 04
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Probability, and Graphing-
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4. 4, 1.111. 6.1144 VI WIC JC.
a copy of the test. Explain to the teach
general area of.probability and graphing,
on the test. Point out that the Material!
to th,e test items.

.During-the testing, it Will be neces !
making sure that the students have unders.
the answer sheet correctly: A student why
for help. If this happens, repeat the qu(
answers clearly. You may also point out
question,but do not help further with the

The teacher may want to help circulai
permissable as long as the, teacher undersi
questions 'and answers clearly and point of
help is to be given,

Be sure at all times when helping sti
answer sheets correctly. Some_ students mm

°difficult and frustrating. Try to .encouri
they can. Say $ometTiing like this:

I KNOW SOME OF THE PROBLEMS ARE [

US TO FIND OUT .WHICH THIS? .ARE
EASY TO DO. TRY TO FDGUR OUT WF
DO YOUR BEST.

This is not a timed test. All studer
Sometimes there are students who -hold up t
read each question and the set of answers,
then go on. It is important to keep 'thin(
class doesn't become restless, and.so that

''frustrated. Rat& the ,students as they ar
a'S to the best pacing. If a faster studer
tel I him/her that, i if he/she feels tie can r
others that he/she may go ahead at his/her

.0
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things moving, so tt
that slower studeni
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can read the, test at
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er questions: This is ,
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CAN ON YOUR OWN:

,a-

have enough tini to finish
the des's. After you
asonable length of time;
so that the rest of the
udents do not become
se your best judgement
if he/she may go on,
st and'will not disturb
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Mathematics-- Grade

_

Before beginning testing, make ?bre that deski are clear and that students
are seated some distance apart. 'Ask the teacher to write his/her name on the.
board. Alsb be sure that ybu have enough pencils, answer sheets, scratch.

_paper, and test booklets-for all students present.

N

GOOD MORNING. TODAY WOULD LIKE. DO SOME MATHE-
MATICS PROBLEMS. WE W TO FIND OUT WHAT THINGS ARE EASY
AND WHAT THINGS ARE HARD OR STUDENTS IN YOUR GRADE TO DO.
YOU CAN HELP US BY DOING OUR BEST ON THE PROBLEMS.

IN ORDER TO DO THE WO K YOU WILL NEED A PENCIL, AN ANSWER
SHEET, AND A BOOKLET OF PROBLEMS. MAKE SURE YOUR PENCIL
IS SHARP AND HAS AN ERASER. NOW WE WILL PASS OUT THE
ANSWER SHEETS. ON THE ANSWER SHEET FILL IN YOU FIRST
AND LAST NAME-, THE DATE, YOUR TEACHER'S NAME, AND SCHOOL
IN, THE BOX AT'THE 10R. BESIDE YOUR NAME WRITE P-R-E.
YOUR TEACHER'S NAME IS ON THE BOARD.

WHEN YOU 'FINISH, LOOK UP AT ME SO I WILL KNOW YOU ARE
READY TO BEGINS

Pass out pencils, if needed, and answer sheets. Be.sure information is filled
in correctly and each student't answer sheet is complete.

NOW WE"WILL PASS OUT THE BOOKLETS OF PROBLEMS AND SCRATCH
'PAPER.' DO NOT OPEN THE BOOKLET.' LEAVE IT FACE UP ON YOUR
DESK. ALSO, PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THE BOOKLET. YOU WILL
WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET AND DO YOUR WORK
ON , 4

LET'S READ THE GENERAL DIRECTIONS ON THE FRONT OF THE TEST
TOGETHER. READ SILENTLY. WHILE I READ OUT LOUD.

"PUT YOUR FIRST AND LAST NAME, YOUR TEACHER'S NAME, AND
THE DATE IN TRE qox AT THE TOP OF YOUR ANSWER SHEET." YOU
HAVE ALREADY DONE THIS. IS THERE ANYONE WHO HAS NOT?

Check to make sure all students have recorded this ipformation on the answer
sheet'.

I k

I "MAKE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONORFORE YOU BEGIN
THE TEST.. ASK" QUESTIONS IF THERE ARE ANY DIRECTIONS YOU
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' THE PROBLEMS WILL BE READ iO.YOU'ONE PROBLEM AT A TIME
j SO THAT YOU CAN WORK TFI'E PROBLEM IS READ."

i"WORK AS FAST AS YOU CAN. THERE mAy BE RROBLEMS NIOU .

' CAN'T DO BECAUSE' YOU HAVEN'T BEEN TAUGHT HOW. IF A
, PROBLEM IS TOO HARD, DON'T SPEND TOO MUCH TIMEON IT.

' MAKE THE MOST CAREFUL CHOICE YOU CAN."

A

i REMEMBER THAT WE ARE TRYING TY FIND OUT WHICH THINGS
ARE DIFFICULT AND WHICH ARE .EASY, SO JUST DO YOUR BEST. r

"DO ALL YOUR WORK ON 'YOUR PIECE OF SCRATCH PAPER, NOT
ONTHE TEST BOOKLET.", ---""

"PUT ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET. BE SURE
YOUR MARKS ARE CLEAR. MARK. ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH
PROBLEM. IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE AT-ANSWER ERASE YOUR
FIR5T-ANSWER COMPLETELY. AFTER YOU ERASE AN. ANSWER
Yur COOT WANT, BE SURE TO CLEARLY MARK- YOUR NEW
ANSWER."

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

a..

After answering questions and when all are ready, !do the sample prob1ems764 #'

A

LOOK AT JHE BOTTOM OF THE FIRST SHEET OF YOUR BOOKLET.
FIND THE SAMPLE PROBLEM. LET'S TRY THIS PROBLEM ,

TOGETHER. , \
.

SAMPLE PROBLEM. 1. HOW MANY CARD! ARE IN .A FULL
OF CARDS? (Pause). A. THIRTY-TWO B. FORTY-TWO

C. FIFTY-TWO, D. FORTY-THREE., (Pause) THE CORRECT
ANSWER IS C-FIFTY TWO. NOTICE THAT THE CIRCLE UNDER
"C" ON THE MPLE ANSWER SHEET BELOW- THE PROBLEM IS

L4ttgCOMPLETE LORED IN. THIS IS HOW YOU SHOULD-MARK YOUR
ANSWER SHE T. COLOR COMPLETELY THE CIRCLE UNDER THE
LETTER YOU WISH TO ANSWER FOR EACH PROBLEM: DO NOT

MAKE ANY EXTRA MARKS. MARK_ONE ANSWF R EACH PROBLEM.

DO YOU ALL UNDERSTAND? ARE THERE Y Q STXONS?

\--

.1
After questions and when all are .1-eady% begin the test. 1

-,../
. I.

NOW LET'S BEGIN. TORN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF PROBLEMS..

REMEMBER THA .1 WILL READ EACH QUESTION AND ALL POSSIBLE

-ANSWERS BEFOR YOU MARK EACH ANSWER ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET.

-FOILL-OW-AL:ONG-A -I-READ-E-ACH-P-ROBLEM.--

e
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1. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY-THF THE POINTER ON THE SPINNER
PICTURED BELOW WILL STOP ON RED?

A. ONE4VUT OF TWO
B. ONE OUT OF FOUR
C. ONE OUT OF ONE
D. ZERO OUT. OF ONE .

NONE OF THESE ,

NOW MARK THE LETTER OF THE CORRECT ANSWER OPPOSITE THE
NUMERAL 1 ON YOUR ANSWERlEET.

Pause until most students have finished.

O

2. A BOX CONTAINS

. Continue reading all questions and possible answer clearly to the students.

-IMPORTANT READING NOTES

In reading test items, "the foTlowing should be fspe.cially noted:

1, Read all fractions, e.g. 1/2 as "one-half", not
one over two.I.1

k

211_13ead H,T (e.g. problems 21, 31) as "heads" and "tails
and note the H = heads, T = tails code to the students.

3-, Point Out charts -and diagrams that refer to problems
(e.g. problems 15, 16, 17i 21, 22, 23, 28 and especially
graphs for 32-35 , 36,39 , ;and 40-43) .

Remember to adjust pacihg as you. read the test items . All students should
be able to attempt all the items. Circulate as you give the test to make sure ,

questions and/or answers.for olaity or pronsuneiation. or you may point out
that students are marking anzirer.sheets correctly.. Remember, you may repeat

charts and diagrams -; that is the only help you may give.

Let those who finish early; s.tay quietly at their seats and do other work
as long as they do not disturb others.

After you have finihsed reading the test and you see most have finished

.1' say.:
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Allow` sl er students to finish even after you have. finished reading.
Collect t e test booklets and answer, sheets. Be sure that thefull name,
teagher's name, school name, date _and PRE are on the _answer sheet.

THAT'S ALL FOR TODAY! .'THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

CHANGES FOR POSTTEST

Change the opening speech to:

GOOD MORNING. YOU PROBABLY REMEMBER A COUPLE OF WEEKS AGO
YOU --ND SOME MATHEMATICS PROBLEMS. WE-WOULD LIKE YOU TO

/4'
HELP US AGAIN BY DOING SOME OF THEM OVER AGAIN. SOME MAY

SEEM EASIER THIS TIME, SOME MAY NOT. DON'T WORRY ABORT
WHAT YOU DID BEFORE. JUST THINK ABOUT THE BEST ANSWERS
FOR EACH QUESTIOT IS IMPORANT" THAT YOU WORK
CAREFULLY.

NOW WE tfILL PASS OUT THE ANSWER SHEETS. WRITE YOUR FIRST
AND LAST NAME, YOUR TEACHER'S NAME, YOgR SCHOOL, AND THE
DATE IN THE Box AT THE TOP _Of THE ANSWER SHEET. BESIDE

YOUR NAME WRITE POST.
.

_

WE WILL NOW PASS OUT THE TESI4BOOKLETS: LET'S READ, THE
GENERAL DIRECTIONS AND WORK THE; SAMPLE'PROBLEM TOGETHER

. i TO MAKE SURE EVERYONE UNDERSTANDS CLEARLY BEFORE SE 'BEGIN
THE TEST.,

A

REMEMER.THAT I WILL READ ALL 4QtalANS_AND POSSIBLE
ANSWERS BEFORE YOU ANSWER EACH ON.i.:,%*.

..

f.' 1

4?

:0- :: : - .:..

Make no secret of the fact that the* test it tie same. But encourage the students
'to do their best work this second'time. Ask them to help us out, and stress
that itis important that they work carefull even though they've done it
before. 1 I. ' \ '.1 ,.

...,., ,
The test itself is givendpasically the same way. Since the::students are
familiar with the format, it might be possible to go thr,ough the item more
quickly., but ace a ordin to the.studenttind allow all .to attempt all
problems.

.
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Introduction to the Unit

This Experimental Teaching Unit is intended to givestudents.tome practice
in important mathematics skills. (here are two sections to the unit, each of which
deals with slightly different skills.

For eath section the following things *are included in'this packet:

( 1 ) a brief Oveisview of the skill area , -,ate

(2) a list of performance Objectives for the students
. (3) a set of sample instructional materials (you may usp those included.,.,

select some from another source, or create your, own)
\(4) some suggestions on ways to use the materials and dr other related

acti Vities

Your students will be; both pre- -and post-tested on many of the objectives list-
, ed-in this unit. Tokeep the testing to a miniqum,not'all of the objectives are

tested di rectly. Indi vi dual, scores on the iiretest wi 1 l be, provided for you.

Please sRend-aboUt .40 minutes each day on 'Work related to these 'objectives..
This means that a student working on urift activities should spend no more than
about 40 minutes total during the day.

There are many differerarways of organizing the materials and of relating
one objective to another.- Many-exercises can be planned to cover more'than one
objective. If you wish, objectives from different areas can be includedin the
same lesson. We are interested in the variety of ways to teach these matirematics
skills. You may teach a;much,of.the unit to as wany of your students as You
wish, and in any manner you choose. 7"

As much as possible, please keep, track ,of what materials and -activities you
use to teach the unit. To help you do this, please follow these procedures:

(1) Each of the two" sections in the ETU is composed of a set of in.-
structional objectives. . ,-

(a) For each sections select e objectives you plan tot,use. -,

(b).- Arrange-the objeZtiveS i be order in which you plan toiuse 'them
-''-- and place the approprit umber in the space provided. (Y,ou

wilLuse this number to ntify each objective on: ydur teaching
record, so, do this befo you begin "the_e unit.)

.(2) Use the Daily Teaching Redo.rd, to keep.,track of the instructional
objectives and the materials, or activities you focuPOn each day.

\

. ,

.At the end of the unit we would like to :get information from you on questtoli
e like: , .

(1) What ;materials did you use (either from the packet ,-or of'your own
devisdng)?

(2) In what order were objectives and materials used?
(3) Which materials/activitties worked well and which less well?,
(4) ,What_was the reaction of the children. to the unit? - A,

(5) What procedures did yRu use for teaching different objectives.?

A'questionnaire will be provided. We hope you, as teachers, ,will feel free
to try out different approaches to teaching the unit.

7.
,.
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OVERVIEW: About 'Probability

Consider a checker tgat has a star.on one side and a circle on the
other: .

If wp flip the checker in the air once and let it fall ona table,
will the star be up or will the circle be up? Clearly, there are only
t to possibilities: eith the star will be up or the circlewill be up.
(%e assume %throughout t the checker does not land on its edge, and
that the object used s perfectly lialanced, or "honest.")

Since only one of two 'possible results can be obtained by flipping 4,
,a' checker once (a staror a circle), we can express this by the ratio
1 out of 2, or 1/2. This ratio states that there is one chi of
two possibilities that the star will come up (or,equal3y 1 -zf;P:", one chance
out of two possibilities that the circle`will come up). The rack) 1/2
isan expression of the probability that a star (or a circle) will bej obtained by flipping the checker once.

Obtaining a star is one "event," and obtaining a circle is another
"e vent :" In one toss of tie checker, only one of these-two events can
occur, and the two possible events are equally probable.

On one toss:

1. The probability of, obtaining a star is
1/2 (one chance out of two possibilities).

- ,

2. The probability of 'obtaining a circle is
1/2 (one chance-out of two possibilities).

Note that, 1/2 also means one-half Of the total 'events,.

Probability, then
particular event will
that could possibly o

e

is,a numerical measure of'the chance that a
gccur, comparedwith the total number of events

ccur. *

We use, probability in making predictions inrour everyday lives.
Pr.obabiliiy is a" concept inherent in such statements as those below.
rfoticeithat ratios like thcise described above as still understood in
these-statement (e.g. 60% might Mean "6 out of 10").

a. "There is a 60% possibility of rain today."
b. "Seven out of 10 schoolchildren enjoy drink-

.1n1Lmilk." , .

c. "Nearly as much ice-cream is sold in winter
as during the summer months.

'4. ,"All the' pebple -in the town want an hourly
bus 'service." , - _

';385
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ev "Super cars travel 46 Wes for every gallon
bf petrol."

f. "Mrs. Jones says 'Tough' staircirpet is the
best. She has had 'Tough' carpet on her
stairs for 20 years."

g. "Two out of 3 mothers feed their babies
on Growup."

h. "Floorsmear' makes you floor twice as
shiny as any other

1. "Chloros washes whiter."

From such" statements as these, lively discussions can take place,
and 'questions such as the following, can be asked:

N' g it ossible to Check the statement? If so, S
how c I do this?

-- If it is not', should we reject it as meaningless?

-- If it is, how can we verify it ?"

Is the information adequate and sound enough
for the general truth of the statement to be
accepted?

When we examine the nine statements Closely, we can raise all sorts
of questions about their Validity. For instance,

-- In (a), how often has the weatherman's pre-
dictions been correct? On what is he'basing

. his prediction?

-- In (b), would information from al the schools
in the area give a result which_ is likely to be
more accurate than from one school only?

- - In (f), children may ask such questjons as:

'Has 'Mrs. Jones a family' If so, how
many childrem were there in the family? .

Children wear, out carpets! True or
false?

Has Mrs. Jones ever tried any staircarpet
other, than 'Tough'? She says 'Tough' is'
the best!

And even: Is there really a Mrs. Jones,
or has. she been invented?

In (h), When do you' know the floor is twice
as shiny ?'

1 .

(I).can be discussed and dismissed immediately
as meaningless.
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,Statisti.ct can be misleading, as evidenced in the 9 statements
above. We are confronted with such statements in advertising in all
media, and from such statements we learn to strengthen-our own arguments.
It is often thatwe hear:

,All the kids have one. Why can't I?"

-- "Children can't read today was well as they
could 10 years ago.'

-- "Children are worse than they've ever been."'

1-- "This room ,is always noisy.'.'

- - "Tony doesn't know hoW, to behave."

.

-- "All the children do on the playground is
fight."

r- "Plrents today are too per

\

Statistic is One of the branches of mathematics that has developed
rapidly in recent years, and, in the future, children willbe faced with
an ever increasing mass of numerical information. To make intelligent
decisions? they will need to know something about inquiring into data
that is presented to them as fact (How was the data collected? What are
the various types.-of biases that could have been jntroduced?),

#11

One way to do. this is through the study of probability and the use
of some of the simpler statistical operations. Such study will lead to
the ability'of students to use such terms to describe an event or a
phenomena as:

-- certain:

--, uncertain:

-- impossible:
.

"It will air today because I see rain
falling outside."

"It is cloudy outside, but I cannot say
that it'will rain today." (i.e., "I
need more information before I am willing
to make a prediction ") . '\

\
"The temperature is 95°, it is impossible ,

for i, -to snow here,"
10.

There 'are other thingsabout probability that.we must know before
we''can.properly interpret data.

For instance, returning, to the example of the twb checkers n

"Section I of this `discussion, the probability of a particular ev nt
occurring is the ratio of,the number ofWays the particular even can-
occur to the nuMber of possible events. We can express the ratio
mathematically as indicated on the next page:

387
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Probability of Number of ways':
a particular event = the, event can occur
occurri ng Total number.of

possible events.

,
\ .

-- - , ,

In flipping a checker once, the total number of ',,possible 'events
is 2. Since the probability of obtaining a star is '1/2 and/the probability
of obtaining a ctrcle is 1/2, what else can we say about th /nature of
probability from our experiment? The sum of the probab sties of all

. the possible events is 1 + .1 , or 2 , or 1. ThWa rees with our
2 2 2

, .

common sense: if we flip a checker, it must rest in \one of the
possible events .(since we have barred the possi lity-of the checker
landing on edge).

,

*

To illustrate anoth aspect of this .ituation, imagine that ,yoU
have a checker with a st on'both side:. What is the. probability of
obtaining a circle by flipping the h cker?

Probability of Number of ways.
a partiallar the event can occur = 0 = 0
event occurri Total number of 2

/ possible events

p

In short, the event can of happen.

388
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We can also (Obtain theoreti ca) data on' probabi 1 i ty' by computation;
For example, we have said that the probability of obtaining a stir
flipping a checker once is 1 (or 1 out of 2). Suppose we flip the

checker twice in succession., What are the possible outcomes? Four
results are possible, as-shown in the table below.

FIRST TOSS SECOND TOSS POSSIBLE RESULTS

A.

Star on first toss

Star on second toss
Ci-----3

SS

B.
Circle on first toss

Star on second toss
(.::D

C S

Star on fits! loss

Circle on second toss\
C.5-3D (C-D

,

Circle on first toss
Circle on second toss

(, (f)
.

C

\.
The table shows that the probability of getting a star and a circle is
greater thaw that of getting two stars or two circles.

-- What are the chances that 'flipping one

checker two times will turn up a star
both times? One out ,cif 4 chances, or
1 .`

2r

1

-- What are .the chances that the two tosses,,
will turn up a circle both times? One out
of foul^ chances, or 1 .

2r

-- What are the chances that'the two tosses
will turn up One star and one circle? T
out of four chances, or 2 .

389 O
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Three different combinations can be obtained by tossing **checker
twice. The combinations are:

11)
e

two
(2) two circl (Row D);

, ,

(3) one stand d one circle (Rows B and C)./--

a.

By performing such= experiments, we can. see whether our theoretical
data hold -frue. However, all experimental data on probability are based
on a "lOng' run," that is, a large number of trials. The greater the
number/of trials we make (the longer the run), the more likely it i.s that'`

.

experimental data will approximate our theoretical data. For example,
the familiar expression "fifty -fifty chance" simply means that out. of 100
trials (for example, flipping a checker 100 times), the number of stars
(or circles) We are likely to flip will be closer to 50 than to 100.
However, this is one of the most'-misunderstood points about Rrobability.
It could happen (though it is unlikely) that a checker would register 99
stars consecutively. What would be the probability of obtaining a star
on the next toss? Still one out of two. The probability of obtaining
a star is one out of two on each flip.. But even if we did ,obtain99
stars and one circle out of TO-Ftosses, it is likely that in a run of
1000 trials, we would still, come closer to 500 stars and 500 circles. \'

We have examined the possibiliti.es, resulting from tossing a checker
twice: 'Note that tos1ing one checker twice in aklw is the'sameas
tossing two checkers' at one time. - In bothsituations' the same combinations.
occur:

1.

t. Q.

390
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PROBABILITY

The objectives for this.part of the ETU are:

Given a kobAbility- problem, the student will mnderstind that
the chance of an event happening equals the. total number,of
successes divided by the total number of tries possible.

Exaffiple:

One way of stating this is "1 out of 3" to explain that, .

when Jane was 'asked to' pick the,blueb01 out of'a sack'
containing one blue ball and two red,.balls7-heqchance
of doing so successfully was "1 out of 34., This is .

arithmetically as each chance being'1/3, of an opportunity" .

tcorrectly do so, or 1 = the # of ,successful events

) -

= the torl.possible tries.

Given a'set of:evehts the student will express as a
ratio such as four out of six; the probability that 1.
the particular event may occur.

Given a set of events the student will expreis in
fractional form the probability that the particular
eventing occur.

Given a probability Situation a student will be,able .

to select f m the following wordkthfword that best
describei th situation:'

Given the pro
student will
not occur.

Example:

likely
more likely .
equal 'chances

certain
uncertain
impossible-

ability of a particular event occurring, the
able to provjxte the probability that'it will

If you ro 1 a die, the probability of getting a 4 46,
or 1 Out f 6. The probability of not getting a 4 (i.e.
getting a ything but 4) is 5/6, or 5%out of 6.,'

1venvan exper mental situation in which an event Mee, or may-
may not happen, the student Will understand that the probability
of a thing happ ning is always at least zero and never more .

than 1.

ina 391
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Example:
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The probability (or chanceof getting a "7" on .a roll
of a single die is 0 sinc6 there is .no way, to-roll a
"7". This is in inios'sible-event.

The probability. of getting one of the numbers 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, e 6 is 1 since 6 = 1. This is a certain event.

6

The probability of,getting a "3" oma roll of a single
die is 1 (one way -'out of 6 possibilities). This is an

6

uncertain but pbssible event.

Given a specific event a stUdent will predict that the
4,1 probability will be certain, uncertain, or impossible.

Given words that describe a robvbility situation (certain,
uncertain, impossible),"the stuAnt will choose events that ,
fit the descriptions.

liven a probability statement the student will determine
the possible number of outcomes. ,

1

Given'a-probability statement; the student will illustrate
all postible outcdmes using alveriety of displays, e. g.,
tree diagram,-list, graph, chfrt.

Given an .illustration of a probability statement, the
student will provide probability of aspeCific-event
happening.

.
. . .

Giverramiilustration of a p obtbility statement the
student will provide probability of all possible outcomes.

.
. ,, .

.

Given a probability situatic41 in which two'things may happen
the student will find probability that both will occur together.

Given a probability situation the student will determine
the probability of two events appening by listfnrall
possibTe.happenings.

'-'-;,-,,-,

EXample:

Suppose there are a choclates and 1 butterscotch
candy in a: bag. Suppose/ also that there are 3
pieces of-DOuble Bubble/gam and 2 pieces of Bazook
bubble gum in a box. f a person draws one piece
of candy from the-ba ..n4 one piece of bubbTe'gum
from-the box e probability of drawing a chocolate .

and a piecelo Double Bubble is:
.

4,*

3.92, .

ti
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2 3 6
.-.- x g. = Ts-

since there is a' 2'/3 (2 out of at chance of
dr'sawing a chocolate and a 3/5 (3 out of '5) chance
of drawing Qouble Bubble. '

e

k

4
-Of

K (
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OpOortunit-Kes to dev
collect .data that needs

communicated: In w
preting such graphs and
in s.ocial studies, scien

Three forms larepres
o

(a) the circl
that,ma e

(b) the bar_
- among sim

.

(c)' the line
trend or

event, or

The objectives for this

For a giVen se
can interpret

4 For a specifi
data by accur
listing, tall

For a speci.fi

Will display
' etc.,

%,
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GRAPHING

lop qrapht and charts
o'be organized into a

students will also
harts as an important'

e, curren events , et

_s
nted in this section:

will arise as students
form that can-be easily
develop skill in inter-
part of their reading

c.

ra sh , used to illustrate thd parts
up a whole;

a h, used to illustrate comparisons
ar events or ,objects and

e ment 'rash, used to illustrate the
eve opment .of 'a single phenomena,
object.

art of the ETU are:

of data (e.g. graph,list; etc.) the student
hat data by giving appropriate information.

situation the.student will g ather appropriate
to observatiokand by keeping records, i .e, s
ing 'agd categoriiing, etc.

data, that has been collected, the student
e data by listing, diagramming, graphing,

Gi.veri data which litas been gathered, recorded and displayed
in an. appropriate form,- the student will interpret it by
using "mean'', "median", "mode, and "range".

GiOn data which has been gathettd, recorded,. and displayed
in apprOpriate fof.m; the student will interpret it by naming
the appropriate graph.
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PROBABILITY - Suggested'Activities

101. Have students toss a thumbtack_(or any object with only 2
different sides) onto,a level hard surface. It can fall pin
up'(U) or pin down (D). Have the students carry out 50 trials,
guess the results first and then record the frequency of each
outcome. Discuss the results.

.

102., To predict the result of flipping a, coin, have students flip -a
coin 10 times 'and tally each outcome (heads or tails). En-

. courage students,to compare and to combine ra ts with another
student. Ask students to predict the `outcomes 6f eir next
flip based on their previous trials.4:

103,', A' box contains six blue marbles and four red marbles. Ask a
student the colorimarle he is most likely to draw. Now blind::
fold the student and have him choose a marble from the box.

104. Mix up a hat full of marbles and select one marble-blindfolded.
Now look at it and record its'color. Repeat this 100 times and
record your results with other members' of your group and discuss.
them.

et,

105. Use three coins to perform thdse experiments.,
coins fifty times. Record the number of times
up in each of thefour possible ways: 3 heads
1 tail; 1 head 2 tails. -Determine the probabi
the following:

a. turning up 3 heads
b. turning up 2 heads and 1.tail
c. turnip up 1 head and 2 tils
d. turnip up 3 tails

-106. Toss a die 50 ti Litt all possible outcomes on a-chart and
tally the outcome . Determinethe fraction of total trials.

107. -Suppose that a bilogist injects a vaccine, into several rats
and tharn exposes, all of them to the same disease. 'If a rat

Toss the three
the coins -turn ,

; 3 tails; 2 heads
lity of each of

gets the:disease, the biologist records (S) for sick; if not,
he records (W) for well. His record is SSWWWW. If another
-rat is given the vaccine.andthen exposed to thd disease, do
You think it will probably stay well? Explain your.answer.

108. Roll a pair 6f dice 50 times. In, each roll multiply.thetwo
numbers.. Guess the product that will appear most frequently.
Repeat the experiment. Did the same product occur?

r .

109. Take two boxes. Put 2 red marbles and 3 blue marblesin one.
Put 1 white marble and 4 green marbles in the other. Without
looking, if you pick one mar* from each box,what is the'
probability that you will choos red and one :green marble?
Pick one from each box and-recta your results.

.4,4.0,

,
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110. a) If you toss a coin, the'probability is 1 out of 2 that the coin
will land heads up. What is the probability that it will land
tails up?

b) Does the fraction 1/2 represent this probability?

c) Can you, write 5 more Tractions that rephSent the same probability
as 1/40?

.111. Suppose you are blindfolded and a friend places two different pairs
of shoes in front of you and tells you to choose one pair. What is
the probability. that the first two shoes you pick up will be a-matched
,pair?

112. If you were to chose a number at random from the set:

0 (2,3,4,5,12,13,14,15,22,23,24),

a) what is the probability that the number would bedan even number?

b) what is the probability that the number would be an odd number?

c) what is the probability that it would be an even number and a
multiple of 5?

d) what te.the probability that it wound be an odd numberand a.
-multiple of 5?

113. Suppose you have 5 red poker.chips, 4 blue chips, and 3 white chips
in a bag.

a) what is the probability of getting 41)11.10Chip on the first draw?

b) <what is the mbability ofgetting_a white chip on the first draw?

c) what is the probability of not getting a while chip on the first
draw? 1

0

d) SuppoSe'you got a red chip on` the first draw. What is the

. probability of getting another red chip oMthe next. draw?

e) If.you'know that the probability.of getting a blue chip 'is'zerlr,
what does this tell you about the colorS of the chipsdrrthe bag?

'1'

114. Toss a coin25itimes and keep atecord of tie number of times heads
'appears and the number of times tdils appears. From,your,experiment

what do you think is the probability.of getting heads?'

Now toss the coin 50 times and record the results the same way. How

do'the two charts)compare? Do yod think' there is any change in the
Probability of the number of times heads will appear? 1y

3°6

A

'Z.
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115. Many games such a? Monopoly or parcheesi us'ettwo dice 'with a certain
4

.number of dots.-on each face-of each die. Usually the dots number
R frOm 1 to'6 on each face.

.$

Toss a die-60 times and record. the number of times each of the
numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 appears.

, Can you think of a way to record the results of.this kind of
experiment, using two dice at a time? Try it!

4

116 Make a set of cards with the 'letters A, B, C, D, E.
,-

.

P

A C. 71-
ke 14 "A" -cards, 8 "B" 'cards , 6 "C" cards, '6 "D" cards ,' and 2
11 cards. i,

,v

. r

If you shuffle the cards and drail one card,.what is the probability
of getting an "A" card?

What isthe pftbability of getting an "E" card?

Which cards would have equal' chances?

Make' a simple chart to record this experiment. Make a'guess as
. to the letter of the card you think you,will get. Write it down.

Draw a card and write doh the' le.tter of the card' you actually
got.' See how' many times you win.
ak
You have probably splayed games that have a qinner like the one .

below. If you do not have one, inae one UM it with cardboard
and a brass, round head gaper fastener. Use stiff flat -cardboard
And make sure the. spinner turns freely.,

. .

6, If you spin the spinner just one
time., what is the probability

of landing pn 6?

What, is the Probability of 0

landing on 3?

%Spin the spinner 20 times
and record the results.

0

O

Numeral .1 - 2
o 3.

,

4 5

.

Occurs .. .

. , .
.

.

397
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117. Whih numiral occurred .the greatest number Of times?

Which numeral occurred the least number of times? ,
s

According to your experiment, which numeral seems most likely to
ft occur? 4

Which one seems least likely to occur?
s-

Try this experiment Iwo more times and compare_the three records you.
now have -Have you changed your opinion?

11'8. There are many practical uses of probability in science,' advertising,
insurante,TV ratings, and test writing. See whether: you can find
information about some practical use of probability and write a,report
on it, or describe an experiment or project that defionstrates it.

1191 Ask children to choose a partner. Each player has 12 counters.
Play for thes'e i-n a gaire-with -1/h-e-n-e-ver-11 is- -thrown (by

. either), A gives .0 counter, o B. Whenever 9 is thrown (by either),
B gives a counter to A. ,The player'who first wins all thecounters
Wins- the game:- Which player_ (A or' B) is most likely to win, arcir-

gw,, , 1why?

.

120. Ask students to take a die. Throw it until you get a 6. How
many throws did you needy Record this. Run a Number of trials
recording each time. Plot a bar graph of the,frequencies of 1, 2,(3,
etc. throws. What was the most common number of, throws? What was
the average numb, of throws?

121. Have students shuffle a pack ,of playing cards. Deal out 4. How many,
are clubs? Record this. Replace the cards, shuffle ana try again.
Carry out a number of trials. Make a b6r graph with the frequencies
of 'nooclubs, 1 club,.2 clubs, 3, clubs, or 4 clubs.

122. Have students shuffle a pack of cards. Daalttout 4. How many of the 4
.are sklack2 Record this. Replaces the cards, Run 'a, number of trials,
Plot a bar graph shoWing how many times'you had no blacks; 1, 2,,3,
or 4.blacks.,

123. Take itwo boxes. Put 3 'red and 2 blue marbles in One and 2 yellow and
1 green in'the other. if you pick one marble from each Vox without
looking, what' are all of he possible outcomes you could get? A'

398
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124. Give students .some dominoes. Have them remove all the domindes with
one or two blanks. 21 should be left. Shuffle them face down on
the table. Draw .one at randoM. Count the total number of pips On
it. Replace it and res-huffle. Run a numberof trials and plot a bar
graph showing the frequencies of different totals of

125. Have students take a book. Count the number of letters in each word
in one paragraph of the book., Plot a bar graph showing the number
of words with one, two, three... etc. letters. Take a very difficult
book. Do the same. Compare the two gfaphs.

C

. 3,69

C.
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GRAPHING - Suggested Activities

401. Role two die from a cup 100 times."'- ReCord the sum of the two numbers
on a tally sheet. Make a bar graph showing which sum,you got the '
most times. The.least. Explain your results. The possible reasons
for your resul is .

402. Survey classmates to determine the birthdays of eachIember. What
are the probabilities of two students having a btirtfidV on the same
day of the same month. List the birthdays and, illustrate them on a
graph. -

403. Survey students to determine how they spend the hours of the day.
Have students`draw a circle graph listing acitivities.

404. ,Find the mean, median, mode, and range of daily temperatures during
.the week. List theth on a graph.

405. Have several students run the 25-yard daSh.. Clock the time for each
-student-and- recordthedata-ona-graph-.-- Findttemeari-med4-arr, mode,
and range.

406. Have your students use the neystRaper to list the,.number of 30-minute _
TV, programs' in--eabh of the *TO lofqing_categcirieg: s rosfti-, ,

.education programs, quiz or game shows, comedy. Illustrate the
listings on a graph. What conclusions cansbe drawn.from the listings?

407. Take a poll of the kinds of pets students have in the class. Graph
the results.

4083' Have students line up at the basketball net and ask them to throw
the ball ten times. Repeat the activity to find the average nutter
of successes. Repeat the activity many times, recording the results
and graphing them. Have students interpret results.

409. Have students make a Circle graph on ways they spend their allowance
during a given week. .

410.- Using the attendance record, have.students graph the frequencies of
absenteeism on' a chart. Compute the mean, median, mode, and range of.
the results.

411'. Draw a circle graph illustrating your daily c,
412. Conduct ,a survelf of your classmates, favorite sport. Make a circle

graph to illustrate this data. 1
, , .

413. Imagine you have the following ingredients:. vanilla ice cream, 1
cherry, nuts and chocolate'syrup. Make a tree diagram listing all .

possible comb -inations.

400
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414; Use the world almanac to show the birth and death rate for five
states during a given year. Construct a bar graph to illustrate
this data. What conclusfons ,may be drawn from the graph?

415.' Draw a bar'graph to illustrate the ten top selling records of the
year. -,(Data may be obtained from the,world almanac.)

.?

a

401
A
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Probabi 1 i ty

LOSS I IEA03 TAILS

Probability is an exciting, branch of
mathematics in which mathematicians use
measures.00f chance to answer\questions
for science and industry. On this, and
thenext threepages, you will learn
something ab# probability end how to
use megure%-..dof, chance to ansWer certain
kinds of questik3ns.

94 - -

10

'C 11

. _ 12

13
14

15

16

.......1Z

1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Suppose, you tossed 'a coin in the
-air. Is it postible that the coin will
land "pfeads"?

Is it' also possible that `the
coin will land "tails"? Thgn
the coin can land ,in one cy-Wo,possible

One pfn> the two possible outconies 'when"
you toss' a can fslieads. We say that
the probability of getting heads on one
toss is 1 out of 2, or 1/2.

The. other one of th two possible 'out-
comes When you toss a coin. istalls.
Can we say that the probability of gett-
ing tails in one toss is also 1 out of

*i 2; or 172?

-2., Toss a coin 80 times and see how
many heads and how many tails you get.

- Use`the chart inAhe next-Tcolumn to re-
, cord the results of the experiment. Put

a mark in the HEADS- column each 'time the
coin lands heads. Put a mark in the
TAILS column each time lands
tails.

3. What is the total number of marks
for heads? for tai is?
The more times, you toss ecoin,- the nearer,-
you -are likely to come to the probability

-1/2. Toss the coin r50 more times.
Then combine the results of the first
50 tosses. What is the totaq number, of
marks for heads? S What is tilt' :
total number of marks for tails?

- . . _ _

"t, \ 1

L 30
.

_

( _ ._:__32_
I

L_....L..n . _____1._!,.___:_ _.,_1_.... 1
___ _____ _ ...{..... __ ____

Ii_.____34_______ __.____ ....____i______ ______
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1
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A
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Probability

'One cc the most interesting applccatilms of probability is a random walk
The work randci means "unguided" or "left to chance." A good example of a random
Walk is the mc4ement of molecules ofair in a room. They move about in an unguided,
or random, way. In the experiment below, the pattern that you make by toss g a
coin will be a very simple one. The patterns made by the molecules of ai are much
more complex.

On the grid below, you are to record the results of tossing a single coin.
Tois the coin once. If it lands heads, start at the dot on the paper and draw a
line segment one space to the right. If ttle coin lands tails, start at the dot and
.draw a line segment one space up toward the top of the'paper. Keep tossing the coin
and drawing line segments either to the right or,up from Our last move. If the
aiin lands heads several times in a row, keep drawing line segments to the right.
Irthe coin lands.tails several times in a row, keep drawing line segments up.(
Toss the coin until the last line segment goes of the grid. See what pattern
develops.

Repeat the experiment and draw the line segments, with a colored pencil or
a crayon. Is the pattern different the-second-time?

I

I-- I 71-j- f71-
,1 27

' I i
r . ,

I. .

; E

F. ... .. ...... _......... .......... ,

........... . ................ . L , . .......... ... .... .. . _
. i

--i.-_if---1 t

r........

_...._,......... .... 1......... .....-.
I i

_P

3

L

403.
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ProbabilitY

For this random walk you will need a die (one of a pair of dice): On the
grid below, startyour movements from the,dot in the center of the paper. Toss+,

the die and if '1" comes up, draw a line segmept one Spice to the right. If "2"
.0r-4ntomes up'draw a line segment one space to the left. If "3" br,"5" comes
up, -draw a.line segment one space up. If "6" comes up, draw a line segment one
'space down. Toss the diefifty times and see what pattern develops.

Repeat the experiment and see if an entirely different pattern develops.
Then repeat the experiment again. Each time the pattern should be different.

[ '11.---1-.Tir I -1- I IT I

1

v 1 1

i 1

,

-4 ___Ii___, __

r- 1

1
1 r-- ,

,

-----i- i-
1

.
,

1

- .1

I 1
..._-

7,-1-

I

;
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POSSIBLE OUTCOME

14 Howany possible outcomes are there when you toss a penny?

2:, How many possible outcomes ie there when you toss a penny and
.

i.

a nickel? .

3. How many possible outcomes are there when you spin the pointer on the .

spinner below? v.

The spinner -shown was' spun 30 tims. The results are recorded-in the
table below.' Complete the table by doing exercies 4, 5; 6, 7, 8,--

9, and 10. (Blank and incomplete spaces in table:)

OUTCOME TALLY

NUMBER
FOR EACH
OUTCOME

FRACTION OF
TOTAL T IALS

w
.......,

IL

77/774" ii
4.

..316?

5.-
6'

, JO

41 ///

7.

-,'''

8.

- ..2e

.

5

.
.

\
.
10.

,
.....\--

5,,C3

ift
////

4o5 -

.-- -

A
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DIE-TOSSING EXPERIMENT

saf

lx In this expe-riment,'a die is tossv1.- One of two :dice is called a d4e.
When a die is tossed, the possible outcomes are %--2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The
nuhiJer of times, an outcome occurs in an experiment is called the frequency.

How often do you think the 5-will turn up?

7

2. die 30 times. Tally the outcomes in the table below,as youitoss
the die._ Then complete the table.

0 p

Outcome '

. .

.
.

Tally
Frequency ..

(number)-

faction.
total.trials

1

,

. .

, . 030

9,-

.- ,

o

.
3

.
-

4 .

.

-

- -

,

5
.

6
.

.

. ,,

.

N
, .

. Total .

% .,..

,,

- ..t30

fr.

406

c 1i
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3. Usi,/ng your results from th table on- the 1:4-evious% page, make a bar graph;
-.

Draw each bar to show the requenoy for an outcome. t,.. ,/ .
.

,,,

20

15

5

0

I

\ \\

0

. .

.,......7-''.
,

.0.

.

.

.."... -,--..

---ir 1 -. -......"
b

1

I

.4.

.

.
,..

....

0

..

1.

.. ..

. .1'

1 2 3 4

outtomes

407

5

.4

4.10

.

6

\
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ti

4. Combine your results with those of another student. Colnplete the table

below. 4,

. Outcome
Your-

frequency-

Partner's
frequency

Combined
frequency

Fr4ction of
total trials. .

'14,;,
:P.T..:1

1
4
-"Nci

N

TOTAL

60

5. How many outcomes were possible in'the die-tossing experiment?

6. Was/the fraction of total trials" for each outcomeabout 1?

When tossing a fair die, each of the 6 numbers has the same chance of

appearing. In this case,..wesAy that the 6 numbers are equally likely.

7. What\might be the reason lip came up njtie out of ten times?

8. ,Are the fractions for total trials in the tablf above closet' to 1

than those in the table on the preceeding page?

The more trials you perform With a fair,die,Allegeroser to 1 you

would. expect the fraction to be_.

- 408
Alt



'II. Before you
Three coins

t
The tree di
H and T to

4

MEASURES OF CHANCE

take a chance, you should know what'the risk fs.
--,t a penny, a nickel, and a dime -- are tossed.

agram below shows all the. Possible outcomes. Use
show the results. Some have, been done for you.

8.

I

14:q. 4

H

T

',k (,11

1.

How many different outcomes for three coins are possble?--

s:

-3. What fraction of these poisible outcomes give 3 headIAH,H).?

4. What fracti on _ of these possible outcomes is each different

outcome?.

5. How many' times would you expect to get H H H?

6. How many times would you expect to -get H H T?

409 4

4.

1
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MEASURES OF CHANCE

1. -Before you take fra chance, you should know what the risk
Three coins --, a penny, a nickel, and- a -dime arg tossed.

The tree diagram below shows all the possible outcomes. Use
H and T. to show the results. Solve- have been done for you.

H

1::,11

1-1

i-/ -r

N -r

T

T

H

2.' How many different outcomes for thre,coini are possible'

3. What fraction of these possible outcomes give 3 heads (H,H;H)?

What fraction of these possible outcomes i.lach different

outcome?

5. How many times would you expect to get H H H?
A

6. How many times would you expect to get H H T?

p

410 11.

4
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THREE -COIN EXPERIMENT

1. Find.out what outcomes you actually get when you toss 3 coins'32 times.
Recorq your tesults in the table below.

.

Outcome
Tally

f

Freqpenc

.
.

Fraction of
total trials

ExpeCtid

fraction of
total trialsPenny. Nickel Dime

H
r

H H
,

--

- ..-

.
1 _

ri -Jr
. H H

°

T

4
.

-TT-
1

.13 32

H T
,

H, ..

.

1-

8

".

-Tr '

'H T `, T , , 1

-6. --3-2---

H.
. .

H

..
..

'1

... 1

g

.

_

32
.

H : T

.

,

.

.
.

.

. 1 ,

-Tr

T
1>.

T. H

'

1

13

.

32

T .

1

T ' T

0
.

-
1-

13-

.

.

-Tr

.

. 1 TOTAL
.....

-

2. Whi'ch outcomes resulted in a fraction that is equal to
1

or -4 7

3. The fraction d total trials for each outcome in an experiment is the
experimental probability for that outcome. The probability of an/outcome

is a predictioi of how often the outcome will occur. To find the

probability of-an outcome front an experiment, use the fraction

number of times the outcome occurred
number of trials

Circle the fractions o' total trials for each of the outcomes that are

3 or. 5 . )

411
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PREDICTING,COIN TOSSES

1.. To find the probability of an uttome,,you first record all the possible

outcomes.' Wen complete the able below for coin tossing.

Number Possible outcomes for coins-tossed

1 coin

2,coins

00
5®) ®o, ()I

Number of
possible outcome's

3 coins
oeo:oeqloe® ocm
®:y ®c2) (Doe: (Joe

2. Sometimes we assume that the outcomes in an experiment are equally likely.

On a fair coin, heads and tails are equally likely. There is 1 way to get

heads. There are 2 possible outcoTes.' The probability for heads is 1 for a

..d ,

fir coin.

What is the probability of tails for a fair coin?

3. If a fair coin is tossed 20 times, about how many times do you expect to

get heads?

If outcomes are-equaliyfikely, the'probabilit; of each outcome is

1

number of possible outcomes

When-tossing 2 coins, there are 4 different outcome. One outcome is

H,H., What is the probability of getting 2 heads when tossing 2 coins?

14

A

412
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5. If 2 coins are.tossed 20 times, about how many times do you expect to
get 2 tails?

6. When tossing 3 coins, there'are 8-44-fferent outcomes. What is the
,

probability of getting each outcome?

7. If 3 coins aretossed 32 times, about how many times do yc expect to
get- 3 ,heads?

8. The table below shows the probabilities for equally likely outcomes.
Complete this table.

Number of possible
Outcomes-

Probability fOr
each outcome

--4,----
.

-2 .

-

1

7
.

-------).-,

k\

3 ,

o-_

..

. 1

T

4

.

.

, .

.

1

. .

,

-

.7\
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,9. The'table below shows the probabilities for.coin tosses. Complete.
this' table.

7 I,

.

..

Number of
fair coins

- Number of
possible outcomes

Probability for
each outcome

Predicted number of-times

each outcome occurs iii 64 trig
.

.

. .

,

.

'...

.

)
...

.

.

.
V ,

.

.

.
,

..

4 .

.

.

'1

10. If you toss coins 64 times, will you always get.the number of outcomes
predicted in the table above?

414

a
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DICE TOSS' a

1. If you Noss- a fair /die, about how many times would you Predict a 2

would be tossed in. 60 trials?

-c

2. A die is tossed 60 tries. The results .are shown in the table below.
Complete the table by doing exercies 2, 3,.4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 (bla0

. ,and) i ncompleti spaces i n table) . r

Outcome
.

Frequency
Fraction of
total trials

.

2.

66

2 9
3.

.i

'
,

4.

452:...

67e1
.

4

5.

/40?

60,
.

it 1107.

,

6

6
46

1.
, -,,,,,,

6

"hulk

7.

. -

'TOTAL
8. 9.

-a

4

415

t
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DRAWING CARDS FROM A HAT"'

'Place a Kin§ of spades, clubs, diamonds, and hearts in hat and-ma

'..'

1. How many cards are in th i ,hat?' '.

2. How many Kings are in the hat?

Draw a card, look at i t, and replace it in the hat.

If you make 10 draws, what fraction of draws will be Kings?

11111,

4. Since all of the cards in the hat are Kings, what is'the probability.

of drawing a King?

5. If you make 10 drawsffrom the hat; what fraction of draws will be

Queens?

)

6. What is the probability.of drawing a Queen

7. Circle the outcome that is certain. Queen-

8. Circle the outcome that is impossible. King Queen

s experiment?

416
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COIN TOSS (N0

. When a coin is tossed, there are two possible ways it can,land.

One. outcome is:

Heads (H),

The other
outcome is:

Tails (T)

1. Toss a coin 20 times. Tally each outcome in the table below as you toss
the coin. Complete the table.

Outcome

.

1

Tally

Number for'

outcome

Fraction
of total
trials

.H

.

yi/

.

)

,
.

f

"
4

T
\

A

. _

1

.-2tr 1

'Total

2. Combine your results from the table above with those of anot ent.
Fill in the teble below.

Outcome

Your
number for
each outcome

- Partner's
number` for

each outcome

Total.

,.

inutgir foi,; ,

each outcome

'Friction
,of total
trials

H
_

,

--IF

T

. .

,

.

_

Total
4

3. How many different outcomes were possible in this experiment?. . , ,

417
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We say that tgechances that a lifai0 coin will land,heads

4

COIN TOSSING

4. Was the fr'action of the total trials fbr each outcome in t is
experiment about 1 (about 20)?

5. If a coin lapded_heads 99 times out of 100, would you thi n1 t was

fair?

-6. Jim performed three experimeAis 6y.tossing a coin. In on experiment,

he tossed the coin 20 times. It landed heads.8 times. w many times

did it land

7. Complete the table below:

Number,of
tosses

20

Number of , Number of
heads tails

8

15 4

100

A

S.

,

8. Use the results in the table below"to finethp fraction f total trials

for each outcome.

Fraction ' Fraction `Sim of the

- bf heads of tarns 21fractions

8

-tr,-
;

a

,-, 1

,...
.

,.
,. .

50 .

TM

O

9. If you reduce pe.suns of the 2'fractions, what is the sum in each case?,

415
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10.. Two coins, a penny and a nickel
were tossed. The outcomes are
the different ways the tWo coins
may fall,. With a penny and .a
nickel, there are four possible
outcomes.

Toss two coihs 20 times. Record
your regults in\the table below4

COIN TOSSING

4,
PENNY' *NICKEL OUTCOMES

1

0, (sr ,H

Outcome .

,

,

Tall r

Number
for each
,outcome

Fraction
of total
trialsPenny Nickel

0 0
,

c:

20

.

0 0
_

A

.

20
.

A

0 0
e

.

e

'

-- ;
20_

0 0 ,

A

I ,-

20
TOTAL

.--ff--

11. Your experiment shows that your chance of tossing two heads is
about out of 20..

12. Your chance f tossing one head and one tail is

13. Your chance of tossing two tails is

0
1

419

11,
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WHAT IS CERTAIN?

When'events occur oriaee going to occur, We have different ways of
talking about theM. When we are sure something will happeh; we say it ls.a ,

certain event. or example, if you spin a spinner that is all-Fred, getting
iidiia certain/event. Its probability is 1. The probabfilWof gettio
blUe on the vme\spinner is 0, which. we call'an impossiblerevent.

. ,
,

. On a spinnerrwith more than one color, the probability of 'getting one
of the colors is greater than 0, but less than 1. We say that theseee
uncertain events.

.

.
,,

Consider fltppjng a coin. There are equal chances of--getting a head
or a tail. It is likely that you will, get one of them, but one js not.more
likely than the other.

Exercise: Using the words: likely, more likely, equal chances, certain, .-

uncertain, and impossible, identify the followiflg.events:

1.

2.

Toss one"coin. 'Getting a head.

Gettin a dead vs. getting a tail.
..

3. Spin th e color spinner. Getting a
particula color.

4. Spire one color spinner. Getting that
color.

5. Spin three'color spinner. betting a
color not on the spinner.

6. loss one die. Getting al, 21' 3, 4;
5, 0 6.

7. Toss one die. Getting a

4

4.

8. :Foss two Getting a sun of 13.

9. It is-raining. You walk outsidewithout- a,": '-

an umbrella. You will get wet.

10. You are launching'a space ship. It "'

ovill take off.

420

4
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.

.COmpiete this table.

TABLE 2

fill in the missing information.

Experiment
Events consldered`

success P(success)

Events cons i dered'Kf
failure -;.i

ai lure):P(sucbess4
g Pt fai I urel

Toss a die 3 1/6 1, 2, 4, 5, or 6 5/6 *1

Toss a coin H _ . _
Toss 2 coins HH, TH 1/2 -

Player at bat Gets a hit -

Launch- a , .
space ship .1

, .1 .

From your chart, answer the following:

<7. .

1. P(success) + P(failure) =

2. Is this always true?

3. If the probability of getti
is 1/6, what is the probabi

4. If the probability oft rain

i t wig not rain?

ng a 5 when you roll a single
lity of not getting a 5?

die one time,

chances thatis 40% tomorrow, what are the

5. If ybu have a 3 out of 54 ch
are your chances of not spi

ances of ,pinning "red" on a spinner, what
nning "r d "?

421
"4.
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SUCCESS or FAILURE

Sometimes we consider certain outcomes of an experiment to be "successes"
and the other outcomes to be "failures". This does not mean that they are good ,

or bad but just a way to name the different outcomes.

For examplp, suppose you call getting a head (H) when you toss one coin, a
success. Then getting a tail (T) would be called a failure. Notice that the
probability,of getting a head.is 1/2 and the probability getting a tail is
I - 1/2 = 1/2. The total of the probabilities Complete Table 1, by
filling in the missing information.

Experiment

Toss a die
''Player at- bat:::

TOSS' a cdin

Toss two coins
,Launch a spaceship

Table 1.

Outcomes

1,2,3,4,5,or 6
gets a hit, does not get a hit.
Hs T
HH,HT,TH,TT
takes off,does not take off

How did you figure, out the

1** Notice that: OUTCOM

Suctesses

2 or 6
gett a hit
H

TT,HH
takes off

Failures

1,3,4or5

ailures"?
r

- SUCCESSES = FAILUR

Another way to say this is that ther"failures" are those outcomes thatta.
not -consiiclered ."succe es".

Notice also that the "uccesses" are the outcomes not,considered ufailuree"..
. When you toss a single coin one time, not getting -head means getting a tail and
vice versa.

Now let's Moknat the probabilities.

2 2,

1



Life Expectancy of Animals
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BAR GRAPHS.

)

)

7 .

4

3 ..

2 .

s

.

:

1

DOG CHICKEN.

II

BEAR

il
MI

CATMOUSE

1. Which animal has the longest life expectancy?

2. How many years is it expected to live?

C-
B. Which animal has the shohest life expectancy?

4. How many years is it expected to live?*

423
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE COLOR

Cut up pieces of.small colored squares. Place them in a.box and have
students choose their favorite color. Record the number of students
in your class whoeselected eAch color on the table - below.

err

,.

Color

,

Blue
,

Green ReI Yellow Orange
i',

BrowOr Black
,

Grey

..

'Pink

Number of
students

, ._:i

,-:
,

.

. Make a' graph of the number of students who selected each color. Choose'a

number scale for the number of students and fill in the graph.

N.

-I I ..

......._
./4.13 .

,....

. ..
.

..-, ....

t. . r
,--

) \ I

. .

-1-4 -4.11

-... .-
......- -.4 r ...-

I .....

r

ue Green Red .Yellow ran e Brown . Biacx Grey 'u

494

ti

Y.

40
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. CHOOSbYOUR.FAVORItE FOOD

Make a bat graph of your class's favorite food chosen from the list
below. Your bar graph should show the number of students that chope
each food.

Food Chicken Hot Dogs= Cindy ICe Cream Hamburgers

Number A
students

,
_I

,

ao

BAR GRAPH N

ro.

.40

\
Cihcken

. , Hot- Dogs Candy Ice Cream i Hamburgers
. 1.

i

.

J

425
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5. On how many days did the ,temperature exceed 80°?

6: On which days did the temperatue.fall below 60°?

7. What is e difference between the highest and the iowest temperature
of the week?,

8. What is the range of the temperatures for the week?

A

A

.o

4
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LINE-SEGMENT GRAPH

Graphs like the following one are called line-segment graphs. This graph
was constructed by plotting points corresponding to the month and the rainfall
for that month. Then, successive points were joined by draWing line Segments.

44.

0

CL

87.

Average monthly precipitation,
Portland, Oregon

8 r

7

4

2

\ i
1 .....; .

0 '

il 0) N. 3 44 "I. /";LI a
mc .i ( a:-, 4, h

U
,:. , . 0,,, u 7. 0

Month

C.' 0

(f)

Discussion Exercises

For Discussion Exercises 1 through 4, refer to the percipitation graph.

3. Give the approximate average rainfall for each month.

2. In which months is the average rainfall

(a) less than 2 in.? (b) more than 57 in.?

0601141.

3. Do you think the points on the segments between the months have any meaning?

me ti u 4

4. Does the grdph give you anyidea of the rainfall on a Oarticular day of the
month? Explain your answer.

1'
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LINE- SEGMENT GRAPHS- 2

5. (a) What was the. highest
temperature on August 25?
When did the highest
temperature Occur?

. (b) What was the lowest
"temperature? When did ',

the lowest temperature
occur?

(c) How much did the
temperature rise between
6:00 A!M. and noon?

(d) How many degrees did the
temperaturg_drop between
3:00 P.M. and-midnight?

Hourlytemperatures, August 25, 1966,
- Muncie, Indiana

90

IA

16.4 80

to - --I

...__

I

.-I.

.-I

.

.._,I__
_".

.

Fmills

_ .

__*

__

1.1

_

......

1-1:11----J--,--1--------1
t-:....

... ........ ....-r--1.. ....0
is 1 V

7
1 11 t. 6 10 :',:.'

03
P. M , ,

, _
cy , . '2

.11 ,

'6. For a decade, the average daily high temperature forthe month of.July is
given in the table. Construct a line-segmentegra0 to illustrate this data.

Ycat j
)957,
1958
1959
1960 -
1961

,

N%,eri-Ave daily

hi,,l1 (do:-.10r.q.., Fi

84.0

77.4

83.8

- 84.8
,, 8-: .378'

14Cal.

1()62
I 1963

1064
1965
1966

Ay( I il-t, (i-lily,

high (.1 -ii,e- F)
PI ?
84:9

- 0 85.3
T12.3
90.5

7. -44 traffic survey to determine the number of cars.passing ihroughsaAtreet

intersection found the information in the table. 'Construct a line-segment

graph to illustrate this data. ,,

ti

Tim ' i:,1C:rv:...(1
.

i
-

N(n...r_hc. o....f cP,r-1

6-7:0.>1 A.". 48
7..8:00 A LI. 244
8-.9 : 00 ,...1.,. 360
9.10:00 A.M. 121

10 11..0f) ,..1.i. , 72
11:00 ',J... - noon 112

1:?.--1:0.)1..1:. 213
1- ''; 00 t.;... 147 ,

2- :1.(101.r.1, 139
/1.001. ; . :454

4 .5 :(1.11 LI. 402
1., .0: (' ) r.t.l. 389

428
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BAR GRAPH

'The following horizontal bar graph compares the'lengths of the four
longest river systems in the world. Study the graph and note how 1't is
constructed.

Missizirpi-tAi',soon

Mile

Amazon

01.)

Len the of the four longest river sys'tehis.

0 1060 2000 3000
"71111

4000---
length (mi)

Disdussion Exercies
.

The discussion exercies will help you to recognize and understand some of
the features of horizontal bar graphi. Use the preceding graph to-answer

*Discussion Exercies 1 through 6.

1. a) What is the title (or name) of the graph? -

b) Does the :title acdurately describe what the graph shows?

2. arOn the graph, 1 square represent ? miles?
b) If a scale of 1 square for,each 100 miles had been used, Would

the bars.on the graph be longer or shorter?
.

3. Note that all the bars-are -thy saMexidth and all the bars are spaced,
equally. apart. What does this feature contribute to the graph?.

4. Why IS it helpful to hate the rivers listed in order of theif lengths? '

5. a) Give.the'approximate length of each river shown on the graph.
b). How acCtifate are your answers to Part a? Are they accurate to

the nearest.mile? Are they accurate to the nearest 100 miles?
Explain your answers.

N.
6. a.) Would it be useful to round the lengths of each river before drawing

the graph?
.

b) Would you round the lengths of the rivers to the nearest 1000 miles
before drawing the graph? Explain your. answer.

429
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7. The vertical.,bar graph shows pUblic school enrollment in the United
States :.

. .. ,
.. ..

,.a) Give the approximate school U.S. Public School Enrollment
enrollment for each year .-... (Kindergarten -.grade 12)

b)

190Q?
030

c) In which ten year petiod did ..5.,,,,

shown on the graph. ....__.
0

V
How many more puitl,s were
enrolled in 1960 than in

c
0
7-'

..-36

1540.1.9.60

school enrollment groW most_ 44-
most rapidly? What was th.e

ItT8
increase in enrollment

s..
during this period?

212

d) During which years did school. 2
. 6

enrol lment decrease?

8: Construct a bar graph using the
heights of the five mountains.
Round the height of each mountain
to the netarest 1000 feet before

drawing. the grapb.

0-
1900 1910 1920 '1930 1940 1950 1960

s

9. Construct a vertical bar graph giving
the approximate. popul ati on of the`

United 'States by decades from

1900 to -1960.

mom111111111111INNINNE111111111.11s mamma1IN11
II II III 1111

Year

Mountain . -Height (ft),

Everest 29,141

.. McKinley: 20,300-.

17,883
Matterhorn 14,705 - ,
Piket Peak 14,110 ,

, .

Year

1900
1910
1920
100
1940
1950
1960

Approximate
population (millions)

76

92
106

123

132

151

180

I

10. Using th graph you constructed in Exercise 9, give an estimate of the

population f United States in 1970. Use the graph to estimate the

population in he year 2000. .

t,

430 I
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SOME MEASURES .1:1F CENTRALTENDENV

The 'Mean, Median and Mode,

Jerry made a list of the ages- of his classmates' fathers. His list

comprised 25 numbers:

42,40,36,38,51,39,38,39,55,40,44,47,38,
50,34,38,43,49,42,37,41,48,52,35;4'5

In-order to analyze the set of numbers, Jerry arranged them In order,
from largest to smallest.

Rank Age

1 55

2 52

3 51

4 50

5 49

6 48

7 47

8 45

9 44

10 43,

11 42

12. 42

13 41 4
14 40

15 40

16. 39

1'7 39

18 ,,,s!,-'38

19 3/3-

20 38

21 38

22 37

23 36

24 5

25 3

Total" T041

The range of the set of numbers is the diffe nce
between the largest,and smallest numbers in t e
set.

55 34 = 21

The median of a set of numbers: is -the middle

number of the set.
41' is the median.

vb.

The mode of asset of numbers*is the most frequently .

occurring number in the set, "if there is such a,

number.
. 38 is the mode.

The arithmetic aVetage or mean is the sum of all
the numbers divided by the number of numbers in

the set.
1041 = `41.64
25

4.

If the number -of ages were in evbn number, then the median would be
found by findingvthe average of the two "middle numbers." Notice.that,

.in this case, the median and the mean area very close to each 'other; however,

this is not alWays the case.

4.

The mean, median, and mode are called measu of central tendency.
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1. Find-the range, mean, median, and mode of the list of numbers.

91,85,84,92,86,84,85,86,79;94
76,90,91,77,64,87,89,91,87,88

2. The score sheet shows the 'scores of a bowling team for three game

..- Team ScoreSco Sheet '40

Name Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Three-game total

,pob t- .4_ 136 148 128
(

Chuck II, 458 139 145
. q

.

Lew - .170 166 f

Ike ,
ft

151 144
,
181 .

,

.

Don 169 208 195 r \<

..,

Teem Total

. -

a) Find the three game total for each person on the team.,
. b) 'Find the team total for each game. .

c) Find the average score of each person on the team for the *nee games.

4(Round your answers to the.nearest whole number.) t.

d) What wasthe average score bowledby the team for Bach of thehree,ganies?
(Round you answers to the nearest whole number.)

K

3. The scores fora mathematics test given to kciass'are listed below

' 82,88,72,94,90,60,74,81;89,85,7242r
80,66,75,85,96,92;83,87,84,82,77,78

-\1Y

'a) What is the range of the scores?
b) What i5 the median score?

I

What is the mean score? _ ,

0 L.1 3

4

I

;

tr
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4. The weight of each starting player on-a high
given in the table. :-

a) ColOuti the average weight of the
starting lineup.

b) What is the inedian weight of the
starting lineup?

c) What is-the average weight of the
starting linemen (all the players
except the baCgs)?

d) What is the average weight of,the
backfield players?

1

1-)

school-football team is

j Poiition Wefight(lb

Center 165
R Guard 176
L Guard 172
RJackle 200
L Tackle . 180
R End 165
L End 167
Fullback 161
R Halfback 168

L Halfback - 140
Quarterback 159

-

CP

Its
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CIRCLE GRAPH 4 r

-A circle graph -is used to show the different parts that
Look at the circle graph below that shows how Sue 04nt
store: ).

r

'Atm

make us a whOle
$1.00 at'the

. ,
. tl*

1. a) What part ofAhe $1.00-did spend on candy?

b) How much did-sloe spend-ckgum and candy?' D ./.

c) On what did she spend the mosVmoney?
,0

2. Make a circle graph to shokew yotiwoUlclispelld $2.00 at the store.

434
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PROBABILITY - Suggested Activities

AK

1'01. Results will vary.

102. Results will vary.

103. blue (Probability of drawing_ blue marble 6/10.)

104. Results will vary.

105. a. P (3 heads) 1/8
0. P (2 heads And 1 tail) = 3/8
c.. P (1 head and' 2 tails') = 3/8
d. P (3 tails) = 1/8

106. Possible outcomes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6,

O7. P (staying well) = 4/6* He will probably stay well.-

108. Results will vary.

109.

110. a) P (tails) = 1/2
b) Yes

c) Answers wil l'vary. Fractions equivalent to 1/2.

P (picking matched pair) = 2/4

112. a) P (even number) = 6/11
b) P (odd number) = 5/11

c) P (even & multiple of 5) = 0
d) P {odd and multiple of 5) = 2/11

113. a) P (blue chip on 1st draw) = 4/12
b) P (white chip on 1st draw) =,3/12
c) P (not getting white on 1st draw) = 9/12
d) P (red on 2nd draw after red on 1st draw) = 4/11
e) There are no blue chips.

114. P (heads) = 1/2. No change in probability.

.
7

115. Results will vary.

116...P (getting an "A" card) = 14/6
P (getting, an "E" card) = 2/3

"C" and "D" cards hove equal ch nces.,

Results" will yary.

it

4

435:
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117. P (landing on 6) = 1/6

444 118.
/

I-

119,

4

4 120.
.

121.

'122.

123.

124.
,

125.

.-...,_

4 1A

P (landing on 3) = 1/6
Results will vary.- ..

'Project will vary.

,

L-54

1

r

A is most likely tewinsbgAmse P '(throwing 9) = 4/36,
,

while-P (throwing 11) i 1y,2/36.

Resultt will vary.

Results will vary. . .)

Results will-vary. ,

A

Results will vary:
--;

Results will vary.
,

A

1 red, 1 yellow, or 1 red, 1 green, or 1 blue, 1 yellow, or

1 blue, 1 green (4 possible outcomes).

-.,

1

11

48.

wr

a

V

r

1

.

43C

r

.

O
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GRAPHING - Suggested Activities

Answer Sheet

- 412J Results and graphs wfli vary.

413.

vanilla,ice cream (VI

cherry (C)====:::N
S

nuts (N)

'CV

CN

CS

C VC ,

VN

VS

V

NC

NS
N\

a

Chocolate syrup (S) V SV
C SC
N SN

(Ndte: Two of the same ingredient have not been combined.)
do.

414. - 415.- Results and graphs will vary.

fr ,

I

'437
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PROBABILITY .

Answer Sheet

. . .

201. 1 ...yes, yes, yes

2 = results will vary
3 = 'resul is wi 11 Vary

202. Results will vary

203. Results will vary

204 1. 2possib1e outcomes
2.. 4 possible outcomes
3. 5 possIble outcomes
4.. 7/30 44.

.

5. 6

6. 6/30

7. 3

8. 3/30

9. 9

10. 9/30

4

205a. 1. answers will vary
2: table and results will vary,

205b. 3. graphs will vary
4

205c. 4. results will early
6. 6 possible outcomes
6. answers will vary
7. answers will vary

)8: answers will vary

206. 1. HTT, THH, THT, TTH, TTT
2. 8 possible outcomes
3. 1/8

4. 1/8

5. 411 out of 8 times or 1/8;..4 the time

6. 1 out bf 8 times or 1/8 of thetime

207. 1. Results and tables, will vary.

2. Results wi11 vary.

3. Results will vary.

208a. 1. 4

2. 1/2
3., 10 times

4. 1/4

208b% 5. 5 times

6. 1/8

7. 4 times

8. 1/4

5 outcomes
1/9

438



208c. 4. outcomes

8 outcomes

L-57

16 times
/1/8 8 times

1/16 4 times
)0. No, these are predictions or expected numbtof times.

209a. 1. '10 times
2. 14/60

3. 9/60'

4. 10

5-re_ T2

210.

6. 6

7. 9/60
8. 60

9. 60/60

1. 4 cards 5. 0/10
2. 4 kings 6. 0

3. 10/10 7. King
4. 1 8. Queen

211a. ift Tables and results will vary.
2. Tables and results will vary.
3. 2 different outcomes: H, T

211b. 4. Answer will vary.
5. No

6. 12 times
7. 12, 11, 50
8. 12/20, 11/15; *50/10('

Sums: 20 15 100 _
1I l 9 T0-0-

2u 15

.9. 1

211c. 10. Results and tables will vary.
11. Answers will vary
12. 2/4 or 1/2
13. 1/4

212. 1. Certain

2. equal chances

3. uncertain
4. certain "

5. impossible
6. 'certain/equal chances.
7. .uncertain
8. uncertain alko.

9. likely

10.. uncertain

. 213a. Table 1: does not get a hit, J,, HI or TH, does not take. off

"Failures" take all outcomes that are not success.

439
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-
208c. 9. 4 outcomes 16 times

8 outcomes . ,1/8 8 times
1/16 4,times

10. No, these are predictions or expected4tYmber of times.

209a. 1. 10 times
2- 14/60
3. 9/60
4. 10

5.. 12
6. 6

7. 9/60
8. 60

9. 60/60

210. 1. 4 cards 5. 0/10
2. 4 Oings 6. 0
3. .10/10 la King
4. 1 8. Queen

211a. 1. Tables and results will vary.
2. Tables and resu will vary.
3. 2 different outcome H, T 4

211b. 4. Answer will vary.
5. No

6. 12 times
7. 12, 31, 50
8. 12/20, 11/15; 50/100'

Sums: 20 1 15, 10g ,

20-c '
1

9. 1

,211c. 10. Results_and tables will vary.
11. Answers will vary
12. 2/4 or /2
13. 1/4

.

,212 . Certain .. 1 Cti 9 .

o

2e equal chances , )
of

3. uncertain
4. certain
5. impossible

,,,

6. certain/equal chances

7. uncertain #

.....,
- 8. uncertain

9. likely .

10. uncertain

1

213a. Table 1: does not ge.X a hit, T, HI or,TH, does not take off
"Failures" take all outcomes that are not success.

440
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213b. 1 T 1 2 .= 1

2 . 2 2

HT, TT 4 2 =

'2 212-

does not 1-

get a hit 2
= 1

takes off 1 does not 1 2 = 1

-2- take off 2

1. 1 , 1/4

2. yes

3. 5/6

4. 60%
5. 1 out of 4

o ,

441
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GRAPHING

Answer Sheet

301. 1. Bears

2.% 17 years
3. Mouse
4. 3 years

302. Results' and graphs will vary. ti

303, Results and graphs will vary.

304a. 1.a) Saturday
b) answer will vary (graph compares)

2.a) Friday
b) answers will vary (chart shows exact temperatures,

graph might be less 'exact to read)

0

3.a) Tuesday
b) 54°

4.a) Sunday ,

bl answers will vary (graph more pictorial.- compare
lengths of bars))

304b. 5.a) 5 days
6. Tuesday, Wednesday

7.. 92° - 540.F 38° difference -1

8. 54° to 92°-

305a. 1. Jan 6" July 5"

Feb. 5.3" Aug. 6

1=4401r. 4.7" Sept. 1.9"

'Apr. 2.9" Oct. 3.4"

May 2.1" Nov. 6.1"

June 1.5" Dec. 7"'

2. a) June, July, August, September
b) January, February, November,,December

A

3. No

:4. No, it shows you the average of all the days Of the month.

305b. 5: a) 88°, 3:00PM
b) 66°, 2AM, 5AM, and 5AM

c) 18° increase
d) 14° drop ,

6,7. Graph as illustrated by example. Note title.and labels

on both axes.

4 12
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/306a. 1. a) Lengths of the four longest river systems.
b) ,Yes

2. a) 250 miles
b) longer

3. It allows. you to compare by sight. -May be- other answers discussed.

4. Easier comparison. May be -other answers discussed.

/-1

5. a) Mississippi - Missouri -4,750 miles
Ni le 4,000 miles
Amazon 4,200 miles .
Ob. 3,200 miles

b) As accurate as we can estimate between squarest'
(1 square = 250 miles)
Not accurate to nearest mile.
Can be accurate to nearest,100 miles.

6. a) Would not b.e as accurate, but depends upon What nearest
fl-gure we choose.

b) No, nearest 1000 miles not precise enough.

306b . 7. a) 1,900 15,000 ,000
1910 18 ,000 ,040
1920 21,000,000
1930 24,000,000
1940 22 ,000 ,000
1950 21,500,000

, 1960 18,000,000

b) 3,000m0

c) 1900-1910, 1910-1920, 1920-1930
3 million increase

d) 1930-1960

8. & 9 . Graph as i 11 us trate'd by #xample, shown'.

10. Estimites must be greater than 180,-000,000 as noted by trend
of graph.

O

413
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307a. 1 94
92. range: 64-94
91- mean: 85.3
91 median: 86.5
T1 mode: 91

9-0

89

88,

87

87

86
.

0

86 e

85

85
_.

84

84

79

77

76

64

2. a)

b)

Three game totals: 412,442, 498, 476,572
Team totals: Game 1 776

Game 2 809

Game 3 815

c) 137, 147,-166, 159, 191
d) 800

307b. 96
,t1

92
92
90
89

88

87

85
85.-

84

83

82

82
81

80

78 416

77

.75

74
72

-.. 72

69

66
\

a) range: 66-96
b) median: 82.5
c) mean: 82.2

444 ,.
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--07c. .4. a) 169 lbs.

b) T68 lbs.

c) 175 lbs.
d) 159 Tbs.'

308. 1. 'a) 19 Qr 19%
100

b) -r9st 7t = 26t

'
c) potato chips

L-63

2. Graphs will vary. 'Be sure parts are proportional.

4
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